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Block I continued:

.August 1989. Other requests for this document shall Le roferred to WRDC/MWtT,
WPAFB, OH 45433-6533.

Block 18 continued:
/

reemission kinetics, condensation kinetics; outgassing testaf reemission tests(

Block 19 continued:

spectrometer data for m/e-10 to 500 as functions of test time for iscothermal outgassing
of savp]es at cither two or three temperatures selected from 25 C, 7SC, and 1259C:
deposition rates of the outqassing products on surfaces at 90 K, 150 K, 225 K and 298 K,
QCM thermoqrav:.metric data for the collected outgassed products (obtained by controlled
heating of the 90 K collector QCM at the end of an outgassing test) and mts spectrometer
data obtained durino t.. VCH thermogravimetry test. Off-line GC/MS tests were also made
on the sample m.¾.erials. The mass spectrometer data for one material test (R-2560
adhesive at lkSC)were further analyzed to show how the data -an be used to determine the
outgassing rates of each individual outgassed species.
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Section I

INTRODUCTION AND PROGRAM BACKGROUND

This documncrt is the final report for the Air Fcrce Wright Aeronautical Labordtories

contractual program l33615-82-C-5025, entitled "Characterization of Contamination

Generation Characte*tics of Satellite Materials." The contract covered the period June

1982 to August 1989. tFhe objective of the program was to develop a standard test method

for measuring material outgassing and deposition kinetics d at

' --._ The test method development program was divided into Phase I, Phase II, and Phase

11 Extension. In Phase 1. the current state of technology for characterizing outgassing and

deposition kinetics was determined and assessed, and a candidate test method was selected

for further development. In Phase II, the feasibility of the selected method was

demonstrated, the specifications for a single apparatus capable of executing all aspects of

the test method were determined, and a draft test procedure was prepared. Technical

reports were submitted at the end of Phases I and 11. Following Phase II, a new test

apparatus was built under Lockheed company funding. Under the Phase U Extension, the

test apparatus and the test procedure were demonstrated and exercised, and a material

database was developae.
`._.5s report gives the background to the program, summarizes the work performed in

Phases I and II, and describes in detail the work performed under the Phase II Extension.
*.t.A,, i • ;-; ,,t"r ( C-.,. - ( -, r. i,,-, ,). ,r . r i , -I, " , A 't ' ,,, ) I . ,',le) ,T

1.1 REPORT SUMMARY 7c-T E-M ,, 6t' 4 •',• e,£ /' (oe•%*",' " 7'icS

Section 1.2 reviews background to the program. The !imitations of materials

selection solely on the basis of the ASI M E 595 screening test are noted, and the need for a

mome systematic approach to material selection and contamination control is identified. The

contributions of this and other Air Force technology programs to develop a systematic

contanmination control methodology is described.

Section 2 describes the work performed on the prior phases of this program. In

Phase I, a review of the literature and a survey of ihe industry were rxade. Base'l on the

findings of the review and survey, a method for measuring outge.ssing and deposition

kinetics was selected. The test method is based on a test and data reducti,'n methodology
which, when completely developed, will permit the outgassing -nd deposition kinetics of

each individual outgassed species to be determined. The total outgassing and deposition

rates are measured by placing the material sample in an effusion cell and collcctiiig the flux

leaving the cell on quartz crystal microbalances (QCMs) held at different temperatures.
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Total outgassing rate is determined from the collection rate on one of these QCMs which is
held at liquid nitrogen temperature. The species evolved from the isothermal sample ame
monitored using a mass spectrometer.

At the end of the outgassing test, the species depo.ited on the QCMs are th!rmally
analyzed by heating the QCMs in a controlled manner. This test ir referred to as QCM
thermal analysis (QTA). During QTA, the QCM deposit mass changes and the evolved
species mass spectra as the deposit ev.porates are measured as functions of QCM
temperature. These two measurements are called QCM thermogravim":tric analysis

(QTGA), and QCM thermal analysis combined with mass spectrometry (QTA!,S).
respectively. Because QTAIMS had not been previously demonstrated, a standard off-line
gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) analysis was added to the test method to
provide backup data on the constituent species.

The effectiveness and accuracy of the QCM collection method for measuring total
outgassing and deposition rates was investigated and confirmed under Phase U1. Because it
w-is not cost effective to commit substantial capital funding to a new apparatus before some

of the test method principles had bc,-n verified, the Phase II development work was
performed using two separate general purpose laboratory apparatuses. By the end of Phase
II, most of the developmental issufes had oeen satisfactorily addressed, and the
requirements for a single dedicated apparatus capable of executing the full test procedure
were identified. A drtft test procedure for executing the test method was prepared.

Section 3 describes the tcst apparatus, which was built and checked out under
Lockheed funding. The apparatus is described in sufficient detail to permit another
organization to bui!d a similar apparatus. For the most part, the apparatus functioned
satisfactorily. Operational experience has sui gested that some minor changes in the choice
of type of QCM and methid of temperature control would be &sirable. The apparatus is
curentdy being mixified to incorporate these changes.

Sc.tion 4 presents the formal test procedure. This basic procedure was followed
throughout the database measurement program described in Section 6. Most of the changes
during the Phase II Extension were minor and evolitionary, and its current form closely
resembles the draft test procedure prenarrd at the end of Phase II.

The objectives of the Phase II Extension were to exercise and evaluate the test
method performance and to generate a multi-material outgassing/deposition kinetics
database. Section 5 evaluates the data generated by the test method by analyzing in detail
the data for one material test - McGhan-Nusil R-7560 adhesive at 125*C.

Section 6 introduces the material database, the main body of which is pmscnted in the
Apperdix. A list of the 20 materials tested is given, and the arrangement of the database in
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the Appendix is explained.

Section i presents Conclusions and Reconmmendations for the overall pmgram.

1.2 PROGRAM BACKGROUND

Contaminant deposits can change the optical propcrties of thermal control surfaces

and optical train components, and hcncc can degrade the performance of space systems

which incorporate thesc surfaces. The amount of contamination on surfaces of ;his type

must therefore ic controlled withir. acceptable levels to ensure that a space system is able to

function effecztively over its lhf:time. One of the major sources of contamination is

outgassing products from materials of construction. Therefore, the impact of outgassing

mrust be determined at the design stage bcfore a material can be approved for use. Until

recent years. the standard method for determining the acceptability of a material was to

subject it to a screening test. ilowevct, there are limitations to the screening method, and

we need a more systematic approach to determine material acceptability -,. space system

performance requirements become more contamination-sensidve.

Section 1.2.1 describes the screening method and its limitations. Section 1.2.2

describes a typical systematic approach for detenrmning materials acceptability. Material

outgassing is only one of many possible sources of contamination, so Section 1.2.2

describes how Lontrol of material outgas.ing is folded into a comprehensive plan for

systematically controlling all types of contamination. Section 1.2.2 also shows how this

and other USAF technology programs contribute to the development of a systematic

approach to contamination control.
1.2.1 Mlaterials Accuptance by Screening

The standard screening procedure used by the industry is based on total mass loss

(TML) and collected volatile condcnsable material (CVCM) of candidate rnterials. TML is

the fraction of the initial sample mass outgassed from a material held at an elevated

temperaiture in vacuum for a specified period of time. CVCM is the percent of the initial

sample ma.ss that coaidenses on - specified surface. In the early days of the aerospace

indust-,', TML and CVCM were measured for a number of combin-itions of test duration,

sample temperature, and collector temperature. These tests became standardized first

informally by Stanford Research Institute, and then forrmally by the American Society for

Testing Materials as ASTM E 595. A %Lry similar test specification has been established by

NASA Johnson Spacet't-ht Center as NASA JSC SP.R-(0)22A. In the standard scrcening

test, the sample temperature is 125°C, the collector temperature is 25 0C, the vacuum is < 5

x 10-5 ton', and the test dJration is 24 hours. Spacecraft sy:,tem outgassing is controlled

by using only materials with very tow values of TMI. and CVCM. The customary
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nuterials acceptance criterin". uhat the TML and CVCM must be Iss than i.0 percent and

0.1 percent. respectively. References I and 2 list TML and CVCM da-a for a Large number

of ma:erials.
Although the screening atproach has seased the industry %ell in the past, its

limitations have bcconme increasingly apparent in tccent years as space sys:ems .uch as

optical senioi; have become more cont:,mination-sensitive, mission litftimei goals have

been extended. and cost effctivcness is bcing sn,.ssed more heavily. The limitations of C

matervials %cmening using T"IM4iCVCN.; Jata inclutxl: the following:

(0) The tc't sample and collection surface tcmneratures used to determine

"TMI.. and CVCM may bc diftcrcnt fror.i the teniperaturts of application.

(ii) "P-c IML and CV('M tc,,ts ordy providle ddta on initial arnd fina.l conditions,

t ither than on the sanation o' otal mass los and mass 4epositibn with trime.

(iii) Th: MI_/CVCM t:.,t pecc uc requires the material sample to be chopped into

small pieces. which is not t) .cal of the geometry of an actual appication. Since

outgassing rate is usually geometry-tcpcndent, chopping up the sample reduces

the relevancy of the data.

(iv) The CVCM t:st uses a particular test apparatus geometry, so the data cannot

be applied directly to an application with a different i.eometical relationship

between the outgasing source and the dcposition surface.

(v) The acceptance criteria of 1.0 percent TML and 0.1 percent CVCM do net take

into account the total amo-.nt of material actually. used in a system, the

relationship between the amount of material condensed on a given surface and

the change in its critical optical prop :rti's, or the sensitivity of total system

prrformance to the change in the surface properties.

(vi) The test provides no information on the individual behavior of the several

different :pecies outgassed by most materials.

Because the screc ling appro-( h uses test da., fcr a single set of conditions fit

conjunction with nrbitrary acccptahblit% criteria, it cannot reflect the enique requirements of

a spoc'fic system. Depending on the covaminition s.nsitiv.ty of the system, the screening

aFpprach may be too restrictive, and hence require unnecessarily costly materials, or not

restrictive e.ough. which may le-d to perfonianLe degradation or even failure. The more A

cos:-eftective approach is to derive al:A, !able contaie'iration levels by fiow down from

system pCrform.an'e requirenments at the start of a prog:ram and then to syatematically

analyze and mxlify the sy.tem des.gn and selected ttcial: to ensure that these levels are

not excecdd.

An ,example of the benefits of using the systematic approach is the use of General
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Electric RTV 560 adhesive to bond the insulatrig uilei to the exterior of the Space Shuttle

Orbiter. RTV 560 is a coummerial grade adhesive which does not meet the I M~V I percent

TMNLVVCM screenting requirrments. but is less than one-te-ith of the cost of uthc oltrniative

low-volatility acrospacc-grade adhesive. However. by dicenai~ining allowable

containination levels ,fysitemati~ally and then lxerforriang material c~ta~ogand ,Iqxrouon

tes-, under realistic operating conditions, NASi% Jobtimin Spaccflight ('enter was able to

show that RTV 5601 was acceptable for the OrITNer application.

1. 2. 2 Materials Selection by Systematic Analysis

In the systematic approach to mtaterials selection, the kigniflicam~e of materials

outga\siný is assessed as part (if an u-.erall sy-.tcmatinc contamination control plar .First.

mi:xiniuinm afl~ovable c(~nianiinatifln lcvel% are (!ý ovcd I or each contaminatmor-scnsmtive

surfaJLC hy a flow-do\wnr analysis from systemn pcifriiiman requirements Contamination

control procedurcs are established by budjg,, ting thrse ni;mIimuin alloy-able cortamiriation

'evels over all phases of the piogtram ar d then constraining the dcsign and operational

procedures in each of these phases to ensure il-at the! allowan~cs are not exceeded. Uigure

I- I is an exampec of systematic contamination control methodology applied to an optical

sensor system with specific off-axis rejection Lap.thility and optical throughput performnance

irrquircrments. EFich element o~thc iniehotdology is dcsci 'ecd below.

Simtcni Performance Scnsitisity Aiial3x55: Thme first step is to determine the

maximium permissible changes in surface properties by performing system performance

sensitivity analyses. For the example used, a systemn throughput Analysis is performed to

determine tie minimum allowable reflectance or transmittince for each of the optical train

components. Also, a system stray light analysis is peirformcd to determine the maximum

allowable scatter, expressed in te:rms of the bidirectional reflectance distribution function

(BI)Int. froin optical componenits and other surfaces.

Surrace rropcrty Degradation Bludget; A loss of reflectance or transmitiancc. or an

increase in JIRDF can be caused by imperfections in the clean surface as well as by

contiminants, The total allowable degr-idauion of surfamcc properties must, therefore, be

* hiidgered heiwcnm the weparate co'itributions of surface i inp1c-rfect ions And contaminants.

Dletermination of Allowable Confs~minalion Levels: The m-aximum allowanlk

sur~acr cimnraminatibn levels Are (etcrnhiined fromn the bmigeted maximum allowable

contaminant-i nducedl degradoation of surface c prpric ehfer by predicting diem m'ing

a. -t i cal ( Wes or b~y Obtai II gII themi tlrectly from an ei c prr mimniail daital,&t~. Reflectaince

anid 'ransrwt~intce luanyges prod-u,,cd by molecolar dllmoits can be piedicteul if they arc

msriilli andl thle ojutic~al cotlI%1Ifli% of the ý:oritanmi in iii re known. H owever. tnost

')tauuunl~ii nts wle un ornilon chemical spcr lmIe(.;.tC l (u('mI%t.lflis aire unknown, s ithe
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topticali CfTc~t of %irkiith dcjxi%it% o'tcn niust be dctvrtnincd c %j--riri n tally.

It is extiriticly dit 1711.uh. to prctlict Ole MIltamu~ne, tianoniztlane fit IIXU of a surff.ce

contamninated % ith eitthr t~and t~ pc ttxoImuhIr tpitc or patrtilc% beciau,, the delwi.it

geonictry i% uUailly unknoin. even if it wcre, it ' udhe difficult to solve the

elf r\Nt).rI.ryncric C'1,11 ;II*T\ fvI 'ik oIIC(f 01C t X r(ll ~n~rit 1. 'VIUn'¶.iry ( wi,' init (If the
i'.UiiIt\ t 'ITipi ,ti' o-m'ic ai;yrox :..' ins , liive lxen :r( p'.I.eud 1':t tir *i-ity

i\ fo'r thc ilio't 1,.irt uvaic.J II i1li r~~t~e ic ý,niotinl of con! imi-oit on a titrfa, e

ktinni t ic Iont tilttly rcl itcd to thc rumulim in: .havj-c int ufit eotclpoete ' ivkut

iji\nfl an expirnmenital dalaha~e.

Althotqr,h thcrit art ma~ny da'.t on the op;ticail pri'pcriic% of coniaminated \urfatir% in the

litc1r.0kirc. thei'ciV. \ir0ticcs. a'ýd tc\t cum!i-ivo', a,i' J-1,ClURcS to vhbIL It '.hrv ap'plV
arc I requentily w,ýow;plctcly -pct iticd. 1l;c',c (adtl itre, tIlrcrft'rr, not Lutlablc fori int- lcki n

in the tI pe of %t.indirdi~izd, unvr~~ ~etdoptiiial cffekt t daitabhoe thait t, neeuded to)

SUPP411"t a %V~tCmI.kc C01ntJIM113i n: n control flirt hu !IAnh0. In rir-'p4,fl.r to this \ituat ion, the!

U.S Air Ion.c fundcdiv~o tcihnology pnhg-a~nis to c,,t,0rhIh rclitHle d~tcal;i%c% on the opta al

p'topertics (if vonitamii.micd sti-faic%. In IQS3, [fie Air loit c !'1aicnili;' xi~r~tory fun4!cd a

prop~an at Arnold lEngincering lkvelopiicnti Ccenter (ALUC) to gecnrite a database of the

optical prnpertici of %urfacest conitaminattd by d(limuiti of tmitenal outgas%ing proiluct%.

The ALDC wvork is reported in AEDC.TMlR-R.5VL'. September 190~, and

AIII)C-TRA9-Q2. June HAI). In l9S4. the A'r Vortr-! N~ix kct Proptilsion I a0x'iatory funded

a Sirface ILffccts Evaluation Study pr, ram with the 13oc Ing Acrotpace Company to

generate a database of optical properties Wf surfaccs coritnminated by motor plume

prcoiiict\. The Itoeii.g work is. reported in AFRPL-TR 86-093. The mca~uretilcnt of

optical eff~-ct% of motor plumec contaminianti; ii; now being funded by the Air F:orce

Annaixwn Ter. Imology ILtioraitory (MAl Al).

ConIaminiatiton fltidtict by P'rogra)m I'haiies: 1 he toital twitimnum niolecular and

paftituIlitc cont.-itin.i ion allowances dctcnilinvdl from %ystt-m petrformanice rehluirernents

nontially apply to end of w~imion performrance. Since cohntamiination levelit wili incrtate

*~diiring ecvry phase of the piolgram. suich as asscrithly. acoustic and therrnaLivacuuini tcsts,

sit.ippi rig. integraition, ascent. orbli tal operat io ns, etc., a contiruiiint ion allowance budget

musit lie p.-irpatred to :li-,trhute thec total alIhistane over all pi ,gramr i'hatws.

* t~~outa mitinant Cont rol Imrple ment iiiion: Contaminiilation m ontrol prmoirtutiire Are

cta*i I.-hr.~d for ecmu Itproi-rumn pl. ~e to eiinire tw~it coiut.irnui-iuor It clvl doiiot(, ext. cell th

Imii-tkrtrd Mh a nluut e. liii the I1M(l.iiiiht ti rh~iss. t1CI, oiutiiul 1tk 11%pesud Are ( le.1inini:,

( tan tiu'eri, p,.i kaging. cicI for %%hid i art cxtrncriis tur t hriloyy 0i irrul Iy manyv tr-t\t rrial

aplt citi-suts 1:ir niiior orn oibit tt ntiaminiioim %omiries tic n.itri,il ui:ain'andI



nm'tor ptrtIv 1Thc%e ciintamrnein.i~n w4urto ar er wntrtill.til by uoing i.1 utr'pir tha~rd

cmflilhmtii'f migiti iin niviiclr1 to e'tuvmc te;f-ir nmgf'itfk-% and then k'nf'iniun~ Ir, mbiiA

writ tI.n a-d %%tcto'.g 'tIT ~'iof I keep thewe imin~i~ntileii wthin h~~gort 11)e 'n';'uwer t (wirit

nu%'.(,, 0,-i w in j.. III Irtry 81, 1,d i(1i W.;%'fIC:A , w cI IIt C ari ~It 1-1 fto e irn CI 'I"! Ircc. M C I f r

U'~ ir d'1'(¶ to tt't!f.rwt 111,1ftiC Cuitlatliralrt j.rrrimioim. tuig..n rn !*t) ',~.

kinc-io %.

A inuvilor tif lnpiimityr ttl and! d,.taibaoe, livc tw'~n devrietw.l ,f' *t owriw f-

p'.ir-s andi ,i.tcrial out ga~oing ct,.iatmtnannt gcnI;tici10ni* rwgyratf,)n. and dp i n hut.

until mrotnly. ntonir ý)f ifiore hiid Icn %Auindmi/cd %o th~at Ithey iould h I uwl with

4 ( ItC M !,, tr~v , ifie (~L: c i'f 1hit, r jj.9 ie Air I ori. 1e -kr-i 1 ,II..r

I~~ori'~ tw'. ito I ~e.iutOor ( NI AM 'x!r t'i ;,ird..t I vIf it )'1' .n

mwmi., geincratlirn anti a~. r A da,'i ii-ie (if riolpiT& plt w'e (~nai ii .i .

.04.iti-wmlimn lk iet. ha% n4t yet hc-n gme~ratrne. Dkc%(lt-por~nt At the (*()N'IAM t.(Nk itintvo,

bvring~uppi ,r'ct-s. thr Airli 'n c Antumu uti1t hi i L-iIlx4 iloy.

11icer sic curicntly mi, st,,indmi Ltxdes fior prrdi t~iig (lie iiigraiman (if owIitj:4%'~

pnx!%uc1%. Muiml oxic,;ut-rntly' in u~c are propiicuir-y. and to)date nio r furl 1,ai twon rnAde

tomsAndaidiethetinci. I It t~cver. All it% o;e rrjimie a 161ilviotting dala~hate (if mitff~it king anoi

IIIAl!it:e sndirnoable nisierial ((CV('N) data that hat been generated toy the t~~aii~(

ASTNI L S95 te4t is utimmiahie f~w supporting nuxleznt' hotatise. anu ing (fiter litimitiwNin

Siven in it-ctitun 1.2.1. the (13* doj not (ksmrlt the k ii-oci of outgimisng of drputiutin

liccadie of the lat k oft 4t.1.nirdl red mitga%wlr ard deposmitn kinetic data, manry

sermpaice oirgrintiatiotii have devehp'id in house tort arppaattirse and nwilihrhk t'wr

rnwaeitring the type of kincti. It dats used toy their proprittary rtwx1elI~.sw l(o 81f (Illte (41%t

involved. organziations have tended Ito niea%ure only thoe /.itA needed mn t ipprut a

parlKticlar pnigranh. usingt cutming apparatitu rm'ulufird nitnimall. I otM At 111. AMnd ~imi
ornly thiou teoit patom~wieft dirrt ily relAted 141 the pailiculaAr prtigiran1. Alsotii( re theqe lavas

are utooual ly Pitt rriouted in the (open lictriatmer, they ate fretjiitvl y repevorl toy cat h

(togArivmetisn fuor C...h app~ll Amo~n. 1 lie Air I t~rLC Matcerials 1.964 orAtry Ntin Nlrialli':

Nlairtial Grump (AI-WAIIMI Iii) re ognitred thuo %ituat-on andi in 118 )? initimid the

(f'ntfit tiwi! pro~gram reported heirin with 1.4k kheeul N1itcustlee Anid Npal i ('util1parly to

live I. p ttti'AIIliidimre wi'r
1 i.m, ( Iit.1,z 4 t.rm ir au71fg 111AIteIAll 1t (u~'toitIg FAtC Anti drpmm~in~

krnetit %

114 tr r' i Illiiog of A lImuiince jibh 11rielittiomn: 1 lie final --tp in the sy~~l~
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Section 2

PROGRAM REVIEW

This section summarizes the work performed under the two previous phases of this

Air Force Materials Laboratory program.

2.1 PHASE I - INDUSTRY SURVEY AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Under Phase I of this program the state of technology for measuring outgassing and

deposition kinetics was determined by making a survey of the industry and reviewing the
literature. This information was then assessed to determine its relevance to the program
objectives. Based on the results of this assessment, a test method approach was selected
for further development under Phase Il.
2.1.1 Technology Survey and Review

The aerospace industry was surveyed, and the technical literature was reviewed to
determine the current state of development of analytical and experimental methods for
measuring the outgassing characteristics of materials and the kinetics of deposition by
adsorption and condensation of molecular fluxes impinging on surfaces. The results of the
survey and review are presented in Reference 3 (Phase I Report, Vol. 1).

The industry survey began by circulating a questionnaire to determine how the
aerospace industry currently makes these measurements. Following receipt of the
comp!-!ed questionnaire, a workshop with members of the aerospace industry was held at
Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, CA, where the overall problem of measurement of
outgassing and deposition characteristics was reviewed. Following the workshop, a
summary report presenting conclusions drawn from the workshop was prepared. The
results of the questionnaire, the material presented to the workshop, and the summary
report, are contained in Reference 3 (,^ection 2, Appendix A, and Appendix B).

The literature review used computerized searches of the relevant abstract services to
identify more than 850 journal articles, reports, conference proceedings, and books. This
literature was indexed according to subject. The review methodology, the bibliography,

and the subject index are presented in Reference 3 (Section 3 ard Appendix C).
2.1.2 Technology Assessment

The information ob:ained from the Technology Survey and Review was assessed
with the objective of determining a preferred outgassing/deposition test method. Because
the purpose of the test method was to support space system contamination migration
modeling, a review of modeling methods and their da-tabase requirements was made. The
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basic physical phen,)mena involved in material outgassing and molecular deposition were
discussed, and available physical models for these phenomena were reviewed. Available
experimental methods for characterizing these phenomena were evaluated, and published
data were summarized. The results of this assessment are presented in Reference 4 (Phase
I Report, Vol. II).
2.1.3 Test Method Selection

The requirement set for the test method is that it must be capable of generating the
following types of data.

(i) The total mass loss and the outgassing rate of an isothermal sample per unit
mass and per unit exposed area as a function of time.

(ii) The fraction of the total outgassing flux that will deposit on a surface as a
function of surface type, temperature, and time.

(iii) The identity of each outgassed species.
(iv) The fraction of each species in the outgassing I'lux as a function of time.
(v) The rate of surface deposition of each outgassing species as a function of

surface type, temperature, and time.
The total outgassing and deposition data, requirements (i) and (ii)), could be

measured using technology available at the beginning of the program, but the technology
for determining the contributions of each of individual species, requirements (iii), (iv), and
(v), did not exist at that time. Although we hoped to base as much of the test method as
possible on existing technology, we decided to develop species resolution technology on
the program because it was highly desirable to be able to characterize the behr.-or of the
individual species.

To satisfy the five data requirements, a test method made up of several different
measurement techniques was selected. Figure 2-1 is a schematic of the apparatus, while
Fig. 2-2 shows the overall test methodology, the data reduction procedures, and the data
output. Isothermal outgassing and deposition kinetics are measured using the QCM (quartz
crystal mic,'obalance) collection technique. The total mass loss and total outgassing rate of
a constant temperature material sample are determined by collecting the outgassing flux on a
liquid nitrogen-cooled QCM. The deposition rates of the outgassed species on selected
higher temperature surfaces are measured by collection on temperature-controlled QCMs.
The sample total mass loss is also determined from ex situ pre- and post-test-weighings to
provide correlation with the ASTM E 595 test.

The contribution of each individual species in the outgassing flux is monitored using
a mass spectrometer. The relative contributions of each species to the total outgassing flux
can be determined from the total mass spectra recorded during outgassing if the
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fragmentation patterns of the individuil species are known. The test method obta;ns these
fragmentation pattern data using two QCM-based thermal analysis (QTA) techniques
known as QCM thermogravimetric analysis (QTGA) and QTA plus inass spectrometry

(QTAIMS). The QTA/MS technique appeared to offer the most potential for obtaining
individual species mass fragmentation pattern data within the scope of tho test method, but
it required development of new technology and so had associated risk. Because of this
risk, further supporting data on the behavior of individual outgassed species are obtained

from a separate off-line gas chromatography/ mass spectrometry (GC/M,) tet.
The elements of the test method and the reasons for their selection are discussed in

the following subsections.

2.1.3.1 Isothermal Outgassing/Deposition Test
The three candidate methods for measuring total outgassing rate in vacuum are :he

vacuum microbalance, pressure measurement, and mass collection methods. Reference 4

presents a detailed compaison of thes- methods.

Outgassing rate determination by placing the sample -n the scale pan o( a vacuum

microbalance is direct and unambiguous, bt, the size and sh.'pe of the sample are limit-.d by
the mass capacity of the balance, and geometric limitations are placed on the sample

because of the need to position it on the balance pan. Also, it is difficult to transfer heat to
the sample without disturbing the mass measurement. Vacuu n microbalances must be very
carefully installed, grounded, and operated if their full measurement potential is to be

realized.

Outgassing rate can also be determined using onc of several methods based on
measurement of the pressure in a vacuum chamber with and without a material sample

present. These methods are known as the rate of rise, rate of fall, and throughput methods.
Pressure measurement methods are simple and inexpensive, and were widely used ia the
early days of the ultrahigh vacuum industry to measure outgassing rates of mal,-rials near

ambient temperature. They have limited range and resolution, and arc difficult to execute at
temperatures lower or higher than ambient because of sorption interactions between

outgassed species and the chamber walls.
In the mass collection method, the mate 'al sample is placed freely in the vacuum

chamber or in an effusion czll. The outgassing flux from the samf;ple is collected by

condensation on a cooled mass-measurement 6evice, such as a plate suspended from a
vacuum microbalance scale pan or the serface of a QCM. The sample outgassing rate is
calculated from the mass collection rate and the view factor between the collector and the

sample or the effusion cell orificc.

The mass collection method using a liquid nitrogen-cooled QCM as the collector and
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an effusion cell to hold the s.-rple. The QCM is the preferred type of collector because of

its high sensitivity, its wid,: dynamic range, and its ease of ue. The collector QCM is
cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature because most outgassed material will condense at this

temperature. Cooling to a !owcr temperature would incur a major incrcase in test cost ar,d

apparatus complexity.

Use of an effusion cell permits the sample to have any zize, shape, or temperature
consistent with the cell design. The collcctor-to-cell orifice view factor becomes an

apparatus constant, independent of the sample geometry. The mass collection method

could be used equally well with a free-standing sample, buw the collector-to-sample view
factor would have to be calculated for each new sample.

The QCM collection method can be readily adapted for measuring the condensability

of the outgassed species at temperatures other than liquid nitrogen temperature by using the

same basic apparatus design with additional collector QCMs operating at higher

temperatures.

The test method includes determination of sample total mass loss by pre- and post-test

weighing on a laboratory hal."nce. This provides ,P check on the total mass loss determined

by the collection data, as well as correlation with ASTM E 593 data.

An additional benefit of the QCM collection method is that it permits some aspects of

the behavior of different outgasscd species to be characterized using QCM thermal analysis
(QTA) procedures described in Section 2.1.3.2.

The technology assessment task revealed that the only viable candidate technique for

real time qualitative and quantitative characterization of outgassing species in vacuum is
mass spectrometry. The mass spectrometer i. positioned so that its ionizer sees the

outgassing flux leaving the effusion cell orifice and is used to record mass peak intensities

over a selected mass range as a function of time during the isothermal outgassing test. At
any point in time the outgassed molccular flux may contain several different chemical

species, so the recorded mass peak intensities will, in general, be the sum of the

contributions of several species. The contributions of the individual species can be
resolved if the mass fragmentation patterns and ionization constants of each species are

known. If the fragmentation pattern of a species contains a unique peak, then the

outgassing rate of the species can be tracked by following the variation of that peak with

time. If the pattern does not show a unique peak, a dcconvolution algorithrrrmust be used

to resolve the behavior of each species. The proposed test mc:hod calls for obtaining the

individual species fragmentation pattern and ionization constant data by dr.veloping a

procedure known as Q rA/MS in which mass spectrometry is performed during QTA. This

procedure is described in Section 2.1.3.2.
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2.13.2 QCM Thermal Analysis (QTA)
During an outgassing test, the deposit formed on the collector QCM contains a sample

of the outgassed species in the same relative proportions in which they were outgassed.
This deposit can be exrmined by two QCM thermal analysis (QTA) techniques, which
involve heating the QCM in a controlled manner and measuring the behavior of the dcposit.

In QCM thermogrnvimcaic analysis (QTGA), the mass remaining on the QC. is measured
as a function of temperature as the various condensed species evaporate in different
temperature regimes, according to their volatilities. This measurement determines the
fraction of the total outgassing p:oduct which is condensable at a given Curface
temperature. In work pcrrormcd on a Lockheed lndcpc dent Rcscarch and Developmcnt
(IRP.D) project [51 prior to this contract, it was shown that if there were relatively few
species in the deposit and if th,'ir volatlities differed significantly they coL id ". separated
by QTA and their relative aoundances could be determined by QTGA. Furtier, because
each species has a unique evaporttion rate/temperature characteristic, it may cven be
possible to identify a species chemically from QTGA data.

Pi QTA plus mass spectrometry (QT,,IMS), the flux evaporating from the QCM

during QTA is monitored using a mass spectrometer. If QTA can effectively separate the
individual species in the deposit, this technique becomes a form of chromatography, and
the mass spectroineter will be able to determine the mass fragmentation pattern of each
species directly. Also, the relative response of the mass spectrometer to each species, and
hence their ionization constarts, can be calculated by relatir.g the instantaneous mass
spectrometer peak intensities to the instantarneous evaporation rpte indicated by the QCM.

Since mass spectrometry itself is a proven technique, the success of QTA/MS, and
hence the methodology for determi-ing the outgassing rates of the individual species,
depends entirely on the ability of QTA to separate the individual species. Although QTA
resolution capability had been demonstrated for simple deposits, its ability to resolve
deposits with many species of similar volatilities in a routine measurement had not been
proven at the outset of the program. If QTA was not able to separate the individual species
adeqi'ately, then an algorithm to deconvolute the QTA/MS data would have to be
developed. This would be a major new undcrtaking and would be outside the scope of the
program. The species separation capability of QTA was therefore the highest risk
component of the proposed test methodology.
2.1.3.3 Gas Chromatography/Niass Spectrometry (GC/NIS)

Because QTA/MS had not been dcmonstratcd at the time of test selection, it was
decided to inc!ude a separatc off.line gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC.M,'i
mcsurement in the test procedure to provide additicnal supporting species :haracterization
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data. CC/MIS is a standard analytical chemistry test ir. which the material sample is heated
in a flowing stream of helium while the evolved species are collected in a liquid nitrogen
trap. The trap is then heated and the evolved spcci,-s atz- separated in t chromatograph
column, dctccted by a mass spectronnetcr. and idcntif :d by comparing mass fragmentation
pattern data w ith a standard library.

Bccause of the pnmscnce of the heliurnicarrier),i t. lower volatility species may not be
evolved in detectable quantities during GCM. S. Ott t:,. other hand, the redatively high
sample temperature usually used in CC/MS (e.g..' 7 '50C Rt Lockheed) may produce
thermal d.-gradation produ.-ts which woLld not be present during vacuum outgassing.
T7hese issues we'e investigated iti ?bhase 11.

2.2 NFIASE 11 - TEST MIETHOD DEVELOPMUNT
Under Phase 11 of the program, the measuremecut capabilities of the test method were

developed and evalua~ed, and a draft test procedure for implcmenting the test method -was
prepared. Work perfo-rmed under this phaýýe was reported ir. the Phase TI Taik Report 161.
2.2.1 Measurement Capab~lity Development and EvalIJ26o#1

The measurement capabilities zhat wcre addressed were as fell,3w%:
(i) The accuracy 4)f Cie QCM collection iech~iique for mcasuring sample total mass

loss, total outgassing rate, and total dcposition rate.
(ii) The Use Of maIss SpCCtr0Mctiy to monitor the outgassed specics in the outgassing

flux quanfitatively over a long duration test.
(iii) The ability of QTA to resolve the individual species in a condensed deposit.
(iv) The relationship between the bpecies identified by GCIMS and the species

released in a vacuuma outgassit~g test.
2.2.1.1 Outgassing arnd Deposition Rate Measurement

The p-actica~ity of the QCM collection technique for measuring the total outgassing
rate of a sample held in an effusion cell hid becn proven in an earlier Lockheed IRA!)
projec~t (7). The use of QCN~s hend at different temperatures to me-sure relaoive deposition
rates had been well established throughout the industry and hiad also been demor.strated as
a basic rescarch technique. The major remaining devclopmental issues viere. assessment of
the measurement accuracy of these techniques and estimation of the effr~ct of the effusion
cell pressure on the magnitude of the measured total mass loss,
2.2.1.1.1 Measurement Accuracy

The sample outgan'sing rate is calculated from the change in QCM frequency, the
QCM mass sensitivity constar:.' the fraction of the outg~assing flux which is condensable on
a liq'uid nitrogen-cooled QCM,, and the distribution of flux leaving the effusion cell orifice.
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The deposition rate is calculated from the change in QCM frequency and the QCM

sensitivity con-,tant. The accuracy o the=se meauremcnts was assessed in t,.o ways.

Hizst, the accuiracy to %hich each of these individual factors cou!d be determined was

evaluai•d. ,ccond. the towl nxics lo.,s inaurcd ,n situ ty QCN. collcctin ',nd cal,:u!a-ed

using alH of these factors together was compared with the value dctermined by pre- and

post-test ex sftu ,cighing.

Accuracy of Indisidual F-actors:

'Me QCM frequency is stable to ±1 tiz as long as the temperature remains constant.

and can be measured to an accvracy of better tiian I liz. Since the total change of QCM

frcqucnicy during *un outf.asstrng test is in t|,% rarge of aout I to 10 kltz the mas

incasarc;ocnt error rcultmg from (CNM frcqlucriLy mc.isurcnmcnt error is ncg3h'.:iblc.

l-ollovfing standard practice. the QCM mass sensitivity constant used was the

theoretical value for a 10-Nil lz cry.•tal of 4.43 x 10-9 g/cm 2 lIz. The litcraturc reports

many expcnnichts in shich the mass scnsitivity of the OCM %,as calit-ated against the

vacuum microbalauce. All of these experim'ints conclude that for a uniform deposit the

mcaý.urcd QCM,1, mass sensitivity constant is equal to tht thcorcical value to within ± 2

percent.

The molecuh,: flow distribution from the effusion cell orifice was measured, and the

data w,..re compared with a theoretical relatienship derived by Clausing 18!. The predicted

&nJ measured distributions agreed to within 12 percent. so the QCM-to-cell view factor is

known to I ,s accuracy.

The apparent outgassing rate measured by a liquio' nitrogen temperature QCM m;ry be

less than the true vý - c since some possible uutgassing species such as nitrogen, oxygen,

hydrngen, etc, are not condensable at this temperature. Mass spec.Momcicr measurements

have indicated khat for most polymeric materials, tne contribution of th-se species is ,sually

very small. This observation is reinforced by the excellent agreement, noted below, that

was obtained between tno total mass loss determined by QCM collection and by cx situ

weighing. For low otrIassing materials such as nmctals, the contribution of

nonconJensable gases may be more sitnificant. I fosever, 1hc pre.,ene of species not

;ondensahie at ii,.u.d taitrogen temperature can bc readily detec.tcd by the mass

specc'ornetr, and the QCA.-rTc asurcd data can be corrected appropriately to alloy for the

contribution of these specics.
Comparison of In Situ and Ex: Situ Nicasuremenls:

The total rr.ass loss detemined by the QCM collection technique was compared with

the total mass loss dct,:rmined hy pre- and post-test cx situ weig!iing. Two systcratic

effects can affect the accuracy of tht. apparent mass loss determined by tach of these two
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methods. lx %;tu weighing will indicate an erroncously 1:)w value of mass loss if there is

significant regain of %,ater vapor and other atmnosphcric species hcteen rcmosal of the

simple from the vacuum chanmbci and post-•est weighing. The collection mcthod will

IndI'I .ica Imos total tt;as Is.los% if the s.a.ni Ir outg.i' w'%, a significant amount of matcrial not

c n,!:•,n,,h'.c At i.i[ id nitro .cn tc"mpcri'Lre n n nd the Q(C' * :ata are not COrrecte udlg 111.1as

%lk.', c:cr l.:.i'T. "h w ',. o(if d..la sc'JJd ,how ca.t al:rccmcnt with cii•.h orher and

,hot,'d gic a total mra%-, ioos va'e , hWh is clo,,r to the abolutc tota' mass loss in vacutmi

xht-n the amount of nitrogen, oxygcn, and watcr vapor in the outga.s,,ed products i6

m'.nimal.

The cxtent of the effc:ct, " atnmospheric componcnts on cx situ and in situ total mass

loss was insestigated by cown~.tr.ag the total mass loss dc:cnnincd by the tvo mcthods for

a number of m~tena!s. Except for unusual cass stuch as mylar film which has a dramatic

weight regain on rcexposure to the atrnosp'iee, we found that the data obtained by the two

methods agreed to --2 percent. We coacludcd from this agreement that the effect of

nonconden able gases was indecd negligible in most cases.

The test-to-test repcatabilaty was examined by testing seret .1 samples of one material

under identical conditions. Repeatability was found to be in the ±12 percent range.

2.2.1.1.2 Effusion Cell Effects

Use of aiv effusion cell to hold the sample makes samnple preparation and inwetlion

much simpler, a id eliminates the need to calculate tle QCM-to-sample view factor anew for

each sample. However, to establish a net mass flow through the effusion cell orifice, the

pressure in the cell must be higher than the outside pressure. The effect of finite cell

pressure is to cause some of the outgassed species to be readsorbed before having the

oppornunity to leave the cell. This effect will rcdLce the measured total mass loss and

outgassing rate below the values which would occur in a perfect vacuum. The magnitude

of this effect on total mass loss (TMIL) was assessed by conducting a series of test;, using a

modified ASTM E 595 apparatus. The ASTNI E 595 apparatus incorporatc3 24 sample

effusion cells with screw-in caps which carry the cell orifice'.. The diameters of some of

the c¢I orifices were reduced by various factors by insertion of reducer plugs, while the

orifices of some cells were left at the stanuard ASiNI E 595 diameter. The cap from one of

the cells was removed entirely so as to redute the back pressure for this cell to a minimum.

A series of identical samples were placed in these cells arid were exposed to vacuum for the

sanx 'irne and temperature. The ratio between the TMI. data fo)r specimens in cells with

reduced orifices to the 'MiL for the cell without an end cap wcer then relatcd to the pressure

in the cell, which was ,.alculated from the n-s-, los and the orifice conductance. It was

concluded that as long a- the cell pressure is less th•an jl)ut 10. tor, the effect of CCl1
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pressure oin TNit, is rnur'inal, and if the pressure Is llower than 10~- torr the cell prrs'ure

effect can Iv ncgkcticd. Calculation show t1-at for the 0.125 inch diameter 'cc'l orifr.ce
chosen, for the l,*s lest *app. rains (Section 3). thc cell pressure may exceed these vahics

N'ictly at the bev:tn:mang tit a test vii a trge or hij' oa I\.issng samiple. but the prcvw .%.! ~I
fall rapidlyv to ;I %.Oa~ sauc a% the fiwa~:ssng Clioe decays whith tiMe.

WCe 4.01ClUdd from the above% insestigations that the accuracy of nias loss

* deiniiiatioi 1'>the QCNI collc~tton %as at levas a,, high as cx sa:'i weighing. relvatahr'Aty

Wa A gtx,.. and the contribution of each of the fdctors affecting the mass loss calculation
m~a% mcll urndcr\vioxi. Thc aiccura'~y %%tth -which niost oaf the contributing factor% a-s kný',.%n
i\ of ilic ordt r of ±2 pcrcent. so the overall Jccir~acy shouhu' ')c of the order of ;04,'.t 15~

p, k act i t Ikhe TJ Yacua (If the Oeositi1,on micasuacinent dcipends oii 'csc. faictors th tic

outga-mriig rncakurenient, atid shnuld be accurate t,) ±21 po:r CMn.

2.2.1.2 Slass Spectromectry

ihe Phase If activities were conducted using a 1-300 amu UTI niasý; s.PectroticietC
intecrfaced wkith a lI vlc% ct l'ac katd comnputer. For the Phase 111 lxtension test prol-rim. this
sy stem % a-, replaccd by a 2-31023 aru lBalicts mass spectrometer interrfaced % ith an IBSM
PC computer. Roth symtems worked very well, \here very rcliable, and had excellent
uifiskarr offering a wa6-de variety of dalta acquisatioo. viewing. ~.nd storage options. Vie

lialzcis mass spectrometer was chosen for the Phase If Lxtcnsion because Of its greater
senisitivity and higher mass range.

The use of miss spectrometry for in situ monitoring (i.'different mo!ecular Cpecies is
well estiblished and naeedcd no further developmnent for this program. The only area of
ancertainty regarding the mcasuicrtic.,.t capability of the m' is specironictcr was its st~abili~y
over the periodi of an outgassing test. Mass spectrometer stability and respo..sc to specific
species is affc~ted by a unumber of p-trarneters such as ionizcr emissiun current and
efficiency, transmission of the quadrupole mass filter. and elcoctror, multiplier gain. The
%tahilaty (if ine ma,.s spectrometer v~a, vetificJ by moinitoring the output signal in situations

in shith the ia%, flux through the ionizecr was constant or known. In an initial test, the
mass specromecter response to the quasi-constant long-duration fr'gmcnaation pattern
signatures of the vacuum chambecr bat logroungi was mecasured, and was foaaaad to be very

* stable. Tie stability wast confirmed fot a higher signal level by m naaoring the flux
evapot .iatirg from a samnple of caiprola,-t~am (a monoiner of Nylon 6) with the IJTI faaass

ifieitrometrr and a collector QCMS. Correlation of (the QCM dat~a and the inws %lxtnwiavietrr

dita shimed that the res.poii of ther inais %pectaionicicar was constant over periW s% of

several day s. Ithe rcsx~lse %t~iadIty of the mllesna .% spectrometer wka% confiritied

(luring 1'ha~c 11 IIV xic nslon I'y the IIA~ik grinund ii~i. tm~ zi echIn ilue.
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2.2.1..3 Q(.N1 Thermal AnaIý%is (QrA~)
11i- QTA nic..-urciiint tctiniquc mnclikt~s txth QIX;,A and QMrAMS. Prrvioo% wpi*

15 ha' shov~ii tl.at QI'jA can pros itic.conmr~cra1blc infor,.nation on the nmrrvs; ci',.'titon

and 'rer1Icsofthed*' ~i.ktti tts~'c I~ r tnt lrritatos \A-ot, a these.,

to IV. pirrcd I1w .It% 1,\e v toiL be unc ied .!ryQIA/MS. lict .Aa-e (if thil%

vomni, -ahlyi t, and that the dita (o1Iiput a'oMl Q7.G( Awi% riot criti' al to korr1e-ItIng 0;C

pix'posed data r'.luction merhv lology, furihe-r des clolnnicnt of Q TC A on Phase If %,%a%. not
gis en a high pnority. Thie liformance and Iirnita'.ion% (if QI'GA arc ievicscki in Secc on

Thec Q rA,'M\S wea'irrenicnt is crtitc;J to thie succes (if Ohe Pr.C441tvv(if Vig. 2-2

1bccause it provides the :nmiss fragfiiiitation plilttn dati mivedd to iner-pret aniId/m

deconvohlute the i:'sspectra ineasured durir., the 0,40v-~mial test. Mos' of tile Plhast 11

Oceselopmcnt \Poik on QTA tierficicre ad,Ircssed Q [A/IMS. 1 I-i QT'A/M.IS tec hr..qj.z is a

novel form of in situ gas chroinatogy.iphy \'%hic~h, it stuccessully devel'Toped Would be a

signifikant contribution to the tichnology -f analytical Ochcni'try. Its develor',nerit w~as a

very anibitious task to undcriakc and c'ritainly could riot be coniplet' J under the Scope or

schedule of P'hase If. The work icctroplished on Plhxse It vas thtir of a prliutihinary

nature. Areas of QTA r~erformancc needing devrlopmncrt %ere identified and some

pticliminary peroformance evaluations of QTAIMS %%ere made. Development o( QTA/MS

ccwiznucd und-r the Phas- 11 lixteasion and is de-cribed in Section 5 of this rr~port.

2.2.1.3.1 QTGA I'erformanct Faclors and Limitations

Time three mj.a'n factors which cha~ractcrizc: the pcrfonflanc.c of QTG-.A .4c species

separation capability, tempcrature displacement. and dcte~tion sensi~ivity reofonriacc is

also limited ty liquefaction of the deposit and fonnintio n of ateotrolves.

Scparation cApibility is the shibity to dlistinguish two species wit~i %imilar evaporation

char-Actenrkici. If two ;ptcies h.,ve ev.aporation chatx trntics %%hich ififer by (wily a %il

armonit, then, as the QCM is heated. the e%-.; volatile specirs rmy begin to evapo~rAte 111 a

sirnificant rate before thc mc101c VOLILIC Spfti'ý; haC complletely Mt,101`4ed. In this case, the

net CVJI%)rahi(.fl rate iieiired by the QCI will ii dixie the~ (oncributtions of tlth srpecies.

and these cmntohutions cannot iOe % -paraed tisinr QCMI data iMlie. 11he degree of species

overlap can he rf ;uc~d by heailtirq' tIIr QCMI mnoie %limly or bay Msing I sm1A~ller inittial
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due to detection of species evaporating from the QCNI end cap as well as from the QCM

crystal. In the QCM Research Inc. Mark 9 QCM unit used in these tests the measuring
crystal views the effusion cell orifice through a centra! hole in a cap covering the end of the
main QCM body. The QCM body, cap, and crystal are in thermal contact and at
equilibrium they operate at essentially the same temperature. When they are cold, the
impinging outgassing flux will condense on the surface of the cap as well as on the crystal.

During QTA, the cap temperature will increase in unison with the QCM crystal, and if the
mass spectrometer views the QCM end cap as well as the crystal, it detects the flux

evaporating from both these surfaces. If these surfaces were at exactly the same

temperature this situation would be beneficial, because it would provide a greater mass

spectrometer signal than would be available from the QCM crystal alone. However,

because of the temperature differentials that are set up in the QCM unit during transient

heating, the end cap will always be at a slightly higher temperature than the crystal during
QTA. A given species will therefore evaporate from the cap at an earlier time than frcm the
crystal, and the mass spectrometer will detect two separate evaporation peaks for a given

species. This problem was eliminated in the apparatus used for test development by

placing an apenured baffle between the effusion cell and the QCM. The baffle reduced the
amount of deposition on surfaces other than the crystal during the outgassing test, and also
served to reduce the view factor between the mass spectrometer ionizer and QCM surfaces
other than the crystal during QTA.

Since completion of this program, QCM Research Inc. has introduced the Mark 16
QCM in which the measuring crystal can be heated without heating the entire QCM body
and end cap. Nominally, this version of the QCM appears to be well-suited for the
QTA/MS application, and such a unit has been purchased.

In the second test, the response of the mass spectrometer was compared with the
QCM output as the evaporation rate from the QCM increaset.! during QTGA. We found that
the total ion count indicated by the mass spectrometer tracked the evaporation rate indicated
by the QCM in a satisfactorily linear and repeatable manner.

Since the separation capability of QTA depends strongly on the particular set of

outgassed species deposited on the QCM, it was decided to address this issue as part of the
Phase II Extension when multispecies deposits from actual test samples would be available.
Funding limitations also contributed to this decision. No examination was made in Phase
1I of the enhancement of QTGA that would be provided by the addition of mass
spectrometry. Such enhancement was not critical to the success of the test method and
could also be evaluated in parallel with the Phase II Extension test program.
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2.2.1.4 Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (GCJMS)
Since mass fragmentation patterns are determined for each evolved species as pan of

the standard GC/MS test, this test could, in principle, provide useful backup data in case
these patterns could not be obtained from QTA/MS. The outgassing products from
polymers frequently include a number of homologues which have fragmentation patterns
which art very similar, and in order to resolve homologues with different molecular
weights the individual species fragmentation pattern data must be quantitatively very
self-consistent. However, in general, different mass spectrometer ionizers produce
slightly different fragmentation patterns. A comparison was therefore made of the patterns
produced by the ionizers used in the GC/MS and outgassing test apparatus mass
spectrometers. As expected, both ionizers produced the same patterns qualitatively, and
both systems identified the same principal mass peaks. However, there were significant
quantitative differences between the patterns, and we concluded that it would not be
possible to use fragmentation pattern data determined by the ex situ GC/MS test to
deconvolute the peak height data obtained during an in situ isothermal outgassing tesi.

The standard Lockheed GC/MS test uses a sample temperature of 2500C. At this
temperature, additional volatile species not present in the vacuum outgassing test may be
created by thermal degradation. Therefore, it seemed appropriate to use a lower GC/MS
temperature in the present context. On the other hand, the presene of the helium
atmosphere in the standard GC/MS test will suppress outgassing to some extent, and it
might be necessary to use a higher sample temperature in GC/MS than would be used in the
highest vacuum outgassing test temperature of 125 0C to evolve the same species. To
investigate this issue the GC/MS test was tepeated at temperatures of 125"C, 1500C, 2000C,
and 250*C to determine how high above 125°C the GC/MS test temperature could be raised
without pnrducing thermal degradation products. The species identified at each temperature
by GC/MS were compared with those found in a 125°C outgassing test. As a re. '.t of this
comparison, it appeared that the GC/MS test temperature could be raised to 2000C without
noticeable production of thermal degradation products. However, it was recognized that
the comparison was not rigorous and that the ideal compromise temperature would be
different for different materials.
2.2.2 Test Procedure Development

Based on experience obtained while developing the various aspects of the test in
Phase II, a draft procedure for implementing the test method was developed. The draft

procedure covered sample preparation, test parameters, sequence of events, and operation
of the apparatus and was presented in the Phase N Task Report 16]. Since the test method
was intended to support organizations throughout the industry, a workshop was held at
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Lockheed in November 1984 to discuss the test procedure and to obtain an industry
consensus on test parameters. The draft test procedure, including test parameters, was
largely the same as thu current version of the procedure presented in Section 4.
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Section 3

TEST APPARATUS

This section describes the outgassing/deposition kinetics measurement apparatus and
its operational characteristics. The apparatus was built under Lockheed funding before the
Phase HI Extension. Lockheed funding covered apparatus detailed design, hardware, data
Rquisition software, and functional checkout, as well.as modifications made to the
apparatus during the course of the Phase II Extension.

The apparatus is shown in Figs. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Figure 3.1 is a general view of
the apparatus test hardware. Figure 3.2 is a schematic of the main test chamber. Figure
3.3 is a schematic of the data aquisiticn system. Sections 3.1 through 3.3 give detailed
descriptions of the three main subsystems of the apparatus - the vacuum system, the
outgassing/deposition measurement system, and. the mass spectrometer system.
Component manufacturer names and model numbers are given in order to describe the
performance capabilities of the Lockheed apparatus. They are not necessarily the only or
best components which could be used to build an apparatus capable of executing the test
method.

The baseline measurement sensitivity of the apparatus was evaluated by performing
the standard test procedure of Section 4 with no material sample in the effusion cell.
Section 3.4 presents the results of this test.

3.1 VACUUM SYSTEM
The principal components of the vacuum system are the main vacuum chamber, the

pumping system, the interlock chamber, and the mass spectrometer insertion mechanism.
The vacuum system, including the main and interlock chambers, effusion cell and mass
spectrometer insertion mechanisms, electropneumatic valves, liquid nitrogen reservoirs and
shrouds, QCM and effusion cell shutters, and all vacuum feedthroughs were made and
assembled by RJ. Munns Mfg., Inc. of San Leandro, CA.
3.1.1 Main Vacuum Chamber

The main vacuum chamber is a stainless steel cylinder 20 inches high by 12 inches
diameter, oriented with its axis vertical. It has attachment flanges arcund its diameter for
the pumping system and for the mass spectrometer insertion mechanism. The vacuum
interlock chamber attaches to the bottom end flange. The QCM assembly mounting flange
is attached to the top of the chamber.

The chamber contzins two concentric liquid nitrogen.cooled shrouds to prevent
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contamination from sources other than the effusion cell from reaching the QCMs and to

reduce the heat load on the QCMs by radiation from the environment. A liquid nitrogen

reservoir in the upper section of the vacuum chamber cools an inner shroud that surrounds

the central volume in which the effusion cell and QCMs are located. A second liquid

nitrogen reservoir located in the lower portion of the vacuum chamber cools an outer shroud

that surrounds the upper reservoir and inner shroud. This dual shroud systery, was

incorporated in the chamber design to ensure a stable cold-wall temperature around the

central region at all times. However, operational experience showed that the outer shroud

did not improve the chamber background pressure or shroud temperature stability so the

chamber is operated using the inner shroud alone. Openings are provided in the shrouds to

improve system pumping speed and to permit inserion of the mass spectromctcr analyzer

into the evaporating molecular flux fic!ds of the cffusion cell and QCMs.

Liquid nitrogen is supplied to the shroud reservoir from 160 liter dewars pressurized

to 20 psig. rhe liquid nitrogen level in the upper reservoir is maintained using a Huntington

Model LNC-200 liquid nitrogen lcvcl contrcllcr. The controller utilizes two temperature
probes to detcrmine the low and high levels of liquid nitrogen in the reservoir. The low

level probe is positioned near the bottom of the reservoir to sense a low liquid nitrogen level

condition and hence open the liquid nitrogen fill valve. The high level probe is placed in a
tee in the vent line from the reservoir to detect a high level liquid nitrogen condition and

hence close the fill valve. The high level temperature probe is situated in a tee off-axis from

the vent lint: to avoid false triggering due to cold nitrogen gas venting from the reservoir
during a fill. A small vent ;s required downstream from the temperature probe to avoid a

vapo- lock condition in the tee. A vapor lock would effectively isolate the high-level probe,
and would result in an endless fill. Both probes have integral heating elements to avoid false

triggering due to fiost buildup. Approximately 10 minutes are required to fill the 7.5-liter

capacity cold shroud reservoir. The filled reservoir provides shroud cooling for about 10
hours.
3.1 2 Interlock Chamber

An interlock chamber is provided so that the effusion cell containing the test sample

can be removed from and replaced in the apparatus w;thout having to warm up and
repressurize the main chamber. The interlock chamber is connected to the main chamber via

an electropneumatic gate valve. It carries an access port through which the effusion cell can
be passed. A window on the front of the interlock chamber aids in placement of the effusion

cell on its mount. The chamber can be filled with a clean, dry gas via a repressurization
valve or purged by opening a second valve. T..e interlock chamber also contains a small

liquid nitrogen-cooled annular shroud which can be used to precool the effusion cell for
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special test ?pplicatons.
The effusion :e11 is mounted on the end of a vertical rod and can be moved between the

interlock chamber and the main chanmbcr through the open gate v.:hve by moving the rod.
The mounting rod linear motion feedthrough is sealed with a bellows rather than a lhbricated
0-ring to minimize contamir.ation and to ensure ultrahigh vacuum conditions. The isolation
valve sepa'rating the main chamber from th- interlock chamber is activated by a double
solenoid so that. in case of a power failure, the valve position will remain unchanged. This
insertion mechanism was simple, relatively inexpensive, and functioned well and reliably.

Because the mounting rod is used to hold the effusion cel; in position in Lhe main
chamber. the Sa:x valve nmust remain open during Ln outgassing test. The additional surface
area and volume of the interlock chamber adds a pumping load to the main chamber
pumping system, which extends the time required for the sy;,tcm to equilibrate aft,:r cell
insertion and raises the ultimate pressure in the main chamber. If an insertion mechanism
were used which would permit the transfer rod to be detached from the effusion cell after the
cell had been positioned in the main chamber, the interlock chamber could be isolated from
the main chamber and a lower ultimate pressure could be reached more rapidly. flowever,
this type of mechanism would be much more complex mechanically and hence more costly.
Also, it would be difficult to arrange electrical connections to the cell, and adjustment of the
position of the cell after insertion would require even more mechanical complexity.
3.1.3 Pumping System

The apparatus is equipped with an Alcatel 2020A direct-drive mechanical pump. an Air
Products AP-8S cryopump, and a Balzers TPU-050 turbomolecular pump. The 8 I/s
capacity mechanical pump is used as a forepump for the turbomolecular pump. Appropriate
valving allows the mechanical pump to also be used for initial evacuation of the main
chamber and regeneration of toe cryopump, The cryopump has a 1500 I/s pumping speed
for nitrogen and is used to maintain high-vacuum in the main chamber, It is attached to the
chamber via a large diameter elbow which isolates the cryosorbing bwlTes from heat sourc-s
Inside the chamber (i.e., mass spectrometer ionizer and effusion cell) without sacrificing
much pumping speed as a result of conductance limitations, The turbomolocular pump has a
pumping speed of 50 Vs and is used to evacuate the interlock chamber. The turbomolecular
pump and the cryopump can be isolated from their respective chambers with
electropneumatic gate valves, The gate valves on the high % acuum pumps ahd the poppet
valves in line with the mechanical pump are normally closed to isolate the pumps in case of a
power failure.

System pressures are monitored by a Granville Phillips Series 303 vacuum proces
controller. The controller simultaneously opt.,ates two nude ionization gaufes and two
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convectron gauge tubes. The ionization gauges monitor pressures in the range from 5 x
10-i11 to I x 10-3 torr, while the convectron gauges meas-u-e pressure from I x 10-' -orr to
one atmosphere. One of the ionization/convecton gauge pairs monitors the main chamber

lpressure white the other pair monitors the interlock chamber pressure. A third convectron
gauge tube is nmountcd at the inlet to the mechanical pump to pemit occasional verification of

mechanical pump operation or monitoring of cryoputnp pr"ssurc during regeneration.

Figure 3.4 shows typical curves for the main and interlock chambers before, during,
and after effusion cell insertion using the ir.tcrImk charnbci. Meforie insertion the interlock

chamber is at atmosphcric pressure and the main chambhr is at about 4 x 10.9 torr. At this
time, the turbomolccular pump is at operational speed and is pumping on its gate valve. The
insertion process starts with evacuation of the interlock chamber. To reduce the risk of

pump failure when the gate valve is opened to the atmosphcric pressure of the interlock

chamber die turbornolecular pump control unit is switched off to allow partial slow-dcwn of
the rotors before starting interlock chamber evacuation. The mechanical pump provides
forelin¢ pumping to the turbomolecular pump at all times during the insertion process.

Interlock chamber evacuation starts whcn the turbomolecular pump rotational speed has
fallen to about 50 percent of its operational value, which occurs about 10 minutes after the

control unit is switched off. At this time the gate valve between the interlock chamber and
the turbomolecular pump is opened and the turhormolccular pump control unit is switched

back on to allow full spin-up of the rotors. Immediately following the opening of the gate
valve, the mechanical pump operates in the viscous flow regime by pumping through the

accelerating turbomolecular pump. As the inWerlock chamber pressure amps below I x 10-3

tort the free-molecular flow regime is reached, the rotor blades reach full speed, and the

wrbomolocular pump begins to dominate pumping.
The isolation valvc t'twcen the main chamber and the interlock chamber is normally

opened after atout 5 minutes of pumping, at which time the interlock chamber pressur.- has
fallen to about 4 x 10"5 torf. The timing of isolation valve opening represents a

compromise, and can be changed to suit the requircments of a particular tw It is desirable
to reduce the interlock chamber pressure as much as possib!e before openini, the isolation
valve to minimize the ensuing rise in main chamber pressure. However, we also need to

insert the effusion cell into the main chambec as s(x)n as possible so early time outgassing

rate data can be obtained.
When the isolation valve is opened, the pressure ia the main chamber rises because of

the introduction of gas from the intcrl(xk chamber and then slnmly f.-lls as the combined

system is evacuated by the cryopiump.
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3.1.4 Man Spectrometer Insertion Mechanism

The mass spectrometer heid is mounted on a bellows-scaled linear motion

feedthmugh so that it can be postioncd to give the ionizer a better view of either the

effusion cell orifice or the QCM crystals during the isothcrm-al citpssingl fta QTA/I..S,
rpcspively. Th.e flange suppoting the linear mrotion fecdth.-uumgh carrics a valvtj inlet line

to allow a calibration gas to be introduced to the main chamber in the vicinity of the mas

spectrometer ionizer. Perfluorotributylamine (PFrTBA) is uscd for n 3ss scale calibration

Wnd can also be used to check the trainission of the mass spccLorneter.

3.2 OUTC GASSIN;/DEPOSITION MFASUREMENT SY. rEMl

The outgas.,ing.depoiition mcasurement subsystem coniists cf the QClMs, effusion

cell, the t-m-crature cnntrol system. and the data acquisition equipment which monitors or

controls th,, other devices.
3.2.1 QCNI Assembly

The QCM assembly consists of four QCMs, each with its own mounting strut and

shutter, a liquid nitrogen reservoir, a lower shield system, and a chamber mounting flange.

The assembly is shown in Figs. 3-5 and 3-6. Figure 3-5 ii a general view of the entire

assently. Figure 3-6 shows the QCMs and shutter assembly as viewed from the effusion

cell orifice.
The QCMs a.-e QCM Research Inc. Mark 9 units, with almminum cases, a 77 K to

400 K operating range, unpolished crystals, and full crystal overcoats of A120 3 . Each

QCM contains two 10-Mllz crystals, oscillator electronics, and two platinum resistance
thcrtnometem (PRTs). One crystal is used for mass collection while the other is used for

reference. One PRT is used for temperature control feedback while tl.e second is

monitored by the data acquisition system.

Each QCM is individually suspended from the liquid nitrogen reservoir by bolting its

back side to a plate attached to the bottom end of a vertical strut. The top end of the strut is

attached to the bottom of the liquid nitrogen reservoir. The four support struts are arranged

symmetrically around the chamber axis. so that each QCM lia the same view factor to the

effusion cell orifice. The support plates are angled at 10* to the suppic- si.ts to that the

axes cf the QCMs intersect the chamber axis at i common point about 5.90 inches below

the bottom of the QCM liquid nitrogen re.ervoir. This po.nt is the location of the effusion

cell orifice when the cell is placed in its standard position. At this po?;t, te distance from

the ef.u.sion ccll orifice to the fnce of each of the QCMs is 6.00 inchet.

The test prtxcdure calls foi tUv QCMs to be maintained at 90 K or less, 150 K, 220
K. and 298 K. The support struts and plates for the 90 K and 150 K QCMs re amude from
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copper, while those for the 220 K and 298 K QCMs are made from stainless steel to
minimize the power required for temperare contiol.

The temperature requirement for the lowest temnrerature QCM should be a4 cold as
possible. With good heat-sinking, this QCM could be maintained within a degree or so of

the 77 K reservoir without difficulty. However, in this case a very large amount of heat

would be needed to heat the QCM to 400 K during QTA. The magnitude of the thermal

conductance of the cold QCM support strut is, therefore, a.compyromise betwecrn the desire

for the lowest temperature possible and the need to be able to heat to 400 K. Secause less

than perfect heat-sinking was used and because of internal heat generation by the QCM

electronics, the lowest attainable QCM temperature is about 88 K.

Each QCM has a shutter which can be operated from outside the chamber. The

shutters are coo)led by heat sinking their guides Lo the liquid nitrogen reservoir. Each

shutters has three positions - fully closed, fully open, and apertured. In the apertured
position, the QCM views its surroundings through a hole in the shutter which has the same

diameter as the QCM crystal. Tle apertured shutter minimizes the number of molecules
reaching the mass spectrometer ionizer from sources other than the QCM crystal during

QCM heat up, which improves the resolution of QTA/MS.

The QCM assembly is provided with a separate liquid nitrogen :servoir to improve

temperature, stability by maximizing the degree of isolation from the excernal environment.

The reservoir is vented to the atmosphere to maintain the liquid at 77 K. The liquid nitrogen

level in the reservo'ir is maintained using a Huntington Model LNC-200 liquid nitrogen level

controller. This unit uses two temperature probes to deterrr.ine tfe low and high levels of

liquid nitrogen in the reservoir. The basic operation of this controller was described in

Section 3.1.1. However, because of the temperature sensitivity of the QCMs, the liquid

nitrogen fill technique differs slightly from the shield reservoir. Liquid nitrogen is normally

supplied in storage dewars pressurized to 20 psig, at which pressure the equilibrium

temperature is about 85 K. When the reservoir is filled with this warmer liquid, its
temperature rises a few degrees and then falls to its one atmosphere equilibrium value of 77

K by evaporation to the environment. In the case of the QCM reservoir, this effect produces

a temperature transient in &l QCMs, although the extent of the transient on the higher

temperature QCMs is partially alleviated by the temperature controllers. The QCM

temperatur transient can produce temporary frequency variations as high as 100 Hz. These

spikes last only several minutes and are usually easily discernable from frequency shifts

caused by mass accumulation changes. However, ihe noise that they introduce into the data

is significant in the cases of extremely small deposition rates. The liquid nitrogen fill system

w, therefore, modifie, to eliminate these heat sink temperature variations. An intermediate
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reservoir vented to the atmosphere was inserted in the inlet line to the QCM liquid nitrogen
reservoir. Liquid nitrogen at 20 psig equilibrates to atmospheric pressure in this
intermediate reservoir before filling the QCM reservoir. This technique essentially
eliminated temperature and frequency fluctuations induced by liquid nitrogen fills.

The liquid nitrogen reservoir is suspended from a chamber mounting flange which also
carries all the electrical, rotary, and liquid nitrogen feedthroughs needed to service the QCMs
and the reservoir. The entire QCM assembly is carried by this flange and can be mounted to
or removed from the chamber as a unit.

A two part lower shroud system is used to further thermally isolate each QCM. One of
the lower shrouds consists of two intersecting perpendicular copper plates attached to the
under side of the liquid nitrogen reservoir. The plates extend vertically downwards bezeen
each adjacent pair of QCMs in such a manner that the QCMs view these cooled plates and
not each other. This eliminates thermal cross talk between the QCMs. The second shroud is
a copper cylinder which completely surrounds the QCMs, and is suspended from the bottom
of the liquid nitrogen reservoir. This shroud eliminates heat transfer to the QCMs from all
peripheral sources, such as ion gauges and the mass spectrometer ionizer. Apertures am cut
in the bottom end plate of the shroud so that the QCMs can view the effusion cell orifice.
Instrumentation cables to the QCMs are heat sunk to the liquid nitrogen reservoir to eliminate
the heat leak down the cables from the room temperature feeddhroughs.

A 60-ohm evarohm wire resistance heater is wrapped around the case of each QCM.
These heaters allow the QCMs to be temperature controlled above their liquid nitrogen heat
sink temperature. The Mark 9 QCM sensor head used in the apparatus is constructed so that
all components in the head are in good thermal contact, so the entire sensor head has to be
heated to raise the crystal temperature. This means that more electrical power must be
provided to the heater than would be needed if only the crystal was being heated, which, in
turn, creates a greater temperature disturbance to the apparatus during QCM heating and also
necessitates more frequent replenishment of the liquid nitrogen reservoir. Also, other
surfaces of th-. QCM besides the measuring crystal may have collected some contaminant
deposit so the mass spectrometer may detect species evaporating from sources other than the
crystal during QTA/MS. The most complete solution to this problem is to construct the
QCM so that the QCM crystal can be heated while the case is k'.pt at the heat sink
temperature. This type of construction has been incorporated into the Mark 16 QCM
manufactured by QCM Research Inc. and has become available since the apparatus was
built. A Mark 16 QCM has thus been purchased for the apparatus.
3.2.2 Effusion Cell

The cylindrical effusion cell is approximately 2.5 inches in diameter by 2 inches high,
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and is machined from aluminum for high thermal conductivity. It has a detachable
0.125-inch-thick cover plate which carries a central 0.123-inch-diameter orifice. The cCU is
mounted on a plate attached to the top of the interlock insertior rod with its axis coincident
with the chamber axis and with its cover plate facing upwards. The cell can be positioned so
that the orifice is in the range of 4 to 11 inches from the QCMs. The insertion mechanism is
indexed so that the cell can be conveniently plac-.d at the standard distance of 6.00 inches.

The cell can be heated electrically by a 410-ohm evanomrn wire resistance heater
wrapped around the diameter of the cell. Two PRTs are attached to the cell for temperature
control feedback and for temperature monitoring/data acquisition, respectively. Heater and
PRT connections are made first via a feedthrough in the wall of the interlock chamber, and
then by passing leads through tht; - -nter of the tubular mounting rod up to female plug
terminals integral with the mounting plate. Service rnnections between the effusion cell
and the mounting plate terminals are made using male plug terminals in the base of the cell.
An externally-operated shutter permits the effusion cell-to-QCM line of sight to be
interrupted.

Prior to insertion into the main chamber, the effusion cell is normally held in the
interlock chamber at ambiert temperature, although a capability exists to heat or cool it in
this location if so desired. After the cell has been inserted into the main chamber and placed
in the selected position relative to the QCMs, it is heated as quickly as possible to the test
temperature. Using a 11 5-Vac power supply and the 410-ohm heater, the times required for
the cell to reach 75*C and 125SC are 10 minutes and 20 ziiinutes, respectively.

If no power is provided to the cffusioa cell after insertion into the main chamber, it
will cool to about -400C in 1 hour by radiative heat transfer with the cold walls.

3.2.3 Temperature Control System
The temperatures of the effusion cell and the four QCMs are controlled by balancing

electric resistance heating input against heat !oss by conduction and radiation to the liquid
nitrogen temperature reservoirs and surroundings. Temperature control and heater power•
are provided by programmable temperature controllers. A Doric DC7032C single-loop
temperature controller is .sed for the effusion cell, while four Doric DC7102C ramp/soak
temperature controllers are used for the QCMs. In addition to maintaining temperatures at
selected specific values, the Doric DC7102C controllers can perform ramp functions in
which QCNM temperatures can be increased at a constant raie for the QTA test: Temperature
feedback to the controllers is provided by one of the two PRTs inside the Q('s and on the
effusion cell.

The Doric controllers are time-proportioning devices that output a logic voltage to
external relays. These relays act as open/closed gates for constant voltage heater power
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supplies. The total power delivered to a heater is determined by the power supply vol taLC

and the duty cycle of its associated relay. The relays are solid-state and are available in
configurations capable of switching either ac or dc voltage sources. At the present time,
Gordos Arkansas OAC24 solid-state relays are used to switch ac power sources. The
115-Vac house lines were used as the power supplies. The relays can handle 3 A at 115
Vac, and can be quickly and independently replaced by other modules if dc voltage is
preferred for the heater power supplies.

Temperature control systems using time-proportioning controllers combined with a
115 Vac power supply were selected because of their low cost and their successful use by
Lockheed in the past. Time proportioning devices control temperature by providing energy
pulses rather than continuous power to the obj:ct being heated. Since the frequency of a
QCM is very sensitie to heat flux variations, the pulse mode of control has the potential for
introducing noise into the frequency data. In the previous applications of this type of
controller, the QCMs were mounted in bulky aluminum holders, and the heater wire was
wound on the outside of the holders. The thermal mass of the holders and the thei'mal
resistance of the path between heater, holder, and QCM crystal were apparently large
enough to smooth out the power pulses because no controller-induced QCM frequency noise
was encountered. In the present application no holder is used and the heater wire is wound
directly on the QCM case, which reduces both the thermal mass and the thermal resistance
between heater and crystal. As a result, the QCM crystal temperature responds more
strongly to the power pulses, and the frequency data were very noisy. The noise was
reduced somewhat by placing ballast resistors of 50 to 100 ohms in series with the QCM
heaters, external to the vacuum chamber. These resistors serve as voltage dividers, which
reduced the maximum voltage available to heat each QCM, and caused the
time-proportioning controllers to supply pulses with lower average power for longer pulse
durations. This modification smoothed out the power pulses considerably, but did not
completely eliminate frequency noise.

Since the conclusion of this program, some tests have been performed using
temperature control by dc voltage modulation and frequency stabilities of ±0.1 Hz have been
achieved. The Doric controllers are new being modified to this temperature control
configuration by installing internal interface cards which provide continuously variable
control signal outputs and interfacing them with contiollabk dc power supplies.
3.2.4 Data Acquisition System

Dita from the QCMs and the effusion cell are acquired, stored, and manipulated by a
Hewlett Packard system consisting of a Model 3 10 computer with a monochrome monitor, a
Hewlett Packard 9 '2.2D 3.5-inch dual disc drive, a Hewlett Packard 2934A impact printer,
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and a Hewlett Packard 7550A plotter.
The computer aquires data from the apparatus via a Hewlett Packard 3488A

switch-control unit that enables the several platinum resistance thermometers and QCM
frequency measurements to be alternately read by a Hewlett Packard 3478A multimeter and a
Hewlett Packard 5484A frequency counter, respectively. The multimeter can perform
two-wire or four-wire resistance measurements and the counter can measure either the
frequency or the period of the QCM output. Before frequcncy measurements are obtained,
the signal from the QCM is processed by a filter/waveform conditioning circuit which
produces a Inw-noise, consistent waveform shape of known amplitude. This reduces noise
in the ftequency data.

The four-wire resistance measurements are obtained using a I -mA current and have a
10-mohm resolution with a read time of 0.05 second, which is more than adeiuate for

resolving 0.1 *C temperature changes. The desited frequency resolution of 0.1 Hz from the
counter requires a gate time of 1.0 second. The time required to measure the four QCM
frequencies, the four QCM temperatures, and the effusion celi temperature plus the overhead
required by the computer is about 5.5 seconds.

The data from the QCMs and the effusion cell are acquired/stored and
retrieved/prcessed using two separate computer programs. The basic software was
developed for a two-QCM system by Lockheed und- a prior IRAD project and was
modified for four QCMs on Lockheed capital funds. The use of two separate programs
means that either a second computer is needed to reduce the data or that testing has to be
discontinued during data reduction. Consolidation of the two programs to provide real time
output of processed data is feasible, but could not be performed during the program because
of funding limitations.

3.3 MASS SPECTROMETER SYSTEM
The mass spectrometer system consists of the mass spectrometer analyzer head, an

external electronics unit for supporting the analyzer, and a computer system to control the
electronics unit and to acquire, store, and manipulate the data.
3.3.1 Mass Spectrometer Analyzer

The mass spectrometer snalyzer was a Balzers Model QMG 511, consisting of an
electror, impact ionizer, a quadrupoie mass filter, and a secondary electron multiplier (SEM).
The electron impact ionizer permits detection of the neutral species characteristic of an
outgassing flux. An icnizer contiguration utilizing a grid ion source was selected because of
its oper. atructure, which allows greater sensitivity to the outgassing flux. The quadrupole
mass filter was selected because it provides adequate r.solution and transmission of species
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over a wide mass range at relatively low expense. The filter consists of four molybdenum

rods 200 mm long by 8 mm in diameter. The SEM is a CuBe discrete dynode type which

provides signal gains of up to 108 for increased sensitivity. The analyzer has a sensitivity of

I x 10-3 A/torr for argon and a detection limit of I x 10-16 tort,

3.3.2 Mass Spectrometer Electronics

The miss spectrometer electronics unit supplied with the Balzers Model QMG 511

analyzer is used for normal operational adjustments to the mass spectrometer ionizer,

quadrupole filter, and electron multiplier. Internal power supplies allow adjustment of

electron energy and emission in the ionizer and electron multiplier gain. The quadrupole

filter can be tuned to allow only a single mass to be transmitted or to sweep over a selected

mass range. The specific Balzers mass spectrometer chosen for the test apparatus has a

mass range of m/e=2 to 1023, unity resolution, scan times down to 1 ms/amnu and computer

compatibility. The expression e/c refers to the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion being

detected. The mass is usually expressed in atomic mass units (amu) and for this mass

spectrometer configuration the charge is a positive integer. For singly-ionized (e = 1) argon

(mass = 40 amu) the detected ion would appear at n/e = 40. For doubly-ionized argon, the

ion would appear at n/c = 40/2 = 20. The level of ionization is a function of the species

being detected and the ionizer parameters. With the exception of the following apparatus

specifications, this report adopts the more rigorous convention of referring to detected ions

by their n/c location. Where the term amu is used, it is assumed that the detected ion is

singly ionized (e = 1).

For the materials test program, a mass range of mn/e10 to 500 was judged to be

sufficient for characterizing outgassed species. A 0.3-amu window was sampled arouwd

each nominal mass to determine the ion intensity at that integer mass value. This helped

correct for small errors in calibration and the possibility of ions with large mass defects. A

0.3-amu sweep width allowed 4 r.ampling poin's per integer amu. An integration time of 3

milliseconds per sampling point was used to determine the ion intensity, and each point was

integrated twice. These values were determined by experience with 'Je mass spectrometer in

this application. These parameters, together with a small amount cf overhead tine in the

controller, resulted in a scan time of 13.75 seconds fot the m/e-=10 to 500 scan.

3.3.3 Data Acquisition System

Automatic acquisition of mass spectra and control of the Balzers r.mass spectrometer is

performed with an IBM AT personal computer, using a computer inte.,face and software

package called Microtrace, produced by Teknivent Corporation. Additional peripheral

equipment supporting the IBM AT are 512-Kbyte RAM, a 1.2-Mbyte flppy disk. and a

30-Mbytc Winchester hard disk. Because of the large amount of data being collected, a
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60-Mbyte Sysgen magnetic tape unit is also included in the computer system to permit
occhsional down-loading of the hard disk to a separate storage library. Hard copy printouts
or plots can be obtained from either a Hewlett Packard LaserJet Series II printer or a Hewlett
Packard 7550A plotter.

The Teknivent interface and computer software can control and monitor all mass
spectrometer operating parmeters. It allows simultaneous acquisition and processing of the
data run being acquired or the processing of previously acquired data. The Wiley/JNBS
standard mass spectra library containing over 70,000 compounds has also been purchased
from Teknive.at by Lockheed and can be accessed by the computer for mass spectra
searching and mptching.

3.4 APPARATUS BASELINE PERFORMANCE
In order to determine the magnitude of the apparatus background contamination levels

and the baseline apparatus performance, the isothermal outgassing and QTA test procedures
of Section 4 were performed without a material sample in the effusion cell.
3.4.1 Empty Cell Isothermal Outgassing Test

The two possible sources of background contamination during the isothermal
outgassing test are the chamber itself and the effusion cell. The chamber has a very clean
design and the QCMs art almost totally surrounded by liquid nitrogen-cooled cold walls, so
the contribution of the chamber was very small. The QCM frequencies were monitored for
several days with the effusion cell removed from the chamber and the isolation valve closed.
The QCM frequencies increased less than I Hz/day, which confirmed the low chamber
background.

During an isothermal outgassing test, the QCMs will detect species outgassed by the
effusion cell as well as by the sample. Although the cell is cleaned thoroughly between
tests, it will inevitably regain moisture from the laboratory atmosphere when it is removed
from the apparatus for exchange of samples. The magnitude of effusion cell outgrssing was
determined by performing the full test procedure with no sample in the cell. The test was
run at 1250C since the effusion cell outgassing ra viill be highest for this temperature.
During this test. the 90 K QCM indiczted a 60 Hz crease in frequency after 24 hours,
while the three higher temperature QCMs experienced no appreciable ircrease in frequency.
The lack of accumulation on the higher temperature QCMs indicated that the outgassing
products from the cell were water vapor and/or high volatility solvents. The 60-Hz

frequency increase corresponds to a 24-hour tota'. mass loss of less than 0.0001 g. For a
typical sample with a mass of I g and an exposed area of 5 cm2.this mass loss is equivalent
to a 24-hour percentage mass loss of less than 0.01 percent and an average outgassing rate
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during the first 24 hrs of less than 2 x 10-10 g/cm2 s. These values are negligibly small in

comparison to typical outgamsing data. We, therefore, concluded that the effect of effusion

cell outgassing on the data could be neglected, and it was not necessary to perform blank

tests before each material iothennal outgassing test.

3.4.2 Empty Cell QTA Test

A standard QTA test was performed on the 90 K QCM following the empty cell

isothermal test of Section 3.4.1. Diring QTA, the QCM frequency decreased 150 Hz in the

temperature range from 90 K to 150 K and decreased another 150 Hz between 300 K and

400 K. Evaporation of the collected water accounts for 60 Hz of the frst frequency shift,

while the remaining 90-Hz shift in the low temperat ire region and the entire 150-Hz shift in

the high temperature region are due to the variation of QCM frequency with temperature.

These frequency shifts correspond to an average thermally-induced rate of frequency change

of less than 1 Hz/min. In fact, the ra:e of change of QCM frequency is not constant and can

have values several times higher than I Hz/min over short temperature ranges. Because of

these thermal effects on QCM frequency, QTA cannot detect deposit evapc.ration-induced

frequency changes less than about 10 Hz/min, which corresponds to an evaporation rate of
about 10.9 g/cm2 s.

The QCM frequency data also show fast fluctuations as high as 50 Hz/mln wldch am

induced by high frequency changes in the heat flux through the QCM crystal produced by

the on/off method of power moduktion used by the temperature ramp controllers. This
phenomena and a method to eliminate it were discussed in Section 3.2.3.
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Section 4

TEST PROCEDURE

This section describes the standarj test procedure. The procedure specifies the way
in which sample preparation, data measurement, and data reduction are performed. The

combination of this procedure and th- apparatus described in Section 3 defines the rtandard

test method developed on this progr'.m.

4.1 MATERIAL TEST SAMPLE PREPARATION

This section describes how the material test sample should be prepared and

documented.

4.1.1 Test Sample Description

The test sample should be described as completely as possible. For standarJ
aerospace materials, full manufacturing, procurement, and acceptance documentation is
normally available and should be provided. For developmental materials, enough
information should be given to clearly identify its origins. This information should

include, for example, the chemical nature of the material, how the sample was prepared and
whb prepared it, the name of the program, organization, and/or personnel from which the

material was obtained or which/who is responsible for developing it.

4.1.2 Test Sample Geometry
Because outgasslng kinetics depend upon the thickness of the material and/or the

surface area exposed to vacuum, the geometry of a test sLMple must be appropriately

constrained. Where possible the test sample should have the same geometry as the material
haS in an actual application. For materials which are used in more than one geometry, the

test sample geometry should be selected such that the outgasslng rate for other material
geometric., can be inferred from the outlassing rate data measured for the test sample. The
test sample geometry that satisfies this requirement will depend on the physical processes
involved in outgassing for the specific test material.

Outgasslng from materials such as adhesives and potting compounds is diffusion-
controlled, so the outgaving rate depends on the distance between the interior of the
sample and a free surface. For these materials, it is posible in principle fn predict the
outtgassing rate for any arbitrary maicrial geometly by insening the appropriate dimensions

into the diffusion equations if the diffusion coefficients of the outgasscd species are
known. It is possible to infer these diffusion coefficients from isothermal outgassing rate

data for samples whose geoumetry is such that iiucrnal diffusive flow is oo -dimension-I
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[7]. For materials for which outgassing is diffusion-controlled, the test sam~ples should,
therefore, be prepared in a geometry which results in one-dimensional inter, a diffusion.
However, determination of diffusion coefficients from outgassing data is technically
difficult, particularly if there arm many outgassed species, so this determination is not par
of the standard test procedure and is left to the user of the data.

Outgassing from greases and lubricants is the result of evaporation which is a staface
phenomenon. The outgassing rate depends only on the surface area and is independent of
the geomety or the mass of the sample. Greases and lubricants should therefore be placed

in holders which maintain a constant exposed surface area as the sample is depleted.
With the abcve considerations in mind, samples frm different material classes

should be prepared as follows. The material classes identified are those used by NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center for reporting ASTM E 595 data [8).
Adhesives: These materials should be prepared in a hold4er which causes the internal
diffusion flow to the free surface to be one-dimensional.
Cable Insulation and Shnk Tubing: These matcrials should be tested in
is-supplied geometry.
Conformal Coatings: These materials should be applied to a nonoutgassing substrate
large enough to provide a representative coating sample. The substrate should then be cut
into sections small enough to fit into the effusion ceU.
Electrical Components: These materials should be tested in as-supplied form.
Electriczl Shields: These materials should be tested in as-supplied geometry.
Film and Sheet Material; These materials should be tested in as-supplied geometry.
Foams: Where applicable these materials should be tested in as-supplied thicknesses.
Sample dimensions should be selected so as to minimize edge effects.
Greas and Lubricants: These materials should be placed in dish-type holders. The
holders should be shaped so that the exposed surface area remnains constant as the sample
mass is depleted.
Lacing Tape an#4 Cord Tie Cables: These materials should be tested in as-supplied
geometry.
Laminates ,nd Circuit Boards: Tliese materials should be tested in as-supplied
geometry.
Marking Materials and Ink: These materials should be applied to n6noutgassing

su.,,Trate st'ch as aluminum foil.
Molding Compounds: These materials should be tested in the molkd form.
Paints, Lacquers and Varnishes: "These materials should be applied to a
nonoutgassing substrate large enough to provide a representative coating sample. The
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substrate should then be cut into sections small enough to fit into the effusion cell.

Potting Compounds: These materials should be nrepared in a holder which causes the

internal diffusion flow 'a the free surface to be one-dimensional.

Rubbers and Elastomers: These materials should be tested either in as-supplied

geometry or in a typical application geometry, depending on whether the particular material

is preformed or is cured aftcr application.

Tapes: These matcrials should be applied to A ronoutgassing substrate. Tape samples

should be long enough for outgassing from the ends to be negligible compared to

outgassing perpendicular to dte length.

Thermal Greases: Thesc materials should be placed in flat dish-type holders. The

holders should he shaped so that the exposed surface arca remain- consiant as the sample

mass is depleted.

4.1.3 Test Sample Mass and Size
The test sample mass should be large enough to provide a measurable accumulation

of outgassed products on the QCNI, but should not be so large that the QCM becomes

overloaded before the end of a test. Experience with both high and low-oulgassing

materials has shown that these conditions can usually be met if the sample weight is

between I and 10 g. The test sample weight should be determined before a test using a

laboratory balance having a readability of 10 pg or less.

For the present apparatus, the sample dimensions should be selected such that it fits

into the 2.5-inch-diameter by 2-inch-high effusion cell. The sample dimensions and

surface area should be measured to an accuracy of 2 percent.

4.1.4 Test Sample Handling and Storage

Samples should be handl-d only with gloves or clean instruments prior to testing and

should be stored in a clean arra in !ovcred glass dishes. Nomina! preparation and storage

conditions should be 23*C ±2*C and 40-60 percent relative humidity.

4.1.5 Effusion Cell Preparation
The effusion cell must be solvent cleaned and vacuum baked before inscrtion of a

new sample. An initial solvent cleaning using toluene, freon, methyl ethyl ketone or

acetone should be used to remove any residual sample contamination frum the cell. The
effusion cell should then be subjected to a second siolvent cleaning with acetone.

Following cleaning, the cell should be heated to 125^(C in t vacuum of le% ihan 1 x
10.6 tor- for at least 12 hours. The effusion cell bakeout .hould be performed in the

inirxk chamber. The cell shoul I remain under vacuum until t'ic next test is to he saried.

At that time, t!e interlock charrbcr should be rcpressunred wi'i; d.y nitrogen gas bMfore the

effusion cell is removed.
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4.2 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
The major ele:ments of the test are an isothemial .:tgassing/deposition kinetics test. a

QCM thermal analysis (QTA) of the collected outgassing species, and an off-line gas
chroma.•igaphy/masm specamentry (GC/MS) analysis.
4.2.1 IsothermAl Outgasslng/Deposition Test

This section describes the isothermal outgassing/deposition test procedure, and the
test parameters for the standard test method.

4.2.1.1 Test Procedure
Table 4-1 gives an outline of the isothermal outgassing/deposition test poedure.
The test sample is prepared and placed in the cleaned effusion cell using the

procedures of Section 4.1. The effusion cell is placed on its hclder in the interlock
chamber and electrical connections to the cell are made and verified. The interlock chamber
is closed to the atmosphere. The effusion cell shutter is closed so that the cell can pass
throuph the isolation valve opening into the main chamber.

Prior to effusion cell insertion, the main chamber pressure shou!d be in the mid to
low 10 torr range, the liquid nitrogen-cooled shrouds should be cold, the QCMs should

be at heir designated operating temperatures, and the mass spectrometer and its electronics
shoulJ be at stable operating temperatumrs. The pos'tion of the mass spectroreter analyzer
should be adjusted using the bellows feedthrough so that its ioniz.r can sample the
outgassing flux from the effusion cell without obstructing dhe line-of-sight between the cell
orifice and the QCM surfaces. All QCM shutter% should be closen in order to mrn'imire the

loUecdon of chamber bs•ckground contani'n:Mnts when the interlock chamber solation valve
Is opened for Insertion of the effusion cell.

At test time zero computer acquisition of QCM frequencies and temperatures.
effusion cell temperature, and mass spectrometer peak heights Is initiated. The mass
spectrum meAsured at this time is the spectrum of the empty chamber. This spctuimn is
assumed to be the back~ip. "-' which obtains throughout the test, and will be wbtrctex
from all mass '1ectra recordel dunna  t •est to determine the spectra due to outgassed
products.

The nominal time between data ,oints is arbitrary and Is selected to be short enrwough
to provide sufficient resolution, but not so short that the data acquisition system bee.; &
saturated before thC end of a test. The time between data points used in this prigram was 5
minutes.

The turbomolecular pump is turred off at exactly test time zero to allow It to slow
down prior to exposing it to the atmospheric pressure of the interlock chamber. Sudlen

exposue of the turbomolecular pump to high pressures In order would damrage the rotors
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evacted initially b) the mechanical pump through the sl(,%Ily tluring turboWik•ultr
pump. By the tirle the mychanical pump has reduced tie prcsure to the frt. molecular
flow regime. the turtxmolecular pump has regained full operational speed and pumping
capacity-

The isol'tion va.,e is opc!:,d and thr c"ft,.ion I.c!I is v- rvct! into the miain s•,hriJhr

vhen the pressure in the interhrl.k thariN r has beun sut;ffi,.iently reduted. I ie tim:

selcted fewcffusiorl .-clI insent, ir is a corripriun,¢ bct%%cn the need to rtduce tle interItIVk

chamber pressure sufficiently to nunimize the pre%,,urc surga in dhe main chamber as the

isolation valve is opened and the need to acquirt data as s(AV1 as possible after the

beginning of evacuation. The nominal in,,ertion time in the standard prxcedute as I 5

minutes %0-25 hour). by ,hiL.h time the inter1io k th.inrihr pre,,u.rr has Ieen reduccel to

al'xut 4 x 10 5 torr.

The effusion cell is positioved at a selected msation relative to the QCMs by

adjustment of the cell mounting rod. A nominal QCM to-cell dittnte of 60() inches is

used in the stardard test procedure, so the mounting rod is indeed at this po'i.ion ftor

convenience. The Q'M.-to-cell dmstance cai he reduced or increaed to allow for matenals

with unusually low or high outgasing fates, respectively.

When the cell has been pliwitoned. the QC(M and effuion cell shutters are o;vnrted and

the effusiton cell is heated to thi ,pecified tet tenpc;a.ttire. 'Ill! gate valve between the

turhomolecular pump and the ii|- Lhamblir is closed at this time to eliminate the

possibtlity of main chamber con' .n by oil vapor backstreaming from the mechanical
puimip through the turlk.•nolcuiar pump and interhlck chamler.

After completion of the startup activities the test is almost fully automatic. The only

a:tivities required during the test are ieplacement of the hqia.d nitrtgett dewsax' when cvnp.y

and monitoring the heait, and status of the apparatus.

At the end of the test pernid, the eff,,ion cell temlerature controller it reset to 2S.'C. 7

and the cell shutter is closed. The cell is then moved fn)m the main chamber Kit k w the
interlock Ohamlwr by nmoving the mounting rmno. The int.-"hx k . hamber is isolatrd hoinn the
main chamber by closing the gate valve and is repressirited with dry nitnigen gas When

the cell temperature has gtabihlaed at 25"C, the effusion cell is removed from the interlo, k

chamber and the sample is taken out of the cell and wenghnid on a latx)tat'ry balalne. The
p,•t test %eitghing thould t'e ptforfmed as soon a; posstie aftrr the kmnple h3% bien
re¢p x,,c,, to) the atm.isplicre to witminilae the amotnt of tr.ndi,)rlion of wa'er vrJ1t'.

4.2.1.2 Test P'aramclera
The follo ing te•t pn•.mewters %%ere welc c t fo r 1hr t ie i,, ,tl,.,-.lnl tnu'•.i '. ,. ,

West by industry con'+eliits it the ituhtwftry witrtl. ,hip ld AtI L.i O t,red in N iv-1nt0rr I'93i1
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Sample Temperature: The material is to be tested at three temperatures. A new sample

is to be used for each test. The standard test temperatures are 125*C, 75C, and 25*C. The

first two isothermal outgassing tests are performed at the standard sample temperatures of

125*C and 75*C. The temperature of the third outgassing test is selected on the 'vsis of the

restlts of the 75*C test. If the outgassing rate at 751C is significant, the third test is

performed at the s'andard 25*C temperature. If the outgassing rate at 75*C is very small

and it is like.y that the outgassing rate at 25*C would be negligible, the third test is

performed at 100*C.
The 125 0C test temperature was selected because it is a typical hig. space system

qualification temperature and it provides correlation with the ASTM E 595 test. The 25*C
test temperature was selected because it is typical of an uncooled spacecraft surface. The

750C temperature was selected be.-ause it is midway between the first two temperatures.

QCM Collection Temperatures: The four QCMs are mainained at temperatures of 90
K or less, 150 K, 220 K, and 298 K, respectively.

The 90 K QCM collecis essentially all of the outgassing flux. The data from this
QCM are used to calculate total outgassing data. The specified 90 K temperature allows

for a 13 K temperature difference between the QCM and the 77 K rese.rvoir to conduct the
heat generated by the QCM electronics through the thermal resistance of the attachment strut

(Section 3.2.1).
The 150 K, 220 K, and 298 K QCMs are used to measure deposition data as a

function of surface temperature. The 150 K QCM temperature was selected because it is
high enough to prevent deposition of water vapor and most solvents. The 298 K QC.4
was selected because it is representative of a typical uncooled spacecraft surface. The 220

K QCM temperature was selected because it is midway between 150 K and 298 K.
Test Duration: The nominal test duration is 5 days.

The test duration is a compromise between the need for long term data to support
modeling and the need to ccertrol the cost per test. The rate of change of outgassing rate

diminishes rapidly with time because of kinetic considerations, so extension of the test
period generates less and less useful information per unit time. On the other hand, the test

should run at least several days to clearly establish trends. The 5-day test period allows a

regular weekly te.;t schedule to be established with 2 dzys for sample turnaround between

tests. Extension of the test period to 2 weeks would increase the cost per test by a factor of
two while providing miinimal additional information.

Industry consensus has agreed that a test could be terminated before 5 days have

elahsed if the outgassing rate becomes immeasurably small or if the outgassing rate shows

negligible crange with time.
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4.2.2 QCM Thermal Analysis
At the end of the isothermal test, the deposits collected on all four QCMs are

subjected, in turn, to QCM thermal analysis (QTA). In QTA, the QCM is heated in a
controlled manner while the behavior of the deposit is measured as a function of
temperature. The QTA test includes thermogravimetric analysis (QTGA), in which the
mass of the deposit remaining on the crystal is measured directly by the QCM and mass
spectrometer analysis (QTA/MS). In QTA/MS the molecular flux evaporating from the
QCM crystal is analyzed by a mass spectrometer.

An outline of the operations performed during QTA is presented in Table 4-2.
Before beginning QTA, the mass spectrometer analyzer h-,ad is repositioned to shorten the
line of sight between the ionizer and the crystal of the QCM to be tested. In the Lockheed
apparatus, the geometry of the linear motion mass spectrometer feedthrough allcws the
ionizer to be positionad directly under the 90 K or 298 K QCMs. For viewing the 150 K

and 220 K QCMs, the ionizer is positioaied on the apparatus .enter line.
The shutters of the QCMs not being heated are closed to reduce the possibility of

these QCMs becoming contaminated by the flux evapoiating from the QCM under test.
The shutter for the test QCM is placed in the apertured position so that the ionizer views
only the QCM crystal. This reduces the probability that species evaporating from surfaces
other than the QCM crystal will be detected by the mass spectrometer.

After the QCM shutters have been properly positioned, the QTA test is started The
QCM temperature and frequency and the mass spectrometer peak heights are record,- at
1-minute intervals. The frequency of a QCM crystal is sensitive to heat flux thougi. ;he
crystal, so the heating rate must be low enough to keep heat flux-induced frequency
changes within acceptable limits. Howc er, the heating rate must not be so low that the
time required for QTA becomes excessive. Published data [9] indicate that errors in
frequency due to heat flux will be acceptably low if the heating rate is lQC/m or less. The .
nominal maximum heating rate selected for the test method is, therefore, I*C/min.

When the QCM has reached 125'C, the test is terminated and thc QCM is allo,ped to
cool to its operational temperature for the isothermal test. A maximum temperatur: of
125SC is selected for QTA because this value is equal to the maximum sample temperature.
All deposited outgassed species should evaporate at or below this temperature unless they
have changed chemically since deposition.

After the QTA test procedure has been repeated for all four QCMs, the mass
spectroneter is returned to its position for the isothermal teSLt
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Table 4-2

Test Procedure - QCM Thermal Analysis

- Close shutters to all QCMs except the test QCM

. Place the test QCM shutter in the apertured pos'tion

- Reposition the mass specromneter to obtain the best possible view of the test QCM

SStart computer acauisition of QCM frequency and temperature, and mass

spuctrometer peak heights at I-minute intervals

. Start rhiating the QCM at I OC/min

- Terminate heating and data collection when QCM reaches 125*C

- Place the QCM shutter in closed position

. Allow the QCM to cool Lack to its normal operating temperature

. Repeot the procedure for all four QCMs

4.2.3 Gas Chrom.tography/Mass Spectrometry

In the GC/MS analysis, the material sample is heated to a selected test temperature in

a 10 psig helium gas environment for a')out 15 minutes. The gases evoved from the

sample are collected by flowing the helium through a liquid nitrogen trap. The 1 eliun flow

;s then turned off, the liquid nitrogen dewar is removed, and the trap is heated up. The

collected species evaporate and flow through the chromatograph capillary column. Each

species flows through the column at a differcnt rate depending on the species molecular

weight. The molecular stream leaving the column is monitored by a mass spectrometer,

which repcatedly scars a selected mass range and records the mass spectrum and the total

ion count as a function of time Airce th. liquid nitrogen was removed from the trap.

GC/MS analyses are performed on material samples at temperatures of ! 25*C and

200*C. Two temperatums are selected to provide correlation with the isothermal outgassing

test data. The species identified by the 125TC GC/MS test include only species which are

also evolved in the highest temperature (125'C) vacuum outgarsing test. However, .11

species evolvd in the 125"C vacuum outgassing test may i nt be evolved in tbh 125*C

GC/N'IS test becau3v of the inhibitiug effect of the helium gas pressure. The species

identified by the 200°C GCNIS test will include most if aut all species outgassed in vacuum

at 125*C, but because. of the higher sample temperature it may also detect themial
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dcgradation products not found in the vacuum outgassing test. The 200(C temperature was

selected as a result of development testing ,inder Phase II (Smtion 2.3.1.4 of Reference 6).

To ensure detection and identification of all volatiles the mass spectrometer

incorporated in the GCIMS apparatus should scan a mass range of at least W/e = 2 to 1000,

where m/e is the mass to charge ratio.

4.3 DATA REDUCTION

This section describes the procedures used to calculate the test output data from the

expcrimentally-measured data.
4.3.1 Isothermal Outgassing/Deposition Data

This section presents the equations and methods used to calculate total outgassing
data, total deposition kinetics data, and the contributions of each species to the total

outgassing and deposition kinetics.

4.3.1.1 Total Outgassing and Deposition Data

Stction 4.3.1.1.1 presents the equations used to calculate the amount of mass

deposited and the rat- of mass deposition on all four %QM from measured frequency data.

Section 4.3.1.1.2 pn,.sents the equations used to calculate the QCM-to-effusion cell

orifice view factor. Sections 4.3.1.1.3 and 4.3.1.1.4 present the equations used to

calculate the outgassing and deposition kinetics data, respectively, from QCM mass

deposition data and the QCM-to-effusion cell orifice view factor. Outgassing kinetics data

are calculated from mass deposition data for the 90 K QCM, while deposition data are

calculated from mass deposition data for the 150 K., 220 K, ard 298 K QCMs.

4:3.1.1.1 QCM Mass Deposition Data

The mass deposition quantities of interest are the total amount deposited and the rate
of deposition on a QCM as functions of time. These quantities arc calculated from the

measured frequency data for the four collector QCMs. which can be written in the form

ftTr,Tst•). where f is the frequency, T. is the temperature of the collector QCM, To is the

sample temperature, and % is the time at which a data point is acquired.

4.3.1.1.1.1 Total Mass Deposited The mass deposited on a QCM at temperature Tq

from a sample at temperature T, at time ti is md(T 4 ,TS,t1j, calculated using Eq. (4.1)

nJTq,Tsd) Ks (f(Tq,T,%tI- f(Tq,Ts,0)) (4.1)

where ((Tq,Ts,ti) and f(Tq,TgO) are the frequencies of the QCM at times tj and zero,
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respectively, and KS is the QCM mass sensitiv..y constant For the 10-MHz AT-cut crystals

used in the Lockheed apparatus, K,, is equal to 4.43 x 10.9 g/cm2 Hz [2).
4.3.1.1.1.2 Mass Deposition Rate The rate of mass deposition on a QCM at

temperature Tq from a sample at temperature T, at time (%.1.t,)/2 is m*(Tq,T 5,(t*tj)/2),

calculated using Eq. (4.2)

n 4(Tq,TS,€%.t.Oi)/2) KS ((t(Tq,T,,t4.i) - f(Tq,Ts,T,)1/t4ir)) (4.2)

wtiere f(Tq,Tg,J) and f(Tq,Ts, 1,) are the QCM frequencies measured at times tj and •t,

respectively.
4.3.1.1.2 QCM.to.Effusion Cell Orifice View Factor

The QCM-to- effusion cell orifice view factor, F is calculated using Eq. (4.3)

F (W, CL/AJ/84 1)) (wrr/(cos* 1 cos*2)) (4.3)

where

r - distance between the effusion cell orifice and the QCM crystal

* j = angle between QCM-to-cell orifice line of sight and orifice normal

, = an, !e between QCM-to-cell orifice line of sight and QCM normal

L = lent h -.'he effusion cell orifice

A = radius t.. -;on cell orifice

"w,/. -, Clausing uansmi.. -, .'robability for the effusion cell orifice [10]

= Clausing angular flow dish ,.,u ion function for the effusion cell orifice [6]

These parameters can be varied from apparatus to apparatus and from test to test
without invalidating the test method, so the test procedure does not assign specific values to
them. The values of the parameters that were used in the Lockheed apparatus for the tests
performed on this program were as follows:

r = 15.24 cm (6.00 in)

2 = 0O

L = 0.310 cm (0.122 in) j
'.1
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S - 0.159 cm (0.0625 in)

U.AL/A) - 0.52

841) - 0.8908

Substitution of these values in Eq. (4.3) gives a value for F of 432.4 cm2.

4.3.1.1.3 Total Outgassing Data

The outgassing kinetics data of interest are the total mass loss and the total outgassing

rate per unit area. These quantities arm calculated from mass deposition data for the 90 K

QCM and the QCM-to-effusion cell orifice view factor. In addition, the ex situ total mass

loss .s calculated from pre- and post-test ex situ sample weighings.

4.3.1.1.3.1 Total Mass Loss The total mass loss at time t4 from a sample at

temperature TS is TML(T.r,,) calculated using Eq. (4.4)

TML(Tl,t) , md(9 0 KT,$t) F/mn (4.4)

where N.d(90 K,TOtJ is the mass deposited on the 90 K QCM found from Eq. (4.1), F is the

QCM-to-effusion cell orifice view factor given by Eq. (4.3), and mN is the pre-test sample

weight.

The sample total mass loss for a 125*C sample after 24 h of vacuum exposure, i.e.,

TML(125"C,24 hi. is the QCM collection method equivalent of the TML data measured by

the ASTM E 595 test

4.3.1.1.3.2 Total Outgassing Rate The total outgassing rate at time (tkbti)/Z is

•s,(tl.t)/2), calculated using Eq. (4.5)

4'Ts,(N-,.t)/2) - m4(90 K,T5,(t•j%]/2) F/A (4.5)

where rnm(90 KT,,(t•4 .t-)/2) is the rate of mass deposition on the 90 K QCM found from

Eq. (4.2), F is the QCM-to-effusion cell orifice view factor given by Eq. (4.3), and N• is

the area of the sample exposed :o vacuum.

4.3.1.1.3.3 Ex Situ Mass Loss The ex situ total mass loss, TrTML(Ts,t,}, is calculated

using Eq. (4.6)

XrMLCT,"t,) - (-mrns)/md (4.6)
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where mA and mf are the pre. and post-test sample mass measured by ex situ weighing, T,

is the sample temperature, and t is the tes duratdir xrrLrT.,,I,) is tb ex situ equivalent of

the total mass loss at the end of the test detenrined in situ by QCM collection. TMLCT,,t,).
4.3.1.1.4 Deposition Data

It has been customary in the industry to express the deposition characteristics of
material outgassing products expresscd in terms of the volatile condensable niaterial
(VCM). VCM i$ :he C."action of the mass of a test sample at a specified temperature which
will condense on a ;urface at a specified temperature over a specified period of time. The
ASTM E 595 measures the VCM on a 25°C surface over a 24-hour period from a 125°C
test sample but refers to this fraction of condensed mass as the collected volatile
condensable mateiial (CVCM). VCM, howevt;r, is not a unique property of the material
sample and collector surface ,ypes and temperu'.res. The net deposition rate of an
outgassing flux on a surface is the difference between the impingement rate multiplied by a
%ticking or condensation coefficient and the surface desorption or evaporation rate. For a
given source outgassing rate the impingement rate on the collector surface depends on the
distance between the outgassing source and the surface. Hence deposition ratt and VCM
depend on the geometry of the apparatus as well as the sample material and sui face types
and temperatures. The kinetic interpretation of the QTA data is discussed in more detail in
Sectioin 5.1.2.2.2.

It is desirable to present deposition data in a form wl~ich i, independent of apparatus
geometry, but to do this we need to assume a model for the kinetic processes occurring at
the deposition surface. Since there is currently no industry consensus on how deposition
kinetics should be modeled it is inappropriate to propose a standard method for removing
the effect of apparatus geometry from the deposition data at this time. The issue of
presentation of deposition data has therefore been addressed as follows:

(i) The standard data reduction procedure specified in this section calls for
deposition data to be presented in terms of VCM.

(ii) A method for removing the effect of apparatus geometry from the deposition data

is proposed in Section 5.
The volatile condensable material, VCM(rq,Tr,,x), defined as the fraction of the mass

of a sample at temperature T, which has condensed on a QCM at temperature T. at time t, is
calculated using Eq. (4.7)

VCM''(Tq,T,,tj•] . n(Tqj,T,•) F/ms,, ..
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where mg( Tq,T,,t) is the mass deposited on the QCM at T, found from Eq. (4.1). F Is the

QCM-to-effusion cell orifice view factor, defined by Eq. (4.3), and mn, is the pre-test

sample weight.
The volatile condensable material from a sample at 125*C on the 298 K QCM afier 24

hours of exposure, i.e., VCM(290 K,125*C,24h), is the QCM collection method equivalent

of the CVCM data measured by the ASTM E 595 test.

4.3.1.2 Individual Species Oulgassing Rates

The data reduction procedure approach proposed for the fully developed test method
for determining the outgassing rates of each outgassed species requires that the QTA/MS
test, Section 4.3.2.1, is able to separate the individual species in the collected outgassed
flux with sufficient resolution to permit the mass fragmentation patterns of the individual

species in the deposit to be obtained. The individual mass fragmentation patterns are then
input with the isothermal test mass spectrometer data to a acconvolution algorithm to

resolve the relative contributions of each species. Howeve:. ,t the outset of the Phase II
Extension, the separation capability of QTA/MS had not yet been proven and remained to
be evaluated during the course of the database measurement program. The rmsu!ts of this

evaluation, described in detail in Section 5.2, show that while the QTA/MS technique is
clearly practical, it does not have sufficicnt species separation capability in its present state
of development to permit the individual species mass fragmentaton patterns to be
determined by routine computerized data reductinn procedures. Consequently, it was
necessary to use manual procedures to perform both the QTA/MS and individual species
outgassing data analysis in the current program. Section 4.3.1.2.1 describes the

computerized datm analysis procedure which is proposed for the fully developed test
method. Section 4.3.1.2.2 describes jie manual procedures which were ised in the Phase
11 Extension to work around the current QTA/MS species separation issues. noew issues
and the manual data analysis procedure are. described in more detail in Sections 5.2 and

5.3.
4.3.1.2.1 Computerized Data Analysis

If the QTA/MS procedure, Sectinn 4.3.2.2, is able to adequately separate the
individual species in the outgassing species condensed on the 90 K QCM the isothermal

outgassing test mass spectrometer data are processed as follows:

(i) The mass fragmentation patterns fos the iindividual species are obtained from the
QTA/MS test in an appropriate format, to be determined.

(ii) The mass spectrometer data for a particular mcasur:.,k.nt time..i the isothermal
outgassing test p;us the mass fragmentation patterns for each sp,.ies ame ente-.d
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into a deconvoludon algorithm and the relative fractions of each speies in the

outgassing flux at that measurement time are calcujt,'d.

(iii) The previous step is repeated for as many measurement times in the outgassing

test as are necessary to define the variation of the fraction of each species with

measurement time.

(iv) Thc absolutc outgassing rate of each species at each measurement time is

calculated by multiplying the total outgassing rate at that measurement time by

the fraction of each species in the total flux at that measurement time.

Note: The above procedure assumes that the ionization constant is the same for each

species. The Phase II report. Reference 6, describes a procedure for calculating the

ionization constant for each species from the QTA/MS tcst data. Addition of the procedure

for calculating the different ionization constants will be reconsidered after the sepaation

capability of the QTA/IS test has bcconmc better developed.

4.3.1.2.2 Manual Data Analysis

If the QTA/MS procedure, Section 4.3.2.2, is not Wble to adequately separate the

individual species in the outgassing species cndensed on the 90 K QCM, &e isothermal

outgassing test mass spectrometer data are processed as follows:

(i) The QTA/MS ion count data for all species peaks are inspected to select ions

which are unique for that species. V/hcre unique ions cannot be identified, ions

which are due predominantly to one species are selected. These ions, whether

urnique or merely predominant, are designated as tracking ions.

(ii) The isothermal outgassing t':st mass spccurometer ion count data for all values of

m/c are printed out in tabular form for as many measurement times as are

necessary to define the variation of the fraction of each species with
measurement time. (In the data analysis of Section 5.3 the selected times were

0.333 hour, vhich was the first data point measured in the test; 1 hour, 5 hours;

and every 10 hours thereafter.)

(iii) For each species, the time-dependent ion :ount data are extracted from the total

data tabulation for all tracking ion m.'e values selected for that species.

(iv) After visual inspection to correct anomalies the ion counts for the tracking n/e
values are summed at each point in time to determine a total tracking ion count

characteristic for the species, 1,(t).

(v) The absolute outgassing rztc for the jLh species at time t, OGR(t), is relatcd to

the total trackinig ion count, Iy(tl by Eq. (4.8)

00R3(tJ - X lit) (4.8)
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where Pj is a proportionality constant. The proportionality constant can also be epressed
by Eq. (4.9). which is the integral of Eq. (4.8).

i - f 0GAj(t) dt - JItj(,) t (4.9)

The outgassing rate integral, I' MA•(t) dt, is related to the total sample mass loss by Eq.
(4.10)

OG Oj(t) dt - (TML(T,,tj)xmjxf'j) /A (4.10)

where (j is the fraction of the jth species in the outgassing products, calculated using the

QTA/MS data of Section 4.3.2.2.2, TML(T,,t4) is the total mass loss at time t% from a sanwple

at temperature T., mrnj is the initial sample mass, and A, is the surface area of the sample.

The ion count integral, ftIj(1 dct is related to the area under the plot of the total tracking ion

count versus time for the jth species, Aj, by Eq. (4.11).

JII~JW dt . Aj M 3600 (4.11)

The factor of 3600 in Eq. (4.11) accounts for the fact that the abscissa of the ion count
plots are presented in hours rather than seconds. Aj can be calculated from the ion count

plots using numerical integration techniques.
4.3.2 QCM Thermal Analysis

This section presents the equations and methods used to reduce and present the
QTOA And QTA/MS data.
4.3.2.1 QTGA Data

The output data from QTGA are the fraction of the initial deposit mass remaining on
the QCM and the evaporation rate of the deposit as functions of QCM temperature. The
methods used to calculate these quantities from the measured data are described in Sections

4.3.2.1.1 and 4.3.2.1.2, respectively. The measured data are QCM frequency, (t11), and

QCM temperature, Tq(¶). as functions of time t%. The QCM is heated at a constant rate of

I C/min during QTA and the QCM frequency-time data, rt%). can be converted directly to

frequency-te.mpenture data, r(t~J).
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4.3.2.1.1 Deposit Mass #,rsus Temperature

As the QCM tem-crature is increased and the deposit evaporates the Q'ZM frcquency

decreases from an initial value corresponding to the mass deposited at the end of the

isothermal test. to a fiuial value corresponding to a clean QCM surface. The masson the

QCM at the beginning if heating is nm, given by Eq. (4.12)

M - K, (fTlq(0) - ft(ZS"Cl) (4.12)

where f(TO)) and Mft25C) are the QCM fre(, cncies at the beginning of heatin. g, -0, and

a: 125'C. respectively, and K. i% the QCNI, .s sensitivity constanL Tq(O] w. )C equal ta

90 K, 150 K, 220 K. or 298 K, depending on %k ch set of QTGA du:a is being rcduccd.

The mass on a QCM at time • and temnperature T,(;, I is mq(Tq(%)), given by Fq. (4.13).

nr't(TqC(t)) K, (0( q(,)]- flt25C)) (4.13)

The fraction of the total deposit mass remaining on the QCM at temperature T,,(,) is

the fractional condensable material. FCM(Tq). -CM(T,) is given by Eq. (4.14). which is

obtained by dividing Eq. (4.13) by Eq. (4.12).

FCMTT) . rn(T,,(ý)) /

• , (ftTq(%))J- foIZS"C) / (i(Tq(o))' f('.5C)) (4.14)

4.3.2.1.2 Evaporation Rate versus Temperature

The evaporation rate of the deposit at temperature (Tq(ti,l)-Tq(ti))/2 is

mTq((t1q(t. 1) #Tq(%))/2). given by Fq. (4.15)

rn•(Tq[(t 4,.T[(t])/2) - Ki [(ftt4 .1) - rcy))/(t: 4-I] (O/W,) (4.15)

where u), is the Clausing transmission probability [101 for the aperture in the QCM case

through which the crystal views the surroundings and througf. which evaporation taki s

place. W. is 0.89 for the QCM Rcsearch, Inc. Mark 9 QCMs currently uscd in the

Lockheed apparatus.
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4.,.2.2 QTA/MS Data
The QTAAMS data reducton procedure approach proposed for the fully-devclo-etd

test method assumes that the QTA/MS test is able to separate the indivitual species In a
cond&ised deposit of outgassed species with sufficient resolution to permit the mass
spectra of the indiv';dual species in the deposit to be obtained. with sufficient qualitative and
quantitative accuracy to:

(a) Support the proposed data reduction procedure for deconvoluting the isothermal
test mass specuomecter data, Section 4.3.1.2.

(b) Permit the chemical identity of the outgassed species to be determined by
comparing .he mass spectra with a standard library.

In fact, the separation capability of QTA/MS had not been prover. by the outset of the
Phase II Extension and remained to be evaluated in par.llel with the datibase measurtment
program. The results of this evaluation, described in detail in Section 5.2, show that while
this technique is cleary practical, it does not have sufficicnt species separt in capability in
its present itate of development to permit the individual species mass fragniuitation pattems
to be determined by routine computerized data reduction procedures. Consequently, it was
necessary to use a manual procedure to perform the analysis in the current program.
Section 4.3.2.2.1 describes the procedure that will be used when QTAIMS is sufficiently
dc eloped to permit using completely computerized data analysis. Section 4.3.2.2.2
de.,cribcs the manual procedures which were used in the Phase i1 Extension to work
around the current QTA/MS species separation issues. These issues and the manual data
analysis procedure arm described in detail in Sertion 5.2.
4.3.2.2.1 Computerized Data Analysis

If the QTA/MS procedure is able to adequately separate the individual species in the
outgassing species uondensed on the 90 K QCM the QTA/MS data is proc.ssed as follows:

(i) The aveange ion count (AIC) plot as a function of QCM temperature is printed
out by the mass spectrometer data system.

(iU) The QCM temperatures at which the species rcaks in the AIC data plot cecur ari
recorded.

(iii) The mass spectra corresponding to the QCM temperature pea. locations are
obtained from the mass spectromneter data system in the following jotms:
. A hard copy table.
* A format, to be determined, suitable for entering into the computenie'7

isothenral test mass spectrometer data deconvolution algorithm of Secdon
4.3.1.2.

. A format, to be determined. stuit.ble for entv.ring ioto the c,)'ruterizcd NTIS
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mass spectra library for de:errn.'nativi (t.i the chemical identify of the

outga5s~ed %Mie~s,

4..3.2.2.2 NlAnual DAtN AnalysisI
If the QTA!MIS prixtdurc is not able to adqactj~~y sf-parate the individual species in

the ouaga..1CS gV 'dftfIs (in the 1,N) K Q(CM~ the QTA/MIS datai it. prxessed as

(i) I lard ct-1-y plots of rnia-, spcctromre~vr ion count data ser,.ue QCM temppet ature

are madc fo'r each -%'e %alue mo~nitored.

(if) The plots of ion count vcr~us QCM tcmperature for all rn/c values ame inspected
to identity the QCNI temperatures at which peak% in ion count occur. ThcseI
pcaks conc~ptmd to the c~iiporatw'n of specific %Ipcuci fromi the QCM1. Thc

spccic% air Owen refocrntcd by their v. .ilpomntof ttnip %itufrr.

(fii) The value of the ion co'jnt for each picak in the niot of ion count versus QCMI
temperature are entered into a table for n me value. in colunins
ctwme9x)nding to the specics ac %%hose rcference temperature the peak cwcurred.

(iv) The fraction of the jLh species. fj, in thc mixture of outgas.-ing products is

calculated by dividing thec sum of the tabulited ion co~unts for all rr 'e values for

fth At spccics by the sumi of the tabulated ion counts for all ni/c vaiues for all o:

the species.
(tv) The mass fragmentation pAttern arid/or unique rik values are determined for each

species frorn the ion count versus nW/ data contained in its kppmopriale table

column.

(vi) The spec.ies arm identified cbcniicAlly by m.*nual conipairi'ofl of the fragmentation

paitter data in their table colunii~s with the frigmnentation patterns provided by
GcMIS.

4.3.3 (;CINS Teot
ihe primary daita acquired in the GC/NIS test are mass spec.tra as a funi.tion of sca

timec lhir Gi,7NS %)-C sOftwA~re pnx-e,%cs theste udata to provide total ion count (TIC) aII
a functioti of %can tinme, rclative propm itins, and the Owmirncal idirntiy of the individual

The TIC ii calculated by summiing the intivitlual masi p~3k intensitieS in the
"nieasIurcdl inik % pci tri ft~ ir aL h icin rileiit %A, an Ai A, s i ;jit ,rai cirr- trd h) j'lottrng

WI ag:.wi',t thet sckn time. '11w d-i( nion tof a pami, ijlm kIswA rc is riid hkatd by a peak mn the

Thie itil fix it of a p-ifli ul-ir %liecir in the i es. dIsol E.i~c% is ; ajI Ito~riiitc Iy prop;~oiti r.il

lh [tic area o~f the I W( peak ret 4,n'Ird foir di.im s;'e ICe%. 'Ali 1hICI 1 a 1 10p i 1 tiI the hr 1I~ I' If t he
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peak Integmted c--er the width of the peak. The apr roximate fraction of a given species in

the toual gases evolved is defined as the ratio of &ie anm of .he peak for that %pecies to the

sum of the areas of the peak% of all species

The mass fragmentation pattern rmasured at a chromatogram peok is the uiiqice

pattern of a pariciular evolved %p-,,:,ic. The .-cnuc~il iLntity of the specirs is detrrm dI

by comparing the treasurcd rnass fragmenut.tion pattern vit•. a computcr-lascd

fragmentation pattern library. Itecau',t spccies idcntification is not an cxact scicn.c. the

library search will tfriucntly suggcst more than one posible identity for cac.h species, ad Ian
frual iderntficatio• is made by an cxperie-c4d analytical chemist -
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Se.ion S

DATA ANALYSIS

The objectives of the Phase II Extension were to exercise and evaluate the test method

by perfonnirrg the database mea:uremt~nt program described in Section 6. The evaluation

task zovered the apparatus performance, the test procedure effectiveness, and the data

analysis methodology. The apparatus performance evaluation involved mainly operational

issues and is presented in Section 3. The test procedures presented in Section 4 were very

satisfactory and were followed succ. .sfully throughout the measurement program. The

major aspect of the test method requiring detailed evaluation was the data analysis

methodology, which includes data reduction, interpretation, and presentation.

This section presents a detailed evaluation of the test method data analysis

methodology. Since the same approach was used to analyze the data from all material tests,

a convenient way to desc~rioe the data anAysis methodology is to select a typical material

test and follow the data from this test through all steps of data analysis. The example

selected is the 125 0C test on R-2560 adhesive.
The overall data analysis methodology, Fig. 2-2, shows that the isothermal test total

ottgassing and deposition data can be reduced directly using the procedures of Section

4.3.1. However, the isothermal test mass spectrometer data cannot be analyzed without

information on the different outgassed species generated by the QCM thermal analysis

(QTA) test, which is performed following the isothermal outgassing/deposition test. Tese

three major steps in the data analysis are therefore discussed in this order.

Section 5.1 presents the analysis of the total outgassing and deposition data, which

consists of simple and straightforward algebraic processing of the QCM data.

Section 5.2 presents the analysis of the QTA test data, which includes both QCM

thrrmogravimetric analysis (QTGA) and mass spectrometer analysis of the outgassed

spe.ies (QTA/MS). The QTA/MS test is included in the test method to determine the mass

fragmentation patterns of the individual species, which are then used to determine the

contri'utions of the individual outgassed species to the total outgassing/deposition

behavior. The QTA/MS test technique is a novel frmm of in situ gas chromatography which

has many potential benefits. However, the QTA/MS icst technique is relatively complex,

and this database measurement program is the first time that i*s capability has heen

investigated in any depth. Section 5.2, therefore, ý,esents a very detailed analysis of the

QTMvS data.
Because of the undeveloped, -.igh risk natuie of the QIA.mS test, preliminary ex situ
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gas chromatography/mass sectometry (GC/MS) tests were included in the test method to

provide additional supporting data on the type, abundances, and mass fragmentation

patterns of the volatile species. The GC/MS data are analyzed in Section 5.2 in conjunction
with the QTA/NS data.

Section .Y 3 presents the analysis of the isothermal outgassing test mass spectrometry

data to resolve the outgassing rates of the differcnt outgassed species.

5.1 ISOTHERMAL OUTGASSINGIDEPOSITION TEST

This section describes the tesi sample used in the outgassing test, analysis of the total

outgassing and deposition data measured in situ by QCM collection, and the mass loss data

obtained by ex situ weighing.

5.1.1 Test Sample Preparation

The material sample used in the example test is R-2560, which is a two-Dart,

flowable, red, room temperature vulcanizing silicone used in bonding, potting, and sealing

applications. R-2560 is made by McGhan-NuSil Corporation and ;s nominally equivalent
to RTV 560 nm¢e by General E':ctric Company. The ?Ahesive is prepared by mixing 0.5

percent of the dibutyl tin dilaurate catalyst to R-2560 base, and curing for 24 hours at 25*C.

Since outgassing from this material is diffusion-controlled, the test sample was prepared in
a tubular holder, causing outgassing to take place by one-dimenional diffusion alorg the

axis of the tube to the free end faces. The sample holder was an open-ended aluminum
tube 1.00 inch long by 0.375 inch inside diameter. The tube was filled by completely

submerging it in a dish of uncured R-2560. A'ter the adhesive had cured the tube was cut

from the dish and the ends of the sample were trimmed flush with the ends of the tube.

This method of preparation ensured that the sample was homogeneous. The exposed

sample area was 1.43 cm2 and the initial sample weight was 2.40841 g.

5.1.2 Isothermal Total Outgassing and Deposition Data

"This section discusses how the experimental QCM data are used to calculate total

outgassing and deposition data, and ex situ percent total mass loss.

S.1,2,1 Isothermal Total Out.gauing Data

The outgassing data of most interest are the sample total mass loss, TML(Ts,t), nid

total outgassing rate, Q4(T',,, where T. Is the temperature of the sample and t is the time

since the beginning of evacuation. These quantities have been calculated using the

measured frequency data for the 90 K QCM using Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5), respectively, and
are plotted in Fig. 5-1(a) and 5-1(b).

Figure 5-1(a) shows the total mass loss, TMLfT,,t), as a function of time. This plot is
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equivalent to a plot of measured QCM frequency versus time, multiplied by a constant, and

so is a direct representation of the experimental data. The curve shows the usual outgassiig

characteristic of high ;nidal mass loss. followed by a tendency towards an asymptotic value

corresponding to depletion of volatile material components.

Figure 5-1(b) is a plot of total outgassing rate versus time, calculated from the 90 K

QCM frequency data using Eq. (4.5). The major features are a very short duration spike in

the rate right at the beginni-ng of the test, followed by two additional longer duration peaks

during the first 4 hours. Comparison with the mass spectrometry data, Section 5.3,
indicates that the initial spike and the double peaks are real and not an artifact of the

measurement system. The auxiliary chamber pressure is not reduced to the same level as

the main chamber at the time the auxiliary valve is opened, so the initial spike is almost

certainly due to tOe collection of residual atmospheric gase!s from the auxiliary chamber

when its valve is opened. The peak at about 1 hour is the balance point between the

increase of outgavsing rate due to the initial heating of the sample and the usual decrease of

outgassing rate with time. The peak at about 4 hours is unusual and was unexpected. The

most probable explanation is that the sample was initially incompletely cured and that

heatiiig to the 1250C test temperature completed the cure. The peak at 4 hours would then

be due to the outgassing of the additional reaction products produced by the completion of

the R-2560 adhesive cure. This explanation is supported by the mass spectrometry data oi

Section 5.3, which also appear to indicate that curing continues throughout the outgassing

test.

The noise in the outgassing rate data is due to a combination of the method used to

calculate the rate from the measured QCM frequency data and changes inducel in the QCM

frequency by cycling of the QCM temperature over a small range between liquid nitrogen

reservoir fills. The outgassing rate is calculated using a finite difference method to calculate

the outgassing rate from difference irt measured QCM frequency data points spaced 5

minutes apart. This method will tend to awp'ify irregularities in the raw data, especia!ly at

the longer test times for which the mass accumulation between the 5 minute data points is
very small. Many sophisticated software techniques exist for filtering andt smoothing data

but the scope of the program did not allow these techniques to be fully explored. Instead,
several relatively simple smoothing approaches were evaluated.

Figure 5-2(a) shows the outgassing rate calculated the same as Fig. 5 1(b), i.e.,

using 5 minute intervals, but the outgassing data are printed out every 25 minutes rather

than every 5 mitutes. This approach is not strictly a smoothing technique, but it does

produce a less confusing plot.

Figure 5-2(b) shows outgassing rate calculated using Eq. (4.5) but using frequency
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data points separated by 25 minutes rather than 5 minutes. This technique smoothes by
determining the outgassing rate over a longer period. The figure shows that the technique

removes most of the random noise, leaving only the cyclic effect of the QCM ficquency

variations with temperature. It also removes the initial spike and rounds off the two peaks.

A third technique is to apply the smoothing technique of averaging over a larger time

interval several times in succession. This approach can eventually remove all variation

from the data if used a very large number of times, and so must be used judiciously.

Figure 5-2(c) shows the effect of repeating the 25 minutes averaging technique four

successive times. The additional averaging clearly removes all of the random noise and

further highlights the effect of QCM temperatuwe cycling.

The most appropriate way to smooth a given set c lata is a su'ong function of the

properties of the data set. All three of the above tcckL- -1 were used in reducing the

outgassing data for the materials in the database of Section o. The techniques were applied

and modified as appropriate for each material.

S.1.2.2 Deposition Data

An accepted practice in the industry has been to present deposition data in the form of

volatile condensable material (VCM). The VCM of a material at a specified temperature is

the fraction of the original mass of an outgassing test sample that will deposit on a collector

surface held at that temperature. The VCM of a material is a function of the sample

temperature, the collector temperature, and the duration of exposure. Howerer, VCM is

also dependent o, apparatus geomerry and so it is not a basic material property. Use of

VCM data is therefore not a rigorous way to characteriza the deposition characteristics of

material outgassing products.

Because of the limitations of expressing deposition characteristics of the VCM, we

should develop a data reduction approach which removes the effect of apparatus geometry.

However, the effect of geometry cannot be removed without making some assumptions

about the kinetics of deposition. Since no standard deposition kinetics model has been

adopted by industry, any further processing of the deposition data would have to be based

on Lockheed's understandirg of the deposition kir'tics, and it would be presumptuous and

costly to present the deposition data in a mwaner that has not been generally accepted. This

dilemma has becn resolved here by presenting the main deposition database in the form of

VCM, while proposing a :,zthod for removing the effect of apparatus geomitry from the

VCM data. It is d.en left to the user to decide whether or not to use this method. The

method proposed for removing the effect of apparatus geometry is presented in Section

5.1.2.2.2.
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S.1.2.2.1 Volatile Condensable Material 'VCM)
The VCM has been calculated for each QCM temperature using Eq. (4.7), and has

been plotted in Figs. 5-3(a), (b), and (c). The form of these plots is very similar to the

TML data of Fig. 5-1(a), and indeed, thet VCM for a 90 K surface is, by definition, equal
to the TML.

The data of Fig. 5-3 can be used to make a rough estimate of the fraction of the total
outgassing flux which is condensable at the three collection temperatures as a functiun of

time. Table 5-1 shows TML data taken from Fig. 5-1(a) and VCM data taken from Fig.
5-3 for various exposure times. Thc ratios of VCM to TML. c :culated for each
temperature and time, are plotted in Fig. 5-4. The ;,,.. ... . I the more volatile

components are outgassed in the first 10 to "I ' ... alter which time the ratios do not

change much with time. This figure can be used to quickly estimate the fraction of the total
outgassing flux which will condense on a surface at one of these temperatures. However,
we must remember that these data are a function of the apparatus geometry.
5.1.2.2.2 Kinetic Interpretation of the Deposition Data

This section proposes a simple model for representing the deposition prom.
Deposition is a kinetic process in which the net deposition rate is the difference between in.
impingement rate multiplied by a sticking or condensation coefficient and the surface

desorption or evaporation rate. This relationship is expressed by Eq. (5.1).

d - (mixC) - mne (5.1)

where md is the net deposition rate, m, is tl.e impinging flux, C i- the condensation or

sticking coefficient, depending oa whether deposition is in the bulk condensation or

adsorption regimes, respectively, and m* is the cvaporation rate from the surface. Because

the impingement rate will vary with the distance between the outgassing source and the
collector, the net deposition rate is gcometry-deperdent. On the other hand, the desorption
or evaporation rate is a property of the surface/contaminant system, and for low
impingement rates is independent of ,he impingement rate. It is therefbre more useful to
present the deposition data in the form of the desorptiorVcvapcration rate, m*, rather than in

the form of the net deposition rate, m,. Given the desorption/evaporation rate and an

estimatk4 value. of C, the modeler could then estimate the net deposition rate for an arbirary
impinging flux, Experimental evidcace suggests that for a species impinging on its own

condensed phase, C is close to unity. Assuming that C is unity Eq. (5.1) can be rearranged
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II
Table 5-4

Fraction of Total Outgassed Products Condensable at
Three Surface Temperatures

Time TML(9 VCM(M5) YCMl 501 VCM(220) VC:M220) VCM(298) Y.C(2921
(hn) Th.(V90) ThL90) TML(90)

4 0.565 0.21 0.371 0.105 0.186 C.008 0.01416
8 0.775 0.35 0.452 0.17 0.219 0.0115 0.0148
12 0.89 0.445 0.5 0.22 0.247 0.014 0.0157
16 0.96 0.5 0.521 0.255 0.266 0.0164 0.0171
20 1.015 0.55 0.542 0.282 0.278 0.018 0.0177
24 1.058 0.59 0.55 0.305 0.238 0.0195 0.01S4
28 1.1 0.622 0.a5 0.33 0.3 0.021 0.0191
32 1.135 0.655 0.577 0.355 0.313 0.0223 0.0196
36 1.17 0685 0.585 0.375 0.321 0.0238 0.0203
40 1.21 0.71 0.587 0.39 0.322 0.025 0.0207
44 1.235 0.735 0.595 0.41 0.332 0.026 0.0211
48 1.255 0.?55 0.602 0.425 0.339 0.027 0.0215

to give the following expression for the evaporation rate

rn, m1- md (5.2)

The impingement rate, ml, is the same on all QCMs because of the symmetrical app.ratus

geometry. It is equal to the deposition rate on the 90 K QCM, which can be estimated from

the slope of L6e TML data, Fig. 5-1(a). The deposition rates on the 150 K& 220 K, and 298

K QCMts can be estimated from the slopes of the VCM data plots. Fig. 5-3. Since the TML

and VCM data are expressed as a fraction of sample mass Ehe slopes of both the 'rML and

VCM plots ame convened to deposition rates on the QCMs by multiplyin'g by the factor

(mw / F), where mN is the sample initial mass and F is the effusion cell orifice-to-QCM view

factor (Section 4.3.1.1.2). The evaporation rate is then found from Eq. (5.3), which 4s

obtained by substituing the TML P.nd VCM slope data into Eq. (5.2).

S - ((slope of TML data) - (stop* of VCM data)) mn, / F (S.3)

Evaporation rates have been calculated for th: 125'C R-2560 test using Eq. (5.3) t1nd
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the TML and VCM data of Figs. 5-1(a) and 5-3. respectively, and are plotted in Figs. t
5.5(a) and 5-5(b). The linear plot of Fig. 5-5(a) shows that at all three surface

temperatures, the deposit evaporation rate is much higher in the earlier stages of outgassing
when the more volatile, lower molecular weight species are being released. The

evaporation rate falls rapidly with time as the more volatile species are completely

outgassed. There is a marked change in the rate of decline at about 10 hours as the most

volatile species are almost completely depicted.

The log plot of Fig 5-5(b) shows the evaporation rate at longer test times more

clearly. The net deposition rate for an arbitrary impingement rate can be calculated by

substituting the impingement rate and an evaporation rate taken from Fig. 5-5(b) into Eq.

(5.1). Note that the values of me given in Fig. 5-5 art not unique functions of ,he surface

temrcrature and time. The effective evaporation rate at a given time also depends strong'y
on the amount of mass deposited and the types and propcrtions of species in the deposit at
that time.
S.1.2.3 Ex Situ Total Mass Loss

The initial and final sample masses determined by ex situ weighing were 2.40841 g
and 2.37165 P.. respectively, which corresponds to an ex situ TML of 1.53 percent. This
is about 20 nt higher than the TML of 1.25 percent determined by QCM collection.
The level c cement obtained in Phase 11 for similar comparisons was much better -

about ±2 pt. The lower level of agreement obtained in the. Phase 11 Extension is
believed to L. to weighing errors; in Phase II sample weighings were made with

greater care be6 € the need to dezcrTcmine absolute accuracy of the test method. In the
Phase 11 Extension s.,mplc weights were dctermined by single routine weighings.

5.2 QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS
"This section discusses the results of the QCM thermal analysis (QIA) test on the

outgassing products deposited on the QCMs at the end of an isothermal outgassing test.
The OTA test includes QCM thermogravimetric analysis (QTGA), in which the QCM

deposit mass is measured as a function of tempcrature, and QCM thermal analysis plus
mass spectrrnetry (QTA/NMS), in which the outgassing prodh;.ats evaporating from a QCM

are analyzed with a mass spectrometer. The Q7GA test is rcl.a:ively simple to execute and
intcrp,-tt and has been used routinely at Lockheed since the mid 1970's. The QTAIMS test

is a new development, and !o the authors' knowkldge has not been described previously.
Although tht validity of the concept had not been verified previously, the QTA/'MS test wa.ý

included in the test mcthtd bccau.c it offered the orly conceptually straightforward means

for determining the mass fragmcntation patterns of the. individual outgas.,ed spcc:er,s-iI
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It is thus a key e'ement in the ambitious strategy of Fig. 2.2 for resolving the outgassing

rates ,%Af the individual species from the total outgassing flux. Since the QTA/MS test is

suih a key element ;n the overall test nethotl whilc a!so being its most ccaiplex and highest

rIk con evint,:, this N.-Ucon analyzes QTA,%IS in a relatively detailed manner.

S.2.1 QC'M Thcrmogra imctric Anal)sis

In a QIGA test a QCM is heaited from its base collector temperature to 125'C at a rate

of l"C,'min. P.nd its frequcncy and teniperatuie are recorded as functions of time. Mcse

daia are reduced using Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) to determine the fraction of the initial deposit

:,nas% remiining on the QCM, FLM, and the evaporation rate, m,. as functions of

5.2.1. Fracth'n of Initial )lpno,'it Mass Rte'maining (in the QCN (rCm-

Ftgures 5 6 and 5-7 %how FCM as a function of temperature during the QTGA test on

the R--:56. outgassed species derosited on the 90 K, 150 K. 220 K, and 298 K Q.Ms.

The 7CM data fo: all four QCNks have been nomrnijied to the 90 K data by expressing them

as fractions of the mass on the 90 K QCM a; .he bkginring of QTA.

The form of Fig. 5-6(a) implies the eva.noration of four different major species, or

groups of species. evaporating in the temineature regimes of 158 K, 198 K. 238 K, and

290 K respcctively. The rcsults of th, GC4NMS and QTAIVS tests, presented latel, show

that the 15S K and 198 K groups consist mainly of a single species, but the '.,oK al A290

K groups i.clhde several species.

The relative mass fractions of each species or species group can be nradily estima.. ,

from Fig. 5 6(a). The 158 K. 198 K, 238 K. and 290 K spccies have mass fractions of

at4)ut 0.43, 0.22. 0.17, and 0.18, resp,:ctively.

If the QTGA test were to be performed u.iing a heating rate slow erough for the

dcposit mass to equilibrate at each QCM temperature, then the f CM data At i00 K, 220 K,

and 2"8 K should be equal to the value of VCNVTMrL for each of these temperatures

recorded at the end of the outgasing test. The FCM at 150 K in Fig. 5-6(a) is falling

rapidly to an eqiilhbrium value of about 0.57, which compares with a VCMNTML at 150 K

f(mm Tahle 5-1 of 0.60. The FCMg -t 220 K and 298 K from 1iz. 5-6(a) are sbout 0.33

and 0.02, rcpecuuvcly, %hich compare with VCM/TMI. figures of 0.34 and 0.02,

re,,petrvel), f om T1ahle 5-1. The oCM data at a given temlicrdture thths do indeed agree

%kell v, 1th the VC(M/rMI. d.tli,. lne(1iiat caite therefore be ued to estimate VCN1,NML a" I

hence 'VCM for trmperatures in betw,•een the stand',rd isothenn.al test VCM measurrment

tci-p'r.ttircs f 0X) K, 1.5O K. 2"0 K. and 299 K.

Sioc the impiniement rrate of each outga-,slng spec ies and the relative anutrnts of
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each species in the outgassing flux is the same on all four QCMs, the same amount of a
given species should condense on all QCMs, as long as the QCM is operaeing below the
evaporatic-i temperature of that species. The QTGA plots for all four QCMs could,
therefore, be expected to be qualitatively and quantitativcly similar in fora. The only

difference expected between these four QTGA plots was that for the higher temperature

QCMs there will be no data for the temperature range between 90 K and the normal

operating temperature of Lhat QCM. The qualitative nature of the four QTGA characte~istics

and the relative fractions of each component implicd by the plots do agree well. However,

the temperature at which a particular species or group evaporates is higher for the higher

collection temperature QCMs. The differences in evaporation temperature are too large and

too systematic to be explained as random measurement errors.

Section 2.2.1.3.1 disc-issts the performance of QTGA and lists several factors which

could produce a temperature displacement of the evaporation characteristic. The effect of

most of these factors is to displace the evaporation characteristic to a higher temperature for

larger initial deposit masses. This is the opposite of what is observed in Figs. 5-6 and 5-7,

since the higher collector temperature QCMs have smaller initial deposits.

Another way of viewing the QTGA data is thzt the lower collector temperature QCMs

appear to have their evaporation characteristics shi'ed to lower temperatures. The only

major systematic facto. which could explain the displacement of a temperau characteristic

to lower temperatures for higher initial deposit masses is a mixture effect such as the

formation of azeot-opes. For example, consider the hypothetical case of two species A and

B whose evaporation properties are very similar but are such that A alone will not condense

on the 150 K QCM but B alone will. The deposit on the 150 K QCM will contain no

species A, so as the QCM is heated, B will evaporate in its normal characteristic

temperature regime. However, the 90 K QCM will carry a mixture of B and A ,and if these

two species form an azotrope, species B may evaporate at a lower temperatur than normil

due to the influence of A.

The precise cause of the temperature displacement phenomenon could be investigated

further with the help of the QTA/MS data because the mass spectrometer is able to resolve

the different species. Since it is not necessary to identify the evaloration temperature of

each species accuratcly in the present test methodology and since funding was limited the

issue was not purs.ued further in this program. However, this phenomenon is deserving of

a more rigorous explanation in the interests of improving our understanding of QTGA.

3.2.1.2 QTA Evaporation Rate Data

Additional information can be obtained from the QTGA data by plotting the

differential of the mass data, i.e., the rate of evaporation from the QCM, M.i, versus
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temperature. A plot of evaporaton rate ve.sus temperature is analogous to a conventional
differential thermogravimetric analysis (DTGA) ch€aracteristic and hence by analogy can be
referred to as DQTGA. Two types of DQTGA plot are presented here. First, it is shown
that the latent heat of an evaporatiag species can be deduced from a log-linear plot, so this
type of plot is useful to the modeler who wishes to obtain more information about the
properties of'the ouigassed species from the data. However, the log-linear plot gives
background noise the same degree of prominence as real mass changes, and does not show
the qualitative nature of the differential evaporation process very clearly. The different
evaporation regimes of the different species are mote dramatically highlighted on a
linear-linear plot. The log-linear and linear-linear plots are presented and discussed in
Sections 5.2.1.2.1 and 5.2.1.2.2, respectively.
5.2.1.2.1 The Log-Linear Plot

The evaporation rate of a species can be expressed by the Langmuir relationship:

mq - , P(M/,tlATW1r (5.4)

where

M . evaporation rate, g/cm 2s

; - evaporation coefficient

P - vapor pressure, dynes/cm 2

M - molecular weight

T " temperature, K

A - uiiversal gas constant, 8.31 x 107 dyne cm/g mol K

For most species, the relationship between the vapor pressure and temperature can be
cxpiessed by an equation of the form of Eq. (5.5)

P, - P, exp (- HI/RT) (5.5)

where

P. - a constant, dyncs/cm2

Fh - latent h,-at of evaporation, cals/mol

.- universal gas constant, 1.98 cals/mol K

5.17
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Equations (5.4) and (5.5) can be combined to give the following relationship between

evaporation rate and temperature.

Ln(Mrq•/T) - In(uP,(M/2VFA)V2 ) -H1 /RT (5.6)

Equation (5.6) indicates that if Ln(mq VT) is plotted against I/T, a straight line should be

obtained who i slope is Ht/P.. In a QTGA test on the evaporation of water ice [111 it was

demonstrated that the latent heat determined from the slope of the evaporation rate data

agreed very well with published latent heat data for water. The absolute value of the

measured evaporation rate also agreed well with the rate calcula:ed from Eq. (5.6) using

published vapor pressure data for water.

Figure 5-8 shows the DQTGA data for the test following the 125*C outgassing test on

R-2560 plotted in the form of Ln(mqVT) vs I/T. The prominence given to the noise in this

type of plot is quite apparent..
For the two species which evaporate in the temperatwe regimes of 158 K and 198 K,

the evaporation data produce distinct straight lines. These lines have been further analyzed
using Eq. (5.6). Figure 5-9(a) shows the data from Fig. 5-8 on an expanded scale which
covers the evaporation temperature regime near 158 K. The experimeital data in this
regime fall on a straight line whose slope is found from the linear curiefit .7ation given
on the graph to be 5,669.4 K. which implies a heat of sublimation of 11,225 cals/mol.

Analysis of the mass spectometer dama later in the report indicates that the 158 K sopeces is

I -propanol, for which the CRC Handbook gives the following equation for vapor

pressure.

tOgloP - 9.518 - 74o9/T (5.7)

Equation (5.7) implies a latent heat of 11,256 cals/mol, which is very close to that

determined by OTGA from Fig. 5-9(a).

The theoretiral evaporation rate of I-propanol has been calculated by substituting Eq.

(5.7) into Eq. (5.4), with the assumpticn that the evaporation coefficient is equal to unity,

and has been plotted in Figure 5-9(a). The temperature used in the calculation is the

temperature indicated by the QCM platinum resistance dtermometer (PRT). The theoretical

evaporation rate has the sam- slope fis the measured data, but the th,:oretical line lies above

the measured data. There are several possible explanations tor the difference bctween these

two characteristics. If the temperature distributio:; in the QCM is such that the temperature
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of the QCM crystal is less than the temperature of the PRT then the measured evaporation

rate will be systematically less than the theoretical rate. The crystal will in fact always be
cooler than the PRT because o.-surface cooling caused by evaporation and radiative cooling

by the cold walls. The crystal temperature would have to be about 4.5 K less than the PRT
temperature in order to explain the observed difference. Alternatively, if it is assumed that

the crystal is-at the same temperature as the PRT, the difference implies that the measured

evaporation rate is a factor of 4.4 times lower than theoretical. This could be caused by the
reductioa in evaporation rate that occurs when a high volatility species, which will be

deposited nearer the QCM surface bectuse it is outgassed earlier, has to diffuse through a

lower volatility deposit to reach the free surface. Finally, the published data for the latent
heat of J-propanol may not be valid in this temperature regime. Previus experience

suggests tha! the most probable explanation for the difference between the characteristics is
a combination of a difference in PRT and crystal temperatures of ont or two degrees,

combined with a reduced evaporation rate due to diffusion effects.

The measurd data for the 198 K species have been plotted on an expanded scale in

Fig. 5-9(b). These data have more scatter than the I-propanol data, but are still clearly
linear. The curve fit gives a slope of 6513.3 K, which corresponds to a latent heat of
12,896 cals/mol. Since the exact nature of this chemical species is no. known, it is not

possible to calculate a theoretical curve in the same manner as for the l-propanol.

The slopes of the evaporation characteristics ef the species evaporating near 238 K
and 290 K are much lower than that those of the lower temperature species. when in fact it
would be expected that these species would have higher molecular weights and hence

higher latent heats. The smaller slopes are probably the result of the evaporation of a group
of species with a range of molecular weights over a range of temperatures, and so cannot
be used to determine latent heats. The log-linear plot is thus seen to be useful for

determining the latent heats of well separated species. When the evaporation templ,-arures
are not well separated, the log-linear plot is of Flmited value.

5.2.1.2.2 The Linear-Linear Plot

Figure 5-10(a) shows the DTGA data on a linear-linear plot of M', vs temperature.

This plot suppresses the noise evident in the log-linear plot, and distinguishes the
evaporation temperatures of tl-e different spccies in a much more dramatic manner. Also,
the linear DQTGA plot reveals the evaporation of a fifth species near 95 K. which is not

apparent in the QTGA plot of Fig. 5-6(a), or the lcg-linear DQTGA plot of Fig. 5-8.

To enhance clarity, the linear DQTGA data have b,-en smoothed by calcu!ating the

average evaporation rate over time intervals of several minutes rather than the I minute

intervals used for the data in Figs. 5-8 and 5-10(a). Figures 5-10(b), 5-11(a), and 5-11(b)
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are plots of m'. calculated from the measured frequency changes over dtme intervals of 2, 5,

and 10 minutes, respectively. Ave-aging over progressively longer time intervals clearly
further smoothes the data, but conceal; more and more of the fine structure and reduces the
absolute magnitude of the evaporation rate. For the 10-minute interval, the evaporation

peak for the 95 K species has been almost entirely suppressed. The figures suggest that,

for this example, an averaging interval of between 2 and 5 minutes appears to strike a

reasonable balance betwecn smoothness and definition.

5.2.2 QCM Thermal Analysis Plus Mass Spectrometry (QTA/MS)
The QCM thermal analysis plus mass spectrometry (QTA/MS) test consists of

heating the QCM in a controlled manner and measuring the mass spectrum of the
evaporating spccies at 1-minute ir.tervals. The major objective of the QTA/MS test was to

separate the different compoiients in the outgassed flux and to tag them so that they could

be tracked during the isothermal outgassing test. A secondary objective was to identify th,

species cherndcally using their mass fragmentation patterns.

The concept of QTA/MS was explored in a preliminary manner in Phase II of mis
contract using single species, but its ability to analyze the more complex deposits produced

by real materials with multiple outgassed species was not evaluated at that time. Since the

Phase II Extension database measurement program provides the furst opportunity to
critically examine the chromatographic capability of QTA/MS this section will, therefore,

assess this capability as well as present the data. The capability will be judged against two
criteria. The first criterion is the ability to separate the major individual outgassed species

sufficiently for their mass fragmentation patterns and/or unique fragments to be identified.
The second criterion is its ability to identify the individual species che:mnically, which will be

evaluated by comparing the QTA/MS data with GC/MS data.

S.2.2.1 QTA/MS Species Separation Capabilit,

The mass spectrometer system can provide swvcral types of data output in both tabular
and graphical formats. The data of interest to the present tests were the mass spectra over a

selec:ed m/e scan range, the ion count for each n/e va!ue in this range, and the average ion
count (AIC) at each point in time during the QTA/MS test. Since the heating rmte was
constant at lOC/min the QCM temperature-time relationship is linear, so the mass

spec'trometer data can be plotted interchangeably as functions of QCM temperature or time.
In this section, all QTA/MS data are plotted versus QCM temperature to facilitate

comparison widt the QTGA data. Een though the mass spectrometer was capable of a n/e

scan range of 2-1023, the scan range was limited to 10-50?) in the isothermal outgassing

tests to restrict the amount of data to be handled. This same n/e scan range was, therefore,

also used during QTA,'MS.
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The average ion count (AIC) at each point in time is cidculated by summing the total

ion count (TIC) in a mass spectrim taken at that time and dividing by the total number of

mass peaks. The AIC and the TIC are thus the same except for a scaling factor equal to the

number of mass peaks being monitord. A plot of the AIC or the TIC versus time or QCM

temperature during QCM heating constitutes a chromatogram, analogous to chromatograms

generated by other techniques such as GC/i.MS. If the QTA/M.S is able to separate the
species adequattly, the chromatogram will display peaks corresponding to the evaporation

of discrete species. The mass spectra corresponding to the cl~roma.ogram peaks cat, be

used to determirie the chemical identity of the species evaporating at that time.

Figure 5-12 shows the QTAIMS AIC chromatogram for the outgassing products
collected from R-2560 at 125°C le ordinate of the chromatogram has been normalized to

the highest AIC value. Since the evaporation of a discrete species from the QCM deposit

should be indicated by a peak in the QTA/MS chromatogram, the QTA/MS chromatogram

should be very similar in form to the DQTGA plots, Figs. 5-8 and 5-10. Comparison of
the DQTGA and AIC plots shows that tht AIC plot does indeed have four peaks

corresponding to the four main DQTGA peaks but it also has at least two additional peaks
near 140 K and 170 K that do not correspond to evaporation of mass from the QCM. An

analysis of the data presented in Section 5.2.2.1.1 shows that the 140 K and 170 K peaks

wer ious and due to detection of species evaporating from surfaces other than the

QCM crystal. The spurious AIC peaks from the 238 K and 290 K species groups do not

appear in Fig. 5-12 because they coincide with the real peaks at 198 K and 238 K.

respectively.

Because the mass spectrometer may detect species evaporating from more than one
surface at more than one temperature, the AIC at any point in the QTA/MS scan can include

contributions from more than onc species. The mass fragmen ition patterns of the different
species in the deposit on the QCM could thus not be determined by simply recording the

mass spectra corresponding to the AIC peaks, and the more intensivc, manual analysis

described in Section 5.2.2.1.2. had to be performed.

5.2.2.1.1 Analysis of tWe Spurious Peaks

A more detailed analysis of the QTA/MS was made to confirm that the additional
peaks in the AIC chromatogram were. indeed, spurious and to find a way to work around

this problem in analyzing the present data. In the GC/MS tests the fragment with rr/e=151
was detected for only one species - an alkyl silicate - and this species was one of the most

abundant. This species could therefore be expected to be a major component of the

outgassed specic, and during QTA/MS the f -",'nent at m/e= 151 should be very strong and
ideally should be detected only once, as the aL<yl silicate evaporates from the QCM. The
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mVe-iSi fragment was. therefore, used to analyze the spurious peak prublem further.

Figure 5-13 is a plot of the QTA/IMS m/e=151 data versus temlprature. The plot
shows two distinct peaks, at 198 K and 172 K, so the ionizer must be seeing two

evaporation sources for species with a 151 fragment. Comparison of Figs. 5-1 l(a) and
5-13 shows that the 198 K peak in Fig. 5-13 corresponds to evaporation of a major species
from the QCM, whereas the 172 K peak does not. It is concluded therefore that the 198 K
peak is due to species evaporating from the QCM crystal and is the peak of interest to the

test method. The 172 K peak 's due to detection of species evaporating from other surfaces
of the apparatus which heat up as the QCM is heated and is, therefore, spurious.

Analysis of the QTA/MS peak height data at other n/e values with relatively simple
peak patterns unambiguously confirms the above conclusions.

The spurious n/e=151 peak produced by evaporation of alkyl -ilicate from surfaces
other than the QCM crystal occurs when these surfaces reach 198 K. Figure 5-13 implies
that these surfaces reach 198 K before the QCM crystal does. The surfaces whose
temptratures are higher than the QCM crystal temperature during transient hiating arc the
electrical leads, the heater windings, and the QCM case. The major spurious evascration

source is probably the case because of its area and orientation. It is noted that the

temperature separtion between the spurious and real peaks on the QCM crystal temperature
scarc increases as the QCM temperature irncreases. This is because the heat input to the

QCM heater is higher at higher QCM temperatures. The temperature difference between the
QCM c.,se on which the heater is wound and the QCM crystal must also oe higher at higher
temperatures ii- erder to conduct this higher heat flux through the QCM.

The problem of the dual peaks due to evaporation from the. case was encotnterd and
addressed in Phase 11, and is referenced in Section 2.3.1.3.2. At that time dhe problem was
eliminated in th. development test apparatus by placing ar. aperture plate between the QCM
and the mass spectrometer ionizer so that the ionizer had no view of the case and could see
only the QCM measuring crystal. It was hoped to incorporate this feature into the new
apparatus by providing apertured shutters. The data indicate that this was apparently not an
effective way ,o incorporate this feature in the new apparatus.

The spurious peak in Fig. 5-13 shows several smaller associated shoulders which
indicates that the spurious peak is due to species evaporating from several other appar.'.us
surfaces besides the QCM case. These surfaces could include the electrical heater and other
service wiring.

It should be possible to eliminate the dual peak problem enmirnly by using a QCM
design in which only the QCM crybtal has to be heated during QTA//MS. This feature is
now available commercially in units such as the QCM Research, Inc. Mark 16. As
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noted in Section 3.2.1 a Mark 16 QCM has been purchased and will be added to the

apparatus in the near future.
5.2.2.1.2 Analysis of QTA/MS Mass Fragment Data

The basic QTA/MS data acquired were the mass spectra for e/c values from 10 to
500 taken at one degree temperature intervals from 90 K to 400 K. This creates a total of

about 152,000 data points per test. The mass specutometer software can provide the total

mass spectrum at each temperature step or the variation of the ion count for each rn/e va•ue

with QCM temperature. All data can be provided in terms of actual ion count or normalized

as a percentage'of the highest peak. These data can be presented in either graphical or
tabular form. The software can determine the difference between a measured spectrum and

a reference spectrum. This capability was used to subtract the vacuum chamber
background spectrum, measured immediately before starting QTA/MS, from the spectra

measured during the test.
If there were no spurious peaks and QTA/MS were able to separate the species

adequately, then the normalized ion counts as a function of m/e, i.e., a mass specutum, for

a temperature in the test corresponding to a peak in the AIC data, Fig. 5-12, would be the

mass fragmentation pattern for the species responsible for that peak. In this case the

fragmentation pattem data for each species could be entered directly into a deconvolution

algorithm to resolve the outgassing rates of each species from the total isothermal
outgassing rate. The fragmentation patterns could also be entered directly into :ne

computerized NBS library to identify the species. It was not possible to obtain individual

species fragmentation pattern data simply by printing out a table at a given QCM
temperature because the spurious peaks discussed earlier excessively confused the patterns

at a given temperature. The body of QTA/MS data could, therefore, not be analyzed using

tt mass spectrometer system software and the data analysis had to be made manually.

The manmial analysis began by printing out tli. plots of ion counts versus QCM

temperature for all W/e values between 10 and 500. A typical plot for a given 'me showed
ion count peaks corresponding to the evaporation of each species which had a mass

fragment at that e/c value. If there was only one species with a particular m/e, a plot

similar to Fig. 5-13 was obtained. If there was a small number of species with the mr/c

value a plot of the form of Fig. 5-14(a) was obtained. The ion count for mne=91 in Fig.
5-14(a) reveals several distinct species as well as their associated spurious peaks. If a

particular m/e value was common to many species, such as m/e = 73, 135, and 147 for

silicone species, the plot would show a high output continuum of peaks similar to Fig.

5-14(b). For many n/e values there were no associated fragments of outgassed species

and a plot similar to Fig. 5-14(c) for m/e=245 showing random background was obtained.
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The temperatures at which peaks occur in an ion ccunt plot for a given ro/e
corresponds to the evaporation of specific species from the deposit on the QCM. Since the
number of species is finite, all the peaks in the ion count plots for all W/e values should
occur at specific temperatures corresponding to the evaporation of one or other of these
species. The QTA/MS data can thus be extracted from the plots and placed in a table whose.
columns correspond to specific species, identified in the first instance by their evaporation
temperatures, and whose rows correspond to specific n/e values. The heights of the ion
count peaks in the plots are ther. entered into the table at the location corresponding to the
nVe value of the plot and the QCM temperature at which the peak appears.

The ion count peak data for R-2560 wete extracted from the plots of ion count versus
temperature and entered into Table 5-2. Section 5.2.2.1.2.1 describes how the number of
resolvable species listed in Table 5-2 was determined. Section 5.2.2.1.2:2 describes how
the table was completed.

5.2.2.1.2.1 Resolvable Species
The plots of ion count versus QCM temperature for all n/e values from 10 to 500

were printed nut. The p!ots were surveyed manually to deterrmite the approximate numrber
of resolvable species. It proved to be possible to separate species with evaporation

temperatures as close as abo',t 5 K. Separation of species with evaporation characteristics
closer than 5 K was hampered in part by the spurious peak problem and in pan by the basic
resolution limitations of the QTA/MS tecbnique. It was concluded that distinguishable ion
count peaks could be found at about 20 different temperature locations, each of which
corresponded to the evaporation of a specific species. Some of these species were not very
abundant, and it proved to be difficult to resolve them consistently, so the number of
species categories was finalized at 15. The specific evaporetior. temperatures at which
separable species could be identified and which are useo to rt.°crence these species are
given in the column headings in Table 5-2.

For each of the separable species, a specific n/e plot which clearly showed the
temperature location of the ion count peak was selected as a reference. The selected
reference plots are shown in Figs. 5-15 through 5-29. The plots have all been normalized
to the highest peak.

Figure 5-15 is the plot for m/e equal to 45, which was used to locate the 95 K

species. This is the best defined of all the reference peaks. There is no npurious peak

associated with this peak because it occurs right at the beginning of heating, at which time

the temperature differentials in the QCM are very small.

Figure 5-16 is the plot for We/ equal to 49, which was used to locate the 145 K

species. The peak it ':ery clean, narrow, and well defined, and suggests that it may
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eventually be possible to resolve species with evaporation temperatures as close as one or

two degrees with QTA/MS. The spurious peak is also very clean, which suggcst that it

was caused mainly by a single spurious source.

Figure 5-17 is the plot for nile equal to 18, which was used to locate the 150 K
species. The peak is very strong and reached the saturation level of 30120. This peak is

not unique to the 150 K species since there is also a small peak at 93K

Figure 5-18 is the pilo for the n/e equal to 21, which was used to locate the 158 K

species. The peak also includes contributions from species evaporating at about 150 K and

153 K. The presence of these two lesser species is shown more clearly in the shape of the

spurious peak.

Figure 5-19 is ihc plot for n/e equal to 161, which was used to locate the 170 K

species. The main peak appears to include contributions fron the spurious peak for the

198 K speci-s, as well as two species at about 168 K and 161 K. Again, the presence of

adjacent species is more evident from the spurious peaks than from the main peaks.

Figure 5-20 is the plot for n/e equal to 281, which was used to locate the 175 K

species. The nmain peak includes contributions from closely adjacent species. Peaks also

appear for many other higher temperature species, although the number cannot be estimated

because of the spurious peak problem.

Figure 5-21 is a plot for m/e equal to 170, which was used to locate the 185 K

species. This is a relatively weak peak and it appears also in many adjacent and higher

temperature species.

Figure 5-22 is a plot for e/c equal to 64, which was used to locate the 198 K species.
This is a very clear and almost unique peak, but there appears to be significant

contributions from closely adjacent species,

Figure 5-23 is a plot for n/e equal to 280, which was used to locate the 210 K

species. This is a very weak peak and is surrounded by a relatively high background. It is

noted that the e/c of 280 is adjacent to the e/c of 281 which was used to locate the 145 K

peak (Fig. 5-16).

Figure 5-24 is the plot for n/e equal to 242, which was used to locate the 220 K

peak. The 220 K peak its.-lf is very clearly defined and is surrounded by peaks from

adjacent species.

Figure 5-25 is the plot used for n/e equal to 327, which was used to locate the 230 K

species. The 230 K species appears to be but one of a number of species evaporating in

this general temperature regime. At least seven shoulders can be seen on the main peak,
and the presence of other species can be seen more clearly in the spurious peaks.

Figure 5-26 is the plot for .-W/e equal to 479, which was used to locate the 238 K
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peak. The main peak is very well defined but is broca and cl:.ay includes several adjacent

species as well as the 238 F species.

Figure 5-27 is the plut for n/e equal to 341, which w.: used to locate the 250 K
species. Although the 250 K peak is quite distinct, it is broa.. and includes a number of

adjacent species.
Figures 5-28 and 5-29 am the plots for m/e equal to 452 and 25ý, respectively, which

were used to locate the 285 K and 290 K species, respectively. The olots am- very similar

in shape, in that they have a central peak but also show a significant number of adjacent

species. In this temperature regime, there are cl--arly more than just two species, but

QTA/MS is not able to resolve them and they must be lumpJ in wi'h the 285 K and 290 K

species.

In order to show the discrimination capability of QTA/MS more graphically, the

major peaks from Figs. 5-15 through 5-29 have been plotted in Figs. 5-30 and 5-31.

Figure 5-36 is a superimposition of all of the normalized peaks from Figs. 5-15 through

5-29 and shews the ability of QTA/MS to id',ntify 15 species in the outgassed produrts,

whereas only four major species groups could be identified by the QTGA mass

measurements. It is possible that several more species could be identified from the

QTA/MS data with more intensive analysis, but 15 is probably already more than can be

usefufly accounted for in system contamination modeling studies.

Figure 5-31 is also a superimposition of the peak data from Figs. 5-15 throagh 5-29

but plotted using true rather than normalized pelak height cata. Since this plot presents only

one mass peak for ca-h species, it does not give a reliable quantitative indication of the

relative amounts of each species. However, it does show quite clearly that us= of the nma,s

spectrometer greatly increases the ability of QTA to detect species with very low

conccntrations. The most dramatic example in Fig. 5-31 is the ability to separate the 145

K species from the *:0 K species, Using the mass-only measurement capability of QTGA

alone, the evapoation ef the 145 K species would be completely masked by the

enporation of the 150 K species.
5.2.2.1.2.2 QTA/MS Peak Height Inventory

The entire body of QTA/MS daa was analyzed manually, and the Itn count peak

height data were entered into Table 5-2. The plots of ion counts versus temperavt~Je fot

every nVe valut between 10 and 500 were compared with the reference plots, Figs. 5-15

through 5-29, by holding thern up to the light. In more than 98 percent of the cases, we

found that the peaks could be unambiguously matched with one of the reference

temperatures. Those that could not be matched were confined to minor species. The height

of it peak was ead from the ordinate and wss entered into the table in the appro-xy~ie
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temperature column and n/c row. In determining ion count peak heights, the two-peak
phenomenon was noted and the heights were recorded only for the higher temperature of

each pair of peaks. The peak heights were recorded in terms of ion count.

The table entries fall into die following categories:

(i) If there was a clear peak in the n/e versus eemperatuie plot, the peak temperature

location was correlated with one of the species ioentified in Figs. 5-15 through
5-29, and its height was read from the ordinate and entered into the table in the
appropriate species column and m/c row.

(ii) If the ion peak height was less than twice the background ana the signal was

small (less than about 100 ion counts), no entry was made ia the table.

(iii) Certain m/c values were common to a homologous series of materials and

although the signal was large, the ion count data appeaaed more as a continuum
with temperature rather that. as discrete peaks because of the large number of

.pecies with these fragments. In these cases, the table snows the same peak

height for the entire range of temperatures for which this phenomenon occurred.

(iv) The table shows many entries with the value 30120. This was the highest value

that the mass spectrometer could indicate before saturating. An entry of this
value means that the mass spectrometer was saturat,.d and that the true ion count

was higher than 30120.

The mass fractions of each species were determined by adding up the total ion count

for each species and expressing it as a fraction of the total iun conat for all species. These
fractions are shown at the bottom of Table 5-2. These numbers are not quantitatively

reliable because the ion counts recorded for some species piaks included contribwticns
from the spurious peaks from other species which happen to coincide. Also, for those

species which saturated the mass spectrometer, the recorded icon count is less than the true

ion count. Quantitative interpretaticn must also take into account that the ionization

constants of the different species will bl- differen,.

The cumulative total of the mass fraction detected by the mass spectrometer and
calculated from the ion count at any QCM temperature should be quantitatively very similar

to the fraction of the initial QCM deposit that has evaporated by that temperature.
Consequently, the quantity (I - cumulative ion count total) should be similar to the QTGA

plot, Fig. 5-6(a), which shows mass fracic,rn remaining on the QCM as a function of QCM
temperature. The quantity (1 - cumulative ion count tola;) has been plotted as a ftnct.;n of

QCM temperature in Fig. 5-32. It does strongly resemble the QTGA plot, with the notable

exception that Fig. 5-6(a) docs not show the presence of a 95 K species. The 95 K species
is apparent in the DQTGA data of Fig. 5-10, and so is not an artifact of the QTA/MS datz.

S .... . ... . 5 " I 1•



Table S-2

Inventory of Mazs Spectronveter Ion Count Data
from the OTA/MS Test

.. .................... FVAPORATION TrEIPFRATURE.---
WT. 93 K .4$ KIS10 KIISI K 170 K 17S K 18 K 191K,3210 K 220 K 230 K1238 K 2SK K 2SS X 29"K

12 5401 -
.. J E Too ;.,(o .

1. 0t __tono 17300

S 290 __ 3(l340
16 30120 79T*
17 230 MO 1500 80M
I1 I 000 5000 3011))
19 11000 2j810 13500 1
20 7000 I2" I

21- 1400 Q1 )2
22 628 5 _ 00
23 39 I
24 13
25 1 6980
26 284M 28!40d80030120 19001

2_ 28000 _ L'..] 160o0 ISso m00 19000 180 wo0 J*9000
24 __ 1 __ 2W305o -000 17000 17.000 17000 17000 17000 17000 17003

31 d0
32 13000 30120
33 11000t 29780 6DOD M 60W0 Ki0• WV" 60001 7000 7000 70

34 1280D

30 21_0 30120 ____ 5000 _ 000

4637 0 836 /10640II 80

42 1 __0_1200 -ASW ____ 0 2_

3 BOW 30120 1700A M 6"n:oo-4

416 9 6IO un 1700• 23•0 1 00

49 -o ?o,-00 •,

$I15 1 42I0 S9 Sao•-: LO21]

62 12 1 350 1 4
63 I 'l

65 2 0 0 000

66 I•

5,4, 25004 1700 1

5 64' 00 33'• IF, 1'4i 2400 [_,S-M . if OJ •0 3

69 _01 _ 1"_lo

70 301 0 . 3", 4AM AOO30 O0 ______ 0
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Table S.2 (continued)

O ... ........................ .EVAPORATION TEMPFRATURR.--.-.-.--- .................
WT. 998% k4sU5 0 KIS 9 K3S8170 K17 KIS K8 198 KL210 220 K 230_K 231 K 230 X 29_K 290_K
71- 300 3) 1 180 3850 400 700 300 | 25 200 2 200

73 ~ ~~~~ 30030 2330 00020 00 00uQ 2000 200M 2o72 " 1 200 200 1652 ISM00 300 700 300 1050 200 200 200
73 3000 1 10%) 000 ISM0 10500 20O.00 M 2M3X 140110 2000 ,2000 2000

"74 300 W 1000 9500 1500 50 150 12MA0 1500 3500 5500
75 &J90 .00 500 2,00 2400 500 3300 500 3M0 1500
76 6340 o230 1900 1200
7 __ 3520 2900 3520 600 650
711 4220 2•00 3400 600 sm00
"79 3500 27600
80 s__ 0 264.0
81 6400
12 3304
13 "4620 too [,

84 43180 80o
85 3802 200 200 200 1350 200 200 100

600 14656 00 500 150 1000 100 I00
87 1748 50 3 650 1
I8 I I 800 1474 700
85l 120D0 1300 2414

-0 1 3300 2700
91 100 1 2332 2200 1600
92 -02000 3156 1 _Xm ,20093 0__ 0 - 500 ____o 600 s__ ___ 00

94 6940 1
96 942 30.,

97 2494 650
9t 2372 600

- - -864 600
- -- 92 M 300

101 2296 __ 4001 60W
102 400 2620 1 1300 600
103 1300 1 1 4920 1 1400

..2 3100 - ,O 3960 700
lOS 5180 600 600
106 1 390 600 1 40
1-- -L- -90D 700
I06 1970 100 500

log 3w400- _ 400
I10 2100 300 1 1000
III 330 _) AM
112 1 1032 400 100 100 '100
1133 516 . 2 0 so 0 80

,I 690 450 0o 0o t0

31 1392 goo Ilso Ig 100 300

117 1 I 3000lls 1 1 420 1900 310 OD0 ;m 2)
119 1 1 .. . .3880 Sal 3,
12J 9900 S I0
123 12W 1 4420 200
122 6420 3cw ISO

"4440 2MI

317. - 6- - _ _ 300 80 80o
12A ___

128 -

12 - - - - - 1 270)130 1 1160

1331 96 1 400 2801 730 9-4 - 13o 25a

133 Am S oo 500 36400 100 100 600 I00 "IOO
1 - - -2f 224 AM60 300

335 1 1000 20w40 11000
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Table S-2 (continued)

S.....................EVAI-ORATION TF.MPFRATUPR1.-.....
WT, t$ K145 KIS10 KI15O K VO K175 K IS K1191 K 210 K 320 K1 20 K 238K 2SG K 285 K190 K
136 ,j9000 1120I000 /

137 67S0 300
US1 6340 1500 l0ow
139 2788 600 20""

141
1421 1
143

144
145 1676 ,3002
140 134• 300 25S0-

147 2200 2856 500 600 700 1700 700 700 1400
I48 .27) 2W 400 1 SO 600 1600 600 600o 1300

149 J300 20% 09 1000
150 18is 1100 1000

152 247M
153 MOO
154 22 __o cc<__c< 300
155 7U 10€,C 100 "oo 72 00 100 Sao
I.U -- 1o ,00 4A6 M20•>•>

IS I __ _ 19_0 700 " r t

159
160
161 _ _4780 500

163 5500 Mm- '

164 9
165 _2__ 603 Soo
I 6 " 2 16 600 6 0' \
16"7 1636 340 30 i168 1

170 574 1 "Z0 200 '
171 650 150 I50 10 I.q 2y .0} so
172

173

I6900 2272 200 100 -

JAL I0I

173 1 _,__0__

179 3940 900• I100111632soa

192 1760 30 350
183 0 S22_ 0 210

184 66 4 280 Ito
It 119 22 370

186 Soo 940
187 1 =50 139.._4""
la8 $00 974..
189 50) I396
190
191

ISA-

193 IIs IOO

194 113 500 500

195 _ .43,10 1500 1500
196 W180- MOO 1600

110__
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Table S-2 (continued)
OL ------------------- EV PO A ION TEMPERATUJRE ------- .. .. ---. .. •

WT. 95 K_11_ K 150 K 170 K75 K 1K8 0 K1 K 230'KJ2M K 238 K 3" K, _q K M K
201 1200 2171 NO

200. 1224-- - - - - - - - - - - - 200S---- L203 1

205 119(00,

206 1316

S. 1000 121.0 2Do 200 200 700 DOo 2o00 0
2D9 M• WO 3M _M_ 912 S2300, -ToS2

213
112

05M

216 ,< , 136•2
.1'7 5 ,<_.156

218 (< 2174
219 1.13

_222 ~462.. 600 7 >• << 00

', "60 300 >,> < < 0

227ZAL

23J3 576 ...230 - - -

S237 1132AO

231 1 40 1
239 1 0=1 450 I.240 .- - 30 40 -IS0

2,41

24) 9

9--- 
--

0-- 
-

2A6

69 15

250

.A.5 - .. -- - _ _ -

2 1760

-Xi ... .6

26 1 6

" -I L • I



Table 5-2 (continued)

.-.......--....-... VAPORATO TEMPERATURIE--,-- ---- -------- 30

WT. I5K 4 S K $8 K 8 KF170 X117S KB K1196 K 210 K 220 K 230 KSM 9 2J K 2 8,KA2" KW266 14960 11

26 1 1594 171
268 60D __j 300
269

270 __

271 12 o

- - -- - - -- -- --

r0

21 <Y7 52 ,(<<3" __

-A22l <3< €0 <(

2113613 2 <<<O 20 200< 2W00

22 1I -26 200 200 -,100- 20 200

23 1 - 1" 490 1 1 -0 ISO ISO 2IS

II? IW 250 1 50 150i 250

.11

291

. i21 . - - - - - - - - -- _ (_ ~

.294

- _ . - - - - - -4 __

3010

""6

3a7 -_ )),

30

101 i



Table S-2 (contanued)

MOL. ~ ~ ~ ~ EAVRATIONTM ........

WTr. 5 K145 K 1s0 MISS K 170 K.115 K S K91 K 2S10 K1220 S230 K 11 K2SO U M x

332 1 __ I
33.5
334

336
33"7 1 .

338
339

34 . 1 1

345 434
346 _
347

49

350- - - - - - - - - - -3

352 20-353 1
354 1
"•s 686 150 50 150 150 150 IS
35~6 1624 150 I15 •0 1 54 150 ISO 4J
357 382 10o 100 100 100 1oo 10

•I _21140 140 140 140 _140 1 --

36"
360

366
M7 I"1 492

3 69 1 295
370 ..

173 1.D

374 1 42
375 1
176 8

379

3110

382.4 111
3113 1 1
386

389 1 10400 :,,>

394 t I I ii I . . . .. -. --- - _ m so ..

i -I I
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Table 5-2 (continuid)

q~r ~ APOR "ION ThMEIR
WT. 9L5 K114 ISI.K 151 K 170 KI 15 K IO, KtoG-220 K 2 J253M K 221 L
396 -

391 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
399

4014o2 1•
403 _ 112 _ _250
404 9W. 350

405 .1 2MG•

40"7 1 8520

409! 82s

410411

413 1

414 __1,

416

41l 140D
4w7

-1L- 116--
422: 462
423 1 29
424
425
426
427 -

42

41

41,
415

S~/430

4,7
03A*~

446

447

"459

457
455456

460

- --- - 5- 58 jI"
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Table S-2 (continued)

MOL. ........ .... ............. .. : WAPORATION -------
WT. 9 K 14S K ISO k IS$ K 170 K 03 K IAS X1191 X 314 K 220 K 230 K U.1 jaa US K 2" K
461
462

"3 3_30 IV<-Co 2W
cc-c<,c 230
<c4t< 630

466 p f cct<< 712
467 1 1 970

90

469 
S"470 250

471 178
472
473
474
475 1 1
476 1
477
479

479
480 X-10
4191 2200
482 1300
483 1 1 -W
494 1 232_
45
41%
497
41111

489
490
MI

M 293
493
494

458
4%-
4 1ý
4"

SM..... . .......... ......... ..... . ............ ............ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... . .. ......... . ............. ..... ....
IIPOfkr A SPEjI2 1111: EMXTURF!- I I I19 qy gp F_ ___ !L_

1 I.S3 TL
.31 .73 % 0 20 1 052 1 29,311 I-r9 1 ).62 1 7J6 1 VAQ 1 3.11 1 3.49 1 P-95

.. ..... .................... . ............................................... ...... ................................. .................

NOTE: Is cwLain WAsms a nues ptA could nos be unequivoeMy woocuaod with s sIP&W ternponan bocka dim broldlL In Shme
MOOM ft WAb* 11CISIS Ot UIS peA Ms ban #Mrsd in Lhe Lable in dw G*WM CoMponding 16 LSD clomst WrownMe "Mak
71w possibi3ity des a pw9un o(dw ion cows assmi" *M this peak could b* due I& an adjecat sperim fee been kWk*A by
mewing Ow amms cc in die colusna for ft ad*m species.
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The general qualitative agreement between Figs. 5-6(a) and 5.32 provides a useful check

on the internal consistency of the data.

Table 5-2 summarizes all of the information contained in the plots of 490 W/e values

as a function of QCM temperature. The vertical columns are the best estimate of the mass

fragmentation patterns of each of the separated species that can be obtained from the

QTA/MS data from the current tests. The use of the vertical column mass iragmentation

pattern data to identify the species chemically is discussed in Section 5.2.2.2. The

horizontal colu:nn data can be used to determine n/c values that are unique or nearly unique

to a given species. The use of these unique e/c values to track the outgassing of that

* species during the isotherm al outgassing test is explo, -d in Section 5.3.

S.2.2.2 Chemical Identification of Outgassed Species

It is not necessary to know the chemical identity of the outgassing products in order

to model the contamination environment of a satellite ystem. so chemical identification of
the outgassed species is not an essential part of the test method. However, this information

is clearly desirable f it can be obtained at reasonable coýL It can be of help in diagnosing

sources of contaminants in thermal vacuum tests and providing insights into how
outgassing problems sould be minimized by changing material application processes such

as cure cycles time and temperature. Also. knowledge of the chemical family to which a

contaminant belongs gives ins:ght into its probab'e infrared absorption bands. Hence, one

of the goals of this test method was to obtain as much chemical identity data as possible

within the restrictions of a routine test.

Since the QTA/MS technique is a form of chromatography it is possible, in principle,
to determine the chemical identities of t:€ outgassed species by entering the mass

fragmentation pattern data measured for each species as it leaves the QCM into a mass

fragmentation pattern library. However, the ability of QTA/MS to separate species

efficiently had not been demonstrated by the beginning of dte Phase II Extension. so ft was

decided to include a preliminary GC/MS test as part of the test method to support the

species identification task and help evaluate the QTA/MS technique. To this end Section

5.2.22.1 analyzes the results of the Freliminary CC/MS tests. Section 5.2.2.2.2 evaluates

tue species identification capability of QTA/MS by comparing its performance with the

C,/MS data.

5.2.2.2.1 Analysis of the Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry Data

S.2.2.2.1.1 Basic GCiMS Data Output

ihe CC/MS test sepprates the individual species evolved from a heated material

sample by collecting them in a liquid nitrogen trap, passing them through a capillary

column, generating a chromatogram by detecting the emerging species with a mass

5-.61



spectrometer, and identifying the species by comparing the measured mass fragmentation

paerem with a fragmentation pattern library. The relative amount, of eaca species in the

mixture are estimated using the total ion count detected for each species.

Figures 5-33 and 5-34 show GC/MS chromatogram- for R-2560 samples Lested at

1250C and 200*C. The figures. are plots of total ion count detected by the mass

spectrometer ,ersus the time at which a species was detected. Each peak ;n the

cluomatogran corresponds to detection of a specific chemical species.

Species are identified by comparing their mass spectra measured by the GC/MS

system with a standard library of mass fragmentation patterns, Mass spectra are a function

of the instrument as well as the species, so it is rarely possible to obtain a perfect match

between a measured spectrum and a library spectrum. Because of this uncertainty the

library search presents a number of possible matches, and although it selects a prefei-ed

first. choice, the final idcntification is made by an experienced analytical chemist. For

example, Fig. 5-35 shows the mass fragmentation pattern detected at a scan time of 768 s

during the 200*C test, while Fig. 5-36 shows the library search data for this pattern. The

upper plot is the fragmentation pattern detected during the test. The lower three patterns arm

the closest three matches selected by the lib-ary search, presented in descending order of

preference. In this case, the search has identified the species as dodecancic acid and the

analytical chemist has concurred.

The species identified by GC(MS are listed in Tables 5-3 and 5-4. The chemicat

identifications are given exactly as provided by the Analytical Chemistry Department at

Lockheed. In cases where identification was difficult, the tables indicate only the family

name, such as phenyl methyl siloxane, while some species could not be identi.ied at all.

The major groups of volatile species identified were as follows:
(i) Low molecular weight species such as 1-propanol. benzene, toluene, huthne.

and xylene which may be present as solvents or as reaction by-products.

(Hi) A series of methyl cyclosiloxanes and phenyl methyl siloxanes homologues.

(iii) A number of unidentified species which appear to be closely related to the linear

and cyclic siloxanes by virtue of their peaks at m/e',73, 135, and 147.

(iv) A series of straight chain saturated carboxylic acids.

(v) A number of minor silicate and silicone oddinents.

(vi) A major alkyl silicate species and an aromatic acid which appear in the 2000C test

but not in the 1256C test.

The total anjount of each species in th: collected volatiles is roughly proportional to

the area of the corresponding peak in the chromatogram. The GC/MS system calculates

these areas ard determines the percentages of each species found in the total collected
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volatiles. The percentages of each species and the time in the scan at which the species was

detected are listed in Tables 5-3 and 5-4. Although the GC(MS data reduction system
provides these data to two decimal place precision, the experimental measurements are not
made to this level of accuracy, so the number; should be interpreted quantitatively with

very great caution.
The 125*C and 200*C tests identified 24 and 30 species, respectively. In the 125°C

test, 12 species had mass fractions greater than 1 percent, and 6 species were present in

amounts greater than 2 p':rcenL For the 200°C tests, the equivalent figurs were 15 species
greater than 1 percent and I1 greater than 2 percent. The number of significant species

identified by GC/MS was, therefore, about the same number as could be separated using
QTAMS.

5.2.2.2.1.2 GC/MS Mass Fragmentation Pattern Inventory

One way to evaluate the ability of QTA/MS to identify the individual outgassed
species chemically is to compare the QTA/MS fragmentation pattern data with reference
data. There are two possible fragmentation pattern references - the actual fragmentation

patterns measured during the GC/MS tests and the NBS library patterns which were

determined to be the best match to the measured GC/MS pattern. If the identities of the
outgassed species were known with confidence, the NBS libruy would be the preferred

reference because it is an accepted standard. However, the outgassed species are in the
first instance unknown chemically, and the identifications given in Tables 5-3 and 5-4
could be wrong. Although the GC/N ' -measured fragmentation patterns were obtained

using a different ionizer than that used in the outgassing test. they are by defirition those of
the volatile species in R-2560 and thus have been selected as the more reliable basis for
comparison.

In the interest of compactness, the fragmentation pattern data for the 1250C and 200C

tests provided by the (GC/MS test for each species in the form of plots such as Fig. S-35
have been consolidated in Table 5-5. The list of species includes all those identified in

Tables 5-3 and 5-4. Spccies which were detect-d in both the 125*C and 200°C tests have

been listed twice to show the degree of correlation between the patterns. Because of the
large amount of data involved, it is not practical to enter it all into the table, so the

fragmentation pattern data have been summarized as follows:

(i) The major peak is listed in bold type.
(ii) Peaks greater than 0.2 of the major peak are listed in boad italics.

(iii) Peaks between 0.02 and 0.2 of the major peak are lisLed in regular type.

(iv) Peaks less than 0.02 of the major peak arc listed in regular italics. Howe" r, not
all peaks in this category have been listed because many species show several
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Table 5-3

GC/MS Data for R42S60 at 125C
Quantitation Report

AM OUNT OF
SCAN TIME DEECTED SPECIES SPECIFS IDENT[FICA71O'1

(se) pct

73 1.14 C02 XtfSfI
75 2.20 CF2CI7
79 0.24 n-buisse

11144.40 1 Ip.=[ ~& bcnam
222 0.21 101um

269 0.74 hexameihyl cycbvrlikixsm
306 0.31 ZYlei isomer
410 1.07 amOA~y1 yccowtziloixan
527 4.75 decamehyl cYClopenhsilAM
622 14.38 OCUnLck aid A 6AWCanv'JhyI y~l~ eulz
730 0.43 dibutyl diprapyl jil~az
758 1.61 us.daecamethyl cyc~oIeptudozm&
821 18.82 didcuiok "ci
848 4.17 6-,i-ecamehyI cyclwtwum1
862 0.28 . skdtto docanolc -xid
897 0.39 siloysma
913 0.54 unspifie tUconeQ A1y~al I'ue'
933 0.60 ocwamcW~hy'vyckmwmarosmai
964 1356 unMXfe ucs3(&Ic y 1~?

1006 0.30 SlWUM
1030 2.61 coamediyl cyld.casduomm
1076 0.17
1102 1.27 doonamethy1 cyckuwicdbai~un
1182 0.21 wzssame thyl cycldodeesioxn
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Table S-4

GU/MS Data for R-2S60 st 200*C
Quantitadon Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIME DETECTED SPECIES SPECIES [DEN7F&JCA77ON

69 0.28 C02 arufact
75 2.13 n-buwne

104 24.77 I-propanol
143. 2.04 baiwne

.389 0.71 octamcaihyI cycloteuisilommn
5W0 2.39 dccamethyl cyclopagiasiboxan
521 0.35 uilommn
550 5.01 ocAnoic acdd
596 30.25 alkyl siUizate?
657 1.05 daewA*acid
716 0.93 iudamtY1 CyClohq9paslloxmn
768 10.86 dabWvv* acid
806 0.37 WSWiao inedNyl cycloocAASDiIMw
870 2.33 Vseacanoac acdd
919 2.54 pheny) methyl siloxane
962 0.72 -ncanjmFcýhyl cyclodcamsiomurc
980 3.29 phneyl metchyl silomin

1025 0.27 docowmethyl cymludecasiilane
1045 0.27 phenyl inedtyl silolma
1049 1.36 Phenjl methyl silouan
1086 0.30 wafccwamethyl cylddcslxane
1127 1.01 phienyl methyl sUoxan
1159 0.37 he. aromeaiicyl cyc odcsioALMNe
1226 1.10 phe-yl mIethyl sitoxan
1253 0.40 omccoinwhyl cyclaadcilx
1334 0.79 phenyl methyl Siloxane
1332 0.64 Wiacomlesiyli cyctocsnadecaImman
1484 2.65 MW 456 aromnaic acid
1535 0.38 unknown
1565 0.44 unknown
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groups of peaks separated by one We/ value, especially at w/ values less than

100. Since mn/e values less than 100 are comton to many species, minor peaks
in this range are of little value in identifying a species. All peaks greater than

100 have been noted, regardless of how small they are.
(v) The highest n/e value given on each GCIMS plot is listed. However, the range

ofxmne values plotted is selected by the GC/MS test operator, and in some casem
the m/e range has been truncated because the peaks at higher n/e were of
negligible height in the context of the GC/MS test. lknce ft highest n/c value

fisted is not necessarily the highest n/e fragment detected during GCIMS.

The species have been listed in order of the scan time at which they were detected.

While this time has no quantitative physical meaning, the species detected at earlier scan

times are generally more volatile than those detected at later scan times. The scan time is
used in this section a& a convenient way to reference the species in later discussions. For

example, the several species identified as phenyl methyl siloxanes can be distinguished by

their scan time of detection, e.g. "phenyl methyl siloxane 1045 s". Note that there is a
small time difference between the scan time at which a given species was detected in the

1250C and 200"C tests.

S.2.2.2.1.3 Comparison with QTGA Data

The scan time at which a species is detected during GC/MS is the time that the species
takes to pass through the chromatograph capillary column. This transit or retention time is

a function of molecular weight, so the low molecular weight species are detected first and

the higher molecular species are detected later in the scan. There is a rough correlation
between molecular weight and vapor pressure..so the temperature at which a species

evaporates from the QCM during QTGA is also a function of its molecular weight. Hence
the order in which species are detected in the GC/MS test should be aeproxirrnately the same

as the order in which they evaporate during the QTGA test. Finally, although the test

conditions are different, there should also be a rough correlation between the relative
amounts of each species evolved during GC/MS and during an outgassing test. Because of

this correlation a plot of mass fraction retained in the capillary column versus GC/MS scan

time should be qualitatively similar to a QTGA plot of FCM versus QCIM temperature.
Figures 5-37(a) and 5-37(b) arc plots of the retention fra.dion versus scan time for the
1250C and 2000C GCCMS data of Tables 5-3 and 5-4, respectively. The retention fraction

at a given scan tirre was calculatzd by summnning the percentages in th,". table from that scan

time to the end of the test. Comparison of Figs. 5-37(a) and 5-37(b)with the QTGA plot of

Fig. 5-6(a) shows that the shapes of the plots are qualitatively very similar. The 200*C plot
has the stongest resemblance, suggesting that the pr'oprrdons ant' perhaps types of species
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evolved in the 2000C GMS test resemble those outgassed in vacuum more strongly than
those evolved in the 1250C GCOMS test.

Figs. 5-37(a) and 5-37(b) also resemble Fig. 5-32. The similarity betwecn these
three types of plots provides another usefud check on the internal consistency of the data.

If the analogy between GC/MS retention time and FCM is valid, then the chemical

identity of some of the major species can be estimated by comparison of the two figures.

For example, by irspecting the 2000C GCIMS data, the species evaporating from the QM

at 158 K could be assumed to be l-propanol, which 4ppears at a scan time of 104 s in tie

GCOMS. Similarly the major species evaporating from the QCM at 198 K could be

assumed to be the alkyl silicate appearing at a scan time of 596 s in the GC/MS. These

identifications were confirmed by mass spectrometer data presented later. The species

evaporating at 238 K and 290 K are less well defined and are more difficult to identify by

analogy. According to the QTGA-GC/MS analogy the major species in the 238 K group

should be dodecanoic acid. appearing at a scan time of 768 s. However, identification

based on mass spectrometer data suggests that the 238 K species is cosamethyl

cyclodecasiloxane. The 290 K group of species is probably a mixture of several higher

molecular weight species listed in the GONMS Tables 5-3 and 5-4.

The QTGA-GC/MS analogy is not perfect for the 125*C test either. The ioentification

of l-propanol could still be made, but the alkyl silicate was not detected in the 1250C test.

Based on the analogy, the 238 K species would again be identified as dodecanoic acid

instead of cosamethyl cyclodecasiloxane.

5.2.2.2.2 Identification of Outgassed Species Using QTA/MS Data

Table 5-2 lists the mass fragmentation pattern data for each of the species separated

by QTA/MS. If the separation capability of QTA/MS were fully developed, then these

species could be identified automatically by comparing them directly with the standard NBS

fragmentation pattern library. Because the separation capability is not fully developed, the

identification must be made manually. This has been performed by comparing the

QTA/MS fragmentation data, Table 5-2, with the GC/MS fragmentation pattern data, Table

5-!,. This approach was taken because there should be a high degree of commonality

between the species evolved in GC/MS and those evolved in the isothermal outgassing test,

particularly with respect to the most abundant species. Also, using the GC/MS data rather

than the NBS library as a reference required making a smaller number of comparisons,

which was an important consideration since the comparisons were made manually.

"Therm are several reasons why the QTA/MS fragmentation pzttcms may not match

with one or other of the GCIMS patterns:

(i) In general, different mass specutometer ionizers will produce quantitatively and
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qualitatively dff=nt mass fragmentation paterns for the same species. Hence,

differences should be expected between the QTA/MS and GCMS maS
fragmentation patterns, even if the sp•cies am identical.

(U) Because of the different test conditions, the outgassing test may evolve species

not detected by GC/MS and vice versa. Indeed. there are even significant

differences between the species evolved in the 1250C &.nd 2000C GC/MS tes.

(iii) The QTA/MS fragmentation pattern data given in Table 5-2 for a particular
species may not in fact be the pattern of a single species, for one of the following

reasons:

- Because QTA/MS uses a single evaporation process to separate species, its
temperature separation capability has limits. Hence, the fragmentation pattern
nominilly assigned to a single species evaporating at a particular QCM

temperature may contain fragments from a slightly mere volatile species
which has not completely evaporated at that tcmperature or fragments from a
slightly less volatile species which is just beginning to evaporate at that

temperature
. Many species form azeotropes. and, as a result, two or more species may

evaporate at the same temperature. Also, small amounts of less volatile
species can be carried away from the QCM at a lower tempezamm by the

evaporation of a raore abundant, more volatile species in which they are

soluble.
. In the present test, the presence of the spurious peaks made it possible to

confuse the mass spectrometer peaks produced by evaporation from the

QCM aystal with peak produced by evaporation from the QCM case.
The following section identifies each of the species listed by evaporation temperatre

in Table 5-2. Each of the above issues is considered in making these identifications. The
identifications am summarized in Table 5-6. In Section 5.2.2.2.2.1 the fragmentation

patterns produced by QTA/MS and GC/MS are compared for the two most abundant, best
separated, and easily identified species. In Section 5.2.2.2.2.2 the Identities of the less

abundant and less well separated species ar estimated.
5.2.2.2.2.1 The 198 K and 158 K Species

The most abundant species detected by QTA/MS were the 198 K and 158 K sptcItes.
The differential QTGA data, Figs. 5.8, 5-10, and 5-11, indicate thn these two species are

relatively well separated from other species by QTA. TMe ability of QTA/MS to identify

species is first examined for these tvo cases.
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The 198 K Species: Figures 5-38(s) and 5-38(b) show the raw experimental mass

spectra for the QTA/MS test at 198 K and the 2000 C GCI/MS test at 596 s, respectively.

The 200OC/596 s GC/MS species is an alkyl silicate. T7e match is good qualitatively in that
the major peaks occur at the same m/e locations. However, the quantitative nsatch is

poorer. The spectrum from the GCPMS shows ftwer major l•.Aks, while the heights of the

minor peaks are less than 20 percent of the major peak. The degree of correlation is

sufficient to identify the 198 K species as an alkyl silicate. However, it is appropriate to

investigate the quantitative differences further.
Because of the different plot formats, the QTA/M.S and GC/MS data arm difficult to

compare directly and so the data have been extracted from Fg. 5-38 and Tables --2 and 5-5

and have been entered into Table 5-7. Table 5-7 gives the magnitude of the 12 largest

QTA/MS peaks for the 198 K species and the mfanitude of the GCIMS peaks greater than

10 percent of the principle peak for the 596 s alkyl silicate species. The table also gives the

magnitude of the GC/MS peaks corresponding to th3 most abundant QTA/MS peaks.

Table 5-7 shows that the two spectra are qualitatively very similar, but that the QTA/MS

mass spectrometer system does not resolve the n/de peaks as precisely as does the GC/MS

mass spectrometer. For example, in the QTA/MS data the abundance of the mn/e152 peak

Is almost the same as the 151 peak, while in the GC/MS data. the m/e-152 peak is only 10

percent of the 151 peak.

To permit a better comparison of the two spectra, the QTA/MS spectrum has been

modified by adding the ion counts from the poorly-resolved adjacent mass peaks at m/e

equal to 62/63, 79/80, 151/152, autd 2351236 and renormalizing the peak heights. The

GCCMS and modified QTA/MS spectra are compared in Fig. 5-39. The three major

fragment ion peaks occur at the same m/e for both spectra. With the exception of the

m Ze=27 and 30 pe which were notrecorded in the GC•MS test, the 13 major peaks of

each spectrum appear at the same m/e. With this modification to the QTAMiS spoctium the

two spectra now agree fairly well qualitatively.

The 158 K Species: The second most abundant species is the 158 K species.

Comparison of Tables 5-2 and 5-5 shows that the 158 K peak locations coincide exactly

with those of 1-propanol in the GC/MS tesL However, as was noted for the alkyl silicate

above, the magnitude of the peaks in the two spectra is very different. For example, the

14, 15, and 19 peaks are very .-,11 in the GC/MS spectrum but are major.peaks in the

QTA/MS spectrum. However, the peak heights cannot be compared quantitatively because

many of the QTA/MS peaks are saturated at 30120.

The 19C K and 158 K data clearly demonstrate the ability of QTA/MS to chemically

identify evolved species, at least kr the most abundant, btst sepaated specie& The
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Table 5-7

Comparison of QTA/MS Mass Spectrum at 198 K
and GC/MS Spectrum for Alkyl Si!icate

MuuCJlrM Aikyl SMic= Spectum by QTA/MS Specuum Modiled qrAIMS
We/ GC/MS -Peaks > 10 pernt .12 Largest Peaks Specnmt

27 67.2

30 63.1

41 9 57.9 29

43 14 59.2 30

62 1 66.4 0

63 17 64.9 66.4

79 100 98.1 99
80 6 93.6 0

83 12 15.2 7.7

93 19 27.8 13.7

105 10 17.7 9.0

121 27 42.8 22.0
135 11 30.0 15.0

151 44 95.7 92.0
152 4 87.1 0

177 14 36.8 18&6
193 14 55.3 2.0'

235 37 97.7 100
236 6 100 0

t Paceaes from adjacent peaks 62/63, 79i80.151/1S2, 235/236 have beem added, 'Wjls hav been
aWVW to predomiut man runber in G•./lM specnm, and spectmu has bow vnormaize&.
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1-propanol ,atchup is very good qualitatively, and if the masa. spectoweier gain had been

reduced so that i • system had not saturated, the spectrum ,would probably have bcen good
enough to have obtained this idenification from a standard librar-. The alkyl silicaic

matchup is a better example of the capability of QTA/MS because the spectrum is more

complex. It is concluded from these two examples that the capability of the QTA/MS test to

separate and identify species has been demonstrated in principle.

5.2.2.2.2.2 The Less Abundant Species
This section proposes chniical identities fcr the less abundant QTA/MS species by

comparing the QTA/MS mass fragmentation patterns from Table 5-2 with the chemicah'y

identified GCMS mass fragmentation patterns in Table 5-5.

95 K: Ion count peaks at r/e=.12-18, 27-33, and 43-48 suggest that this species ptak
is due primarily to atmospheric gases. These may be absorbed in the sample or an artitact

of the ininiai effusion cell insertion into the main chamber. Since the auxiliary chamber is at
a higher pressure when the isolation valve is opened at the beginning of the isothermal

outgassing test, some residual atmospheric gases will pass into the main chamber.
145 K: Ion count peaks at m/e=89, 91, and 92 and the mid-40s suggest toluene. Peaks

in the high 70s and low 50s s"igest benzene. The evaporation temperature is consistent

with the vapor pressure of :hese species. There are additional ion peaks for this

temperature at mles103 - nid 133 which do not correlate with any species with a

volatility high c,;hogh to evaporate at this temperature. These three peaks appear

individually in the spectra of all the methyl cyclosiloxanes, but appear together orily in
hexamethyl cyclotrisiloxane and octamethyl cycloietrasiloxane. Since many siloxancs are
soluble in toluene, it is suggested that the 145 K species is a mixture of toluene and

benzene, with fragments of a higher molecular weight species such as one of the smaller
methyl cyclosiloxanes appearing because of a carry-over effect.

IS0 K: Because of the value of the evaporation temperature, the major ion p.eaks at

mVe-i 8 and 19, and absence of any other peaks, this species appeals to be water.

158 K: This species was identified as 1-propanol in the previous section.

170 K: This species is identified as hexamethyl cyc'otrisiloxane mainly on the basis of
the ion peak at r,/6=207, which is the (M-15) peak. Other confirming matches occur at

m/e-208-209, 176, 161-163, 147, 133, 117-119, 89, 75-78, and 73.

175 K: There are ftw ion peaks suitable ;or identifying this species It is believed to be
octamethyl cyclotetrasiloxane on the basis of the peak at rrme=281, which is the (M-15)

peak.

185 K: There are few icn peaks suitable for identifying this species. It is believed to be

decarnethyl cyrlopcntas.loxane on the basis of the peak at rrn/=355, which is the (M-15)



peak. There is also a match at i/eu170.
198 K: This species was identified as an alkyl silicate in the previous senior..

210 K: This species cannot be identified with any confidence. Its most distinct peaks

occur at m/e=279-280 and no GCCMS-identified species has a peak at these values.

220 K: This species matches with the "similar to dodecanoic acid" 862 s GC/MS species

on the basis of peaks at n/c-102, 115, 171, 183, and 201. It has a prominent peAk at

m/€=24&, which was used to locate the species. However, no rV'e-242 peak wMs found for

any of the species detected in GC/MS.

230 K: This species matches with the "unspecified silicone (alkyl or aryl)" 964 s

GC/MS species. The match is based on peaks at m/e=327, 343, and 405.

238 K: This species appears to be a mixture of several species. Table 5-5 gives the

mass fragmentation patterns for cosamethyl cyclodecasiloxanc as determined in both th:

125*C and 200*C GC/MS tests. The patterns for the two test temperatures are slightly

different, and the 200'C pattern has been truncated. If these patterns have been correctly

identified and are taken together, then most of the 238 K species can be identified as

cosamethyl cyclodecasiloxane. However, some important peaks such as riem494, 403,

392, 387, and 156 cannot be associated with cosamethyl cyclodecasiloxane based on the

the GC/MS data of Table 5-5. Of these, the rier392 and 494 peaks do not appear in any

GCJMS patterns, while the m/e=403 peak appears in GC/MS at 1049 s and 1102 s, and the

m/e-156 peak appears in CC/MS at 919 s, 964 s, and 1008 s. It is suggested that the 238

K species is predominantly cosamethyl cyclodecasiloxane, but may also includc some 919

s and 1049 s phenyl methyl siloxanes. These latter two species are suggested because of

their higher abundance in the GCJMS test and their higher volatility than the 1049 s, 1102

s, and 1008 s GCCMS species.

250 K: On the basis of matches at m/e-341, 403, and 491 this species matches with the

GCCMS 1102 s species, which was identified as docosamcthyl cycloundecasiloxane.

However, the fragmentation paitern does not match that of the CC/MS 1025 s species
which was also identified as docosamethyl cycloundecasiloxane.

285 K: Most of the fragments from this species are common to a number of other

species and so cannot be used for identification. The unique fragments are in the We/ range

of 372-378 (maximum at nve=373) and 451-455 (rmaxirnum at tme=.452). Since no peaks

were found in this rant,. for any of the species evolvcd in the GC/MS tests this species

cannot be identified.

290 K: The fragmentation pattern for this species matches very well with the pattern for

the aromatic acid detected by GC/MS at 1484 s.
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5.3 OUTGASSING RATES OF INDIVIDUAL SPECIES
In this section the mass spectrometer data obtained for the mixed outgassing flux

during the isothermal outgassing test are analyzed and processed to determine the
outgassing rates of the individual outgassed species. The data analysis procedure originally
proposed in this program (see Fig. 2-2) called for determining the individual species
outgassing rates from the mass spectra of the mixed outgassing flux using individual

species mass fragmentation pattern data measured by QTA/MS and a deconvolution

algorithm. As noted in Section 5.2.2, the QTA/MS technique was not able to provide the
individual species mass spectra in a sufficiently refined form to enable the analysis to be
completed in the proposed manner. Also, the mass spectrometer data did not have enough

dynamic range to be qualitatively accurate. However, it was possible to work around these

difficulties and determine the individual species outgassing rates by an idtemative method.
This section begins by discussing some fundamental aspects of th,; measureZ mass

spectrometer data in Section 5.3.1. The procedure for determining the outgassing rates of

the individual species from the mass spectrometer data is then presented in Section 5.3.2.
S.3.1 Mass Spectrometer Data - Basic Considerations
S.3.1.1 Data Acquisition and Output

During the isothermal test, the mass spectrometer monitored the outgassing flux by
scanning the e/c range of 10 to 500 at .- minute intervals and recording the ion count at
each We/ value. Although the mass spectrometer has an available n/e range of 2 to 1023,

the measurement range was truncated at 500 to reduce the amount of data to be handled.
This range is generally adequate for chemically identifying most of the outgassed species,

since the most abundant fragments usually occur within this m/e rzge. However, the
major fragment, of homo'ogous series of species such as the methyl cyclosiloxanes often
occur at the sane n/e location as many other members of the series, in which case the
major fragments are useless for tracking the behavior of a particular member of the series.
Fortunately we found that miny of the members of homologous series had minor but
clearly unique fragments at m/e values higher than ni/e - 200 and all the way up to n/e =
500. and these fragments were heavily depended on for tracking and identifying the

species. It is highly likely that additional unique fragments for the higher molecular weight
species could have been foind at m/c values above 500. We, therefore, later regretted that
the data truncation had been made at ie / 500 and it is planned to use &a i/e range up to
at least 700 in future testing.

A basic limitation of the present data is saturation of the mass spectrometer

clectrometer at early test times. The electrometer has a, upper limit to its capacity to
measure ion count. When the ic-i count exceeds this capacity, the elec:rometer output does
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not respond further, and instead indicates a constant maximum reading. The mass
spectrometer electrometer range can be adjusted down or up, eiiher to accommodate the
high outgassing rates of tde maor species at the beginning of the L= without sartraing. or

to detect the low outgassing rates of minor species at lcnger test times, respectively.
However, with the present mass spectrometer system the electrometer range cannot be
automatically changed during a test. Changing the elecarometer setting would require
stopping data collection, manually changing the elecutometer range, ano th.;n resuming data

acquisition with a new data fide. While this requires only a few seconds to accomplish, the

post-test correlation of the data from multiple files with different elecutrmeter ranges is too
tedious to be included in an aIreaJy too complex data reduction procedure. A single
electrometer setting must therefore be used for the entire test and in selectinp this setting, a
trade-off must be made between loss of early time data because of satumr,.'on and loss of
later time data because of low signal to noise ratio. We decided in the present tests to risk
sacrificing some of the early-time high ion count data for some mile values in order to be
sure of detecting the lower ion counts at longer test times. The same electrometer range
setting was used for both the isothermal outgassing test and QTA/MS phases of the material
sample test, for all materials. At this setting, saturation occurred at an ion count of 30120.

The primary experimental mass spectrometer data acquired were the mars spectra for

n/e from 10 to 500 at 5-minute intervals diroughout the test. The mass spectrometer
software provides the total mass spectrum at each point in time and the variation of the ion
count for each n/e value with time. AU data can be provided in terms of actual ion cvu.-t or
as a percentage of the highest peak in graphical or tabular form. The vacuum chamber
background spectrum, measured immediately before insertion of the test sample, can be
subtracted from the spectra measured during the outgassing test to give the true contribution
of the outgassing species.
5.3.1.2 Typical Raw Output Data

Figures 5-40 and 5-41 show examples of ion count data versus time for various
typical low and high n/e values, respectively, before subtraction of the empty chamber
background. All of the plots show an initially high outgassing rate followed by a decline to
a lower rate, which is chcracteristic of all types of outgassing mechanisms. Also, all of the

plots show considerable fine structure, including several maxima and minima in the first 5
hours which are discussed in more detail in Section 5.3.1.3. Some of the plots for the
higher molecular weight species also show a slight increase in rate at longer evacuation

times. This clearly cannot be explained by a simple depletion mechanism and may be due
to the production of additional volatile compo~acnts during the test as a result of continued

curing of the sample.
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Figure 5-40(a) shows the data for the n/e 18 fragment, which was unique to wae.

The mass spectrometer is saturated at early tmes but the count falls very rapidly to a fairly

constant value. Later, this section shows that when the pre-test main chamber water

background is subtracted, the net water ion count is zero after a few hours of outgassing.

Figure 5-40(b) shows the data for m/c of 35 which was unique to 1-propanoL It

shows that this species was almost completely outgassed within the first 5 hours.
Figure 5-40(c) shows the plot for n/e equal to 73. This fragment is common to all

siloxanes and was significant throughout the test. The siloxanes have relatively high

molecular weights and hence lower diffusion coefficients, and so they outgas more slowly

and over longer durations than water and l-propapol. As a result, the initial peak is less

pronounced and the ion count falls more slowly with test time. The increasing peak height

in the lattwr half of the test was observed in a large number of the higher molecular weight

fragments and, as was previously mentioned, is believed to be the result of continuing

curing of the test sample at the elevated test temperature of 1250C.

Figures 5-41(a). (b), and (c) show the time variation of the mn/e-S l. 491, and 451

fragments, which were unique to the 193 K alkyl silicate species, the 238 K& and the 285 K

species, respectively. These plots show the gradual modification of the basic outgassing

characteristic towards smaller initial peaks and slower rate of decline with time as the

molecular weight of the parent species becomes larger.

S.3.1.3 Correlation of Mass Spectrometer and Mass Loss Data

Figure 5-42 shows the normalized avenge ion count (AIC) data as a function of test

time. The data show a major peak shortly after the effusion cell is inserted into the main

-hamber, followed by several other peaks and valleys in the zero to 5-hour time peiod. At

later times, the curve is fairly regular, with the exception that the AIC iureases towards the

end of the test. /MC is a function of the total outgassing flux, and the ratio of AIC to the

total outgassing rate (TOOR) should depend only on the mass spccutometer electron

multiplier gain and the avenge ionization constant of the outgassed species. S:nce
experience has shown that the multiplier gain remains constant over periods of several

days, the ratio of AIC to TOOR should vary only with the average ionization constant.

Figures 5-43(a) and 5-43(b) present a comparison of the time dependence of TOOR

and AIC data. The TOOR and AIC data were extracted directly from Figs. 5-1(b) and

5-42, respectively. The very short duraton AIC peak which occurs right at the beginning

of the test was excluded from the plots and is discussed later in this section. The ordinate

units in Figs. 5-43(a) and 5-43(b) are arbitrary and have been adjusted to permit making a

simple visual comparison of the AIC and TOOR on the same graph.

Figure 5-43(a) shows AIC and TOGR for the first 10 hours of the test. The plots are
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qualitatively very similar in form. Both the TMOR and AIC data sihow peaks and valleys in
the first 5 hours occurring at the same points in time. The coincidence of these pewa &W

valleys confirms that the twin peak effect observed in Fig. 5-1(b) is real and not an artifact

of the QCM mass measurement system. The first peak is probably due to release of volatile
species present in the sample prior to the test, while the second peak may be due to

additional curing of the sample as It was heated to the 1254C test temperature.

A quantitative comparison of the TOOR and AIC curves indicates that the AIC is
relatively lower than the TOGR during the first 5 hours of the test, after which the two

curves appear to crack each other very closely. The relatively lower values of AIC in the

first 5 hours is a consequence of the saturation of the mass spectrometer for many m/e

values during this time period. When saturation occurs the ion count number used by the

mass spectrometer data reduction system to calculate the AIC will be systematically lower
than the true value. The ion count data presented later in Table 5-8 show rthat the ion counts

for most ni/e values fall below the saturation level after about 5 hours. After this time the

AIC does begin to track the TOOR accurately as shown.

Figure 5-43(b) shows the AIC and TOGR data for the entire test duration. The AIC
tracks the TOGR fairly closely after the first 5 hours, ilndicating that the AIC is a good

quantitative indicator of mass loss rates. The AIC curve does fall slightly relative to the

TOOR curve as the test proceeds, possibly due to a slight decrease in the avexage ionization

constant of the mixed outgassing flux with time.

The initial high but brief peak observed in the outgassing rate data, Fig. 5-1(b). and

the AIC data, Fig. 5-42, occurs immediately following the opening of the isolation valve

for insertion of the test sample. This peak is most probably due to the detection of residual

atmospheric gases from the auxiiary chamber, whose pressure had not been reduced to the

the level of the main test chamber at the time of insertion. It is less likely to be due to

species desorbed from the surface of the sampie, efftsion cell, or auxiliary chamber since

the auxiliary chamber had been pumped on for S nmutes before sample insertion, and most

of the adsorbed atmospheric species would have been removed by this time.

5.3.2 Outgassing Rates of Individual Species

The outgassing rates of the individial species were determined using the following

four manua; data reduction steps:
(i) The entire body of mass spectrometer ion peak height data was entered manually

into a computerized database.

(Q) Ions for tracking the behavior of each of the outgassed species were selected

using the QTA/MS data of Section 5.2.

(iii) The timc dependcnce of the outgassing rates of each species was determined
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from the time dependence of its sciected tracking ions.

(iv) The atsolute outgassing rate of each species was calculated by multiplying its

nime-dependence characteristic by an appropriate pioportionality constant.

These steps am described in the following sections.

5.3.2.1 Data Inventory

The ion count data for the full 10 to 500 /e range were printed out in tabular form by

the mass spectrometer data system for test tines of zero, 0.333, 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and
48 hours. These data were then entered into a Microsoft Excel database worksheet on the

Macintosh computer to create Table 5-8. The spacing of ,hese test times was considered to

be adequate for characteri'nlg the timc-dependence of the data for modeling purposes. The

zero time data characterized the main chamber background 15 minutes prior to insertion of

the effusion cell and test sample. Sample insertion into the main chamber and initiating of

heating to 125*C occurred at 0.25 hour. The 0.333-hoitr data were recorded 5 minutes after

the time of insertion of the effusion cell into the main test chamber. By 1 hour, the sample

had reached the test temperature of 125WC. (The test start-up procedures and timing are

given in re detail in Tab!e 4 -1.)

The data for 0.333 hour have been entered into the table in both absolute and

background-subtracted form to show more clearly those n/e values that were saturated at

the beginning of the test. Many of the lower n/e values were saturated at 30120 at the

beginning of the test, as well as the m/e,=121, 151, 177, and 235 ion peaks associated with

the 198 K alkyl silicate species. By 5 hours, saturation occurs only at W/e values of 27,

42, and 43.

The data for times of 1 hour through 48 hour were entered into the table in

background subtracted form only.

S.3.2.2 Selection of Characteristic Fragments

Th-re are two possible methods for tracking individual species in the mixed

outgassing flux. The first method is to determine the unique fr-agmentation pattern of each

outgassed species using QTA/MS and then to enter these individual patterns and the mass

spectra for the mixture of species measured at each point in the outgassing test into a

deconvolution algorithm to resolve the contributions of each species. This option is not

feasible at this time because the QTA/MS test was unable to separate the species sufficiently

to produce reliable single species fragmentation patterns. Also, although deconvolution
algorithms are commercially available, there would have been insufficient time and funding

available to adapt them to the present test. Finally, because of the saturation issue the ion
count data are not quantitatively accurate at early tcst times and so could not be used with
confidence in a deconvolution procedure.
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Tabl* S-8

Inventory of Mass Spectroin-eter Ion Count Data
from the Isothermal Outgassing Test

-. TEST T191 - 1100115
4,333 1 0-3)3 1 1 1 S I it 1 30 1 36 1 41 1 44

302 2M 76 1 21D
31 4" W) 99 a 1 17 4$ 77

12 440 16M IONQ "M 2571 1052 124 led 312
_.26W 1492 736 -3W 2W13 35D 26520 26170 &530 M

14 21 ]A 1.1120 279M 26XOG 17166 4196 2646 700 766 1106
1992 $0120 28129 2NIZI 291011 sonil 3401 1408 1541 a

16 VMO 10120 27090 Z7040 26CWO 73.00 1 2 SOD 108 780 142f)
17 2661 30120 1 27452 2,7432 lom 3692 155
Is 2132 30120 1 27991 27913 sitil 390
19 1 1992 30 20 28128 ENI 1961
20 1 177 22" ZV23 10923 41!3 - &$1 311 111 243 409
21 1 174 19520 19346 2666 92A 132
22 1 103 2939 481 247
23 1 94 692 591 64 109
24 1 51 23674 23623 1221 667 151 31 22 82 1 210
25 1 46 14OW 14014 6234 3614 366 151 236 1 2U
26 1 105 29900 1 2WS r.975 2AE15 6033 IM 1277 11115 1 1193
27 1 632 30120 1 2W66 2%63 ?2L62 177" ?M 3548 3206 1 33"
22 1 211120 30120 1 1300 "W 1300 300
29 1 19UO 30120 1 10760 10760 2 Or, 6n 9160
30 1 3790 30120 1 UUO 26' 20 25990 17480 4960 1600 1720 1720
31 1 350 2"' .0 1 29170 29470 2Q310 27770 11510 6210 3750 5970
32 1 12630 30120 1 17440 17"0 16620 142W
33 1 114(4 30120 1 llr720 1764v sw
34 1 1754 17"0 1 15616 6"6 2626
33 1 326 109M 10574 1334 544
36 1 71 3200 3129 1309 703 SL-- 59 41 20
17 1 66 13320 132M 7174 3974 834 249 IOD 21t_ 211
38 1 13 26700 It I U97 U" 1919 417 413 329 $29
" 1 -:07 30120 29713 1 29233 ;07" - 4M 2M 1127 1" 1037
40 906 30120 29214 1 22974 -- Idl$4 -40% 1362 648 312 531
41 ffj __X120 2W26 2W26 28266 _jO066 4426 M 1662 1 2026

291 30120 2" -- 29829 291129 10669 4709 2637 190 1 2107

1-" 30120 29222 M21 M211 -JOA4I 3241 2SI X768
is" 30120 211470 27610 22390 8330 3810 1650 1670

30120 28352 211131 10134 1 3831 1474' $62 S9. 1026
46 264 22W 2tm 23392 6952 2582 1500 wd 91. IN
47 101 "40 9239 5979 1651 1 679 449 2S7 "S 1 2111
46 72 sw 1232 19M 501 1 2" 229 84 too 1 46
49 PQ ISO sw 656 317 2AO 16 43 so 1 $4
so 6; 1232 11 l"9 7" 711 - W 177 47 174
it L9 1638 1619 2479 91" W3 413 770 267 231

18 3360 1342 291, 1152 61t 306 191 251 M
26 4360 4354 3554 1194 676 293 120 242 2%

54 1 70 ;1240 21170 151roo 3650 '2392 1026 440 294 616
55 1 174 617M 77136 ON# 4336 3216 1622 714 sw
56 1 log 201110 70671 14791 4711 2473 IS01 717 685 917

67 22321D 22253 15333 W31 r27 !1" 1179 S93 1195
so 40 29240 29200 - 22AAO 13OW 3120 1476 x" S24 9"
" 94 30120 3W26 30('26 19VA6 3926 1916 1000 796 890
60 is 30120 30087 30092 17192 3922 1116 iýi-s -- 94 732
61 71 Uw 27%9 13609 6409 2549 1497 701 747 549
62 43 30120 29,1 Ll 6537 3117 1333- 623 301 305
63 )6 30120 U 6094 2928 1094 610 294 270
64 43 13W 11595 1 $515 1619 613 291 143 74 79
63 60 C300 1240 1 3590 731 374. 175 127 43 106
66 it $": 3129 2525 693 311 132 93 37 117

0"04- 7 47;90 473) 2AS3 929 491 239 too IOD 198
70 E 43W 4290 2532 671 541 175 216 121 106

69 31 4380 4 3169 1251 1091 601 465 248 136
63 6060 4017 4617 1153 941 595 3 20

71 12 372A 3601 4268 15;q 9dI 612
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Table 5-8 (continued)

l. I 01 0 .333 :1 _5 1 21 I 30 1 40 .

372 3660 3551 4006 10$6 792 511 276 194 76
"73 69 14620 145_1 27311 15171 13311 1671 5351 4511 - l,
74 3,4 IbO 128,46 26346 !.3326 1 I-.Z6 76(6 48R6 4605 3yW
75 16 S120 - 3104 1324 3214 30M2 22-%4 1364 1544 1414
76 61 12240 12179 5559 1709 1569 1363 1001 1171 2069
77 55 20240 20915 10385 2031 1485 539 717 565 063
78 37 20380 20343 10543 2413 1541 651 133 771
79 106 30120 30014 296!4 14514 6854 2766 11354 52 46
80 26, 30037 2 1 2S364 12604 5764 2490 1195 750 452
81 5 20240 20226 10536 2650 1214 550 295 262 "

62 07 15220 15053 6 I13 1o93 705 236 lOS 136 6
C3 69 26280 26211 I0011 1891 781 443 219 M77 214
54 76 24420. 2A3A4 1924 1804 736 340 292 13P 206
i5 27 7680 7643 41!3 945 373 361 227 211 249
56 35 4260 4225 35 833) 723 327 263 111 217

v' 3 3 7 7'60 T/2'7 4 10 7 7 9 9 5 2 5 24 2 1 v ?1l i 1 12

8K 23 7340 7335 4275 761 371 209 101 254 200

89 52 14540 1441111 4968 992 556 25 193 242 294
90 42 12950 12933 4118 856 60 307 247 212 217
91 52 13900 13848 9728 2s34 2206 1168 734 730 692
92 48 21000 220952 95323 2310 1984 920 610 632 646
930 30038 1180 2818 1550 556 292 25 310
94 31 1 23833 21349 14609 2573 120? 569 226 27F- 100

- 71 8400 32789 64) U3 145 96 54 49
96 38 4560. 452 2080 434 44 99 116 73 a5
- "? 31 JI M8 11749 ,%S89 933 839 2,40 223 192 113

93 41 9140 9799 4419 919 672 243 176 141 65
9.? 95 3116 3021 275 329 202 103 67 205 20
100 $0 1560 so0 2032 474 206 174 113 135 I5

201 52 10240 01828 4528 790 512 266 223 225 93
102 2428 100 14472 5372 149*9 732 545 334 247 207
103 1 709 26460 26390 92 1101 996 642 400 322 254
204 37 22060 2023 7983 1491 939 575 337 260 231
05 . 5 21660 21605 I226s 2321 1289 627 439 33_ 275
106 3 9223 2947 98M1 543 34 11 22
107 49 13100 13051 6051 1431 1001 s0 264 233 223
102 29 IO256 10531 4272 993 769 359 222 215 159
209 I s 12240 12430 4370 1005 504 257 212 102 134
Ito 634 752A 3746 7058 62 524 7 1 192 0 69
2it 1 43 611S1 613 2651 243 3 2327 60 2 145
232 12 34510 3452 1716 42 292 0 55 62 106
132 64 3?70 1734 914 240 221 29 32 264 27

114 46 3640 27222 1812 2376. , 2 91 99 2 , 69 72
213 4 s 449 0 26502 626 7o7 175 72 2116 25
116 56 1300 2777303 0754 903 225 435 329 1657 235
236 6 is 170 2617262 6142 2252 962 732 67 _216 556 578
11118 47 19 ISO I 19333 69'7 ) 1673 18 7/ 741, A0"M 39"7 319

119 144 21740 21696 79526 2_324 912 279 321 2350 392
123 73 25060 M2103 20343 247 1625 919 3,47 329 381

391 71 301200 3256 263 374 2013 1139 245 209 325
"122 1 42 21640 .2151 1 .231 . ,.6 941 567' 211 209 Is$
123 •1 s 19 2910 19 630 _ 69,90 _ 117 3 6 10 So5 1I F? Its I10

_ 24 1 34 72 60 '7 176 2 7?30 _442 . 362 131 9 D .74 53

_12 3 1 31 21 94 2163 947 771'/ 3 19 51 104 12 96

1726 43 96,0 917 797 -- 255, 251 39. 129 711 62

•127 1 6.5 988 923 747 2,11 152 9,7 4 1 so __1

12 2 1 39 4 16 1 3 .97 dog 1 06 21 9 32 36 41 49

129 1 24 1675 165"4 2 t154 6 96 422 ISO 114 13 74

130 3.1 1IP A 148"7 I.RM 627 311 152 6 5 23 71

13,1 62 N 35'0 3453 .20P2 412 • 3 5 ;) 42

132 1 57 3"700 3643 I rv7 351 249 2.19 111 _ 106 109

133 1 28 172,40 17212 A372 . 153 9 112 3 .,a 266 2 19 19 9

134 1 49 .16060 16011 J53•1 1263 797 473 235 196 7-52

15,5 1 8 , 279,42 r522 13582 1 22DZ 6882 46A2 506: -sd2i

_136 1 64 26 _. 26796 27096 12316 11316 6176 4276 45W376

!,31 19 Z7 100 Z'0 1 1 1 1 3641 3261 1791 14317 13 115 1,103

1 8 " 2 3 550 .. . . B_ 50 7 1 1 W 77 1114 5 1119 92 3 , S . 29'7 l i t 536

139 44 A 200 - 1 9 % 28 51; 61.4 370 195 159 1 102 1 1
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Table S-8 (continued)
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163 1 49 21100 22051 915i I SO 619 4:7 16) rw 291
164 1 47 JA960 24913 7751 1241 J93 1 425 IRS 150 238

_I§L 47 10510 10333 4111 --- 195 6.9 361 174 196 233
166 ___" 7&Q 71147 -- nLs- 710 $?a 27, 96 99 126
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The second option is to track a species using one or more unique m/e fragments, if
such ions are available. The time-dependence of the outgassing rate of the parent species

should be the same as the time-dependence of these ions. This was the procedure selected

for analyzing the data of Table 5-8.
A list of candidate ions for tracking each species were identified by inspecting Table

5-2. Some species, s,'ch as the 198 K alkyl silicate, had several unique ions, while other

species had few or no absolutely unique ions. For the latter species, ions were selected
which were not truly unique but which were considerably more abundant for that species

than for the others and so could possibly be used to track that species with an accuracy

acceptable for the present purposes. For this reason it is more appropriate to refer to the

ions listed in Table 5-9 as 'tracking ions' rather than 'unique ions'. The ions selected for
tracking each species anm listed in Table 5-9.

It was more difficult to select unique ions for the lower molecular weight species

because ther major peks frequently coincided with fragments from high molecular weight

species. For the higher molecular weight species, many of the major fragments were

coincident, such as the 73, 135, and 147 peaks for the siloxanes. However, for the high
molecular weight species, it was generally possible to identify ions at high n/e values

which, although not very abundant, were clearly unique. During this search for unique

ions for the high molecular weight species, we concluded that during the outgassing test, it
would have been very useful to have recorded mass spectrometer data for m/e values

considerably higher than the arbitrary cut-off of 500.
The tracking ions for each species were then entered into the Table 5-8 Excel database

worksheet as selection criteria. Using the Excel data extraction feature the data fPr ion
count versus time for each of the candidate unique ions were extracted from the main

database abd entered into a separate worksheet dedicated to that outgassed species. The ion
count data for each me were then plotted versus time.

As an example of this procedure, Figs. 5-44(a), 5-44(b), and 5-44(c) present plots of
the time dependence of the tracking ions selected for the 198 K, 210 K& and 150 K species,

respectively.

Figure 5-44(a) shows the time dependence for the 198 K tracking ions. For this
species there were several unique ions, and the figure shows that the level of agreement

between the time-dependent data for the various ions was good. The data for the ion at
W/e- 177 show some scatter, but only at ion count values of the order of 100 or less, which

was in the noise range for this test.
Figure 5-44(b) shows the tracking ions for the 210 K species. There were only two

unique ions for this species and these ions had low abundances, so the data had significant

5-.10l
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Table S-9

Tracking ions for the Various Oulgassed Species

SPECIES LOCATION IONS SF' (-TED FOR TRACKING (m/e)

95 K 15;16;17;44;45
145 K 49;f" T1:75;89;91;92;103; 117;133
150 K 18;19
158 K 38;39;40;4!;42;4344'J-.. '?-99;60;61
170 K 161;16'"63;170 207;Z.--
175 K 281;282
185 K 358
198 K 63;80;83;121;151;177;193;235:265
210 K 279280
220 K 183;184;202;203;243;243;244
230 K 327;328;329;365;366;367.405;406;407;408;420;421;422
235 K 344;401;417;4 16;419;480;481;482;494;495;496
250 K 341;342:403;404;491;492;493
285 K 373;374;375;376;389;390;45 i ;452;453;454;455
290 K 187; 197; 198;209;216;217;218:219;259;260.39 1;392;465;466.467;468

scatter.
Figure 5.44(c) shows the ion count for the m/e,18 ion. which was associated only

with water. The curve fit on Fig. 5-44(c) shows that the ion count clearly decreases
exponentially with time. Characteristically, diffusion-controlled outgassing decreases with
a -1/2 power dependence on time in the initial stages of outgassing and then exponentially
with time at later times. Figure 5-44(c) is thus consistent with the later stages of
diffusion-controlled outgassing of water.
5.3.2.3 Outgassing Rate Time Dependence for Each Species

The contributions of the tracking ions for each species were summed,. The summing
process served to reduce random noise and generate the best available time-dependence
characteristic for each species. For exatuple, Fig. 5-44(b) shows how summing smooths
out some of the noise in the limited data a,,ailable for the 210 K species. The summed ion
counts for the various species were then entered into another data base for final processing.

From this procedure, we found that wate,, the 150 K species, is the only species
outgassed from R-2560 which had a time-dependent outgassing consistent with depletion
of a fixed initial concentration by diffusion-controlled o:ngassing, i.e., a -1/2 power
dependence on time in the initial stages of ouzgassing, followed by an exponential
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dependence on time during the later stages. The outgassing rates of all other species tend to
be more extended with time, as though additional volatile species are being actively

produced during the test. The explanation may be that water occurs in the sample only as a

result of its exposure to the atmosphere and outgasses by simple diffusion of Wibs fixed

initial concentration. The other outgassed species occur as a result of the chemistry of

curing of the RTV and so continue to be produced as the sample cures at the elevated test

temperature of 125*C. As a result, their outgassing rates at longer test times remain at

higher values than would be expected from the fixed initial concentration model.

S.3.2.4 Calculation of Individual Species Outgassing Rates

If the iorization constant of the outgassing flux is constant, the outgassing rate of a

particular species at a given time, t, should be directly proportional to the total ion count of

its tracking ions. This relationship is expressed by Eq. (5.8).

OGRJ(t) - Pj x 1jpt] (5 8)

t 00Rj(t)o - Pj X ftlj(t) odt

where OGRj(t0 is the outgassing rate, lj(t) is the total ion count of the tracking ions, and Pj is

the proportionality constant for the jll species at time, t. The outgassing rate of the jil

species is related to the tota sample mass loss by Eq. (5.9).

fI t OGRjft) dt - (TML x ms x fj) (5.9)

where TML is the sample total mass loss, mi is the sample initial mass, N is the exposed

surface area of the sample, and fj is the fraction of the jth species in the outgassing

products. Combining Eqs. (5.8) ad (5.9) gives the following expression for Pj.

P - (TMLx rn, x fj) f t•1j(0 dt (5.10)

The icn count integral for the tracking ions is related to the area under a plot of the

total tracking ion count versus time for the jth species, fj. by Eq. (5.11)

jtlj(t) dt - Aj x 3600 (5.11)
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The factor of 3600 in Eq. (5.11) accounts for the abscissa of the time-dependent ion count

plots being prese:.ted in hours rather than seconds. Aj can be calculaed from the ion count

plots using the following modified Trapezoidal Rule expression:

j - !j(0.333) x (0.5- 0.25) (5.12)
* lj() x ( 1.5 - 0.5)
* (Ij(l) - ((Ij(l] - 1(5)) x 2.25/4)) x (5 - 1.5]

* ((I(S) lj~(O)])/2) x (10 - 53
* ((ljlO) Ij(20))/2) x (20 - 10)
+ ((Ij(20). Ij(30))/ZJ x (30 - 20)
"# ((Ij(3 0]. lj(40))/2) x (40 - 30)
+ ((Ij(4 0 )* Ij(48))/2) x (48 - 40)

The mass of the R-2560 sample tested at 125°C was 2.40841 g. and the TML measured in

situ was 1.255 percent. The exposed sample area was 1.43 cm2. Combining the above

equations and data gives the following expression for the proportionality constant.

Pj - ((0.01255 x 2.40841 x fj)/1.43) (9Rj x 3600)

5.8713 x 10-4 x fj /1j (5.13)

The fractions (j o. each species in the ota: mass outgassed as calculated from mass

spectmmeter data are given at the bottom of Table 5-2. The proportionality constants Pj

have been calculated for each species using Eqs. (5.12) and (5.13) and the Table 5-2 data

for f. The outgassing rates of each species at each point in time have then been calculated

from the ion count data using Eq. (5.8) and have been presented in Table 5-10.

The data of Table 5-10 have been plotted in Fig. 5-45. The more volatile species

show a much greater dec.ease in outgassing rate with time than the less volatile species.

Also, inspection of Table 5-10 and Fig. 5-45 shows that the outgassing rate of the more
volatile species is highest right at the beginning of the test, at 0.333 hour. On the other

hand, the outgassing rate of several of the less volatile species rises from 0.333 hour to I

hour. This lends suppon to dte proposition that the sample continues to cure as it is heated

to 125°C, and perhaps all through the test period.

Figure 5.46 compares the total outgassing rate, extracted from Fig. 5-1(b), witi the
total outgassing rate calculated by adding all of the individual rates in Table 5-10. When it

is remnembcred thnt mass spectromnmoy is not a quantitatively precise tech,-ique and that the

mass spectrometry.derived outgassing curve is based on manual analysis of the data, ;he

agreement between the two curves is ger.erally good. The two peak structure in the
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0.5-hour time period does not appear in the mass spectrometer-deriv•d curve because of the

specific test times selected for analyzing the isothermal test mass spectrometer dat& At later

times, the mass spectrometer data indicate a slightly higher outgassing rate in the 5- to

20-hour period, and a slightly lowcr outgassing rate in the 20- to 48-hour time period than

the QCM collection data. The calculation of total outgassing rate from the ion count data

was made orl the assumption that the ionization constant does not change throughout the

test. In fact, the changing relationship between the two outgassing curves with time could

be credibly explained by a decrease in the ionization constant with time as the species-mix

in the outgassing flux changes with time.

We reached a similar conclusion by comparing the AIC and total outgassing rate data

in Section 5.3.1.3 and Fig. 5-43.
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Section 6

MATERIAL DATABASE MEASUREMENT ROGRAM

This section presents the results of the measurement program in which the test
method was exercised and demonstrated by using it to create a• material database. Section
6.1 describes the material test program. Secion 6.2 reviews the :pCs ot data included in
the database. The irain body of the database is presented in the Appendix.

6.1 MATERIAL TEST PROGRAM
6.1.1 Test Matrix

Table 6-1 lists the 20 sample materials tested. [he materials were selected by the Air
Force Materials Laboratory. The list includes five principal groups of materials -
adhesives, films and sheet materials, oils and greases, paints and thermal contrul cnatings,
and carton-reinforced composites.

The original nominal goal of the test program was to test 25 materials. Because of tht.
developmental nature of the test method, some evolutionary changes were made to the
apparatus, test procedure, data acquisition, and data output during the carl! part of -. e test
program. Because of these changes, we decided to rev.- r a rumber of materials. Also, a
number of tests had to be repeated because of unexpected events such as storm-caused
power failures. As a result, although 26 material tests and an additional 7 empy effusion
cell checkout tests were performed during the program, tde database contains only 20
materials.
6.1.2 Material Sample Sources

The adhesives and films and sheet materials were all standard aerospace mawtrials Ad
were obtained from controlled Lockheed stock. In the ibsence of an industry-wide
standard specification system to estzblirh compliance and traceability, the material sample
specification includis the Lockheed EPS (Engineering Purchase Specification) ,iumber. In
the Lockheed system, nnterials are identified by the LMSC Raw Material Convenience.
Number, which approves a material and identifies it by a seven-digit Engineering Purchase
Specification (EPS) number which descnibes i:s peculiar characteristics (type, cla.;,
dimension, etc.). Compliance of the material is verified, before acceptance, by the
Lockheed Matetal and Process Control Laborawory Standrrd test material samples were
purchased according to the EPS number. Where applicable, standard material samples rre
prepared and applied according to a Lockheed specification.

The Brayco oil and the Braycote grease were donated by Burnh-Castrol Inc. Th.-
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VacKote and the Kzytox oil samples were supplied by AFWAL Matnials, Division and E.I.

Dupont ,. Nemours Co., respecdvel,-. AU of t-e oils and greases were supplied in sealed
plastic o- glass containers.

T.he S/I 3G/LO-VI0 paint samples were prepared and shipped to Lockheed by the

University of Dayton Research Instituct. I he LMSC 1170 thermail contrl coadtng was a

developmental material prepared and -upplied by dte LMSC Materials and Processes

Engineering organization. The remaining paints and thermal control coatings were obtained

from controlled Lockheed stock, and test samples were prepared according to standard

Locke.,;od specifications.

Thc AS4/PEEK, AS4/PPS and AS413501-6 (Source A) carbon-reinforced composite

materials were prepared and supplied by Martin-Marietta of Oak Ridge, TN. The

AS4/3501-6 (Source B) material was niominally the same as the composite supplied by

Martin Marietta but was prepared and supplied by AFWAL•MLBT.

All standard materials were prepared and handled according to standard Lockheed

procedures, which should be typical of the industry. For nonstandard, and/or

developmental materials, the need to maintain sample cleanliness, the nature of the intended

testing, and the necessity that the samples be representative of the bulk parent material were

stressed to the suppliers.
6.1.3 Test Sample Preparation

-The test sample geometry for each material was selected according to the guidelines of

Section 4. 1.
The four adhesives tested were poured or injected before curing into cylindrical

open-ended stainless steel tubes approximately 1.00 inch long by 0.375 inch diameter.

This geometry constrained diffusion within the sample to be one-dimensional flow along

the the axis of the tube.

The five thermal control coatings and paints were upplied to aluminum disks 1.00

inch diameter by 0.25 inch thick.

Fi!m and sheet materials were tested in as-supplied form. Test samples of the I mil

FEP Teflon and the 5-mil Mylar films were cut from 48-inch-wide rolls of sheet material.

Test samples of the 1-rnrl Kapton were cu! from 18-inch-wide 'olls of sheet material.

The greases and oils were placed in small aluminum foil or stainless steel dish holders

in the effusion cell. The holders maintained constant surface area for evaporation and

permitted ne samples to be weighed. The aluminum foil holders weighed approximately

1.5 g while the stainless steel hclders weighed approximately 9.0 g.

Composite materials were tested in as-supplied form, without the use of special

holders. The composite materials were typically supplied as 1.00-inch-square samples
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about 0.050 inch thick.

6.1.4 Test Parameters
Table 6-2 list the test :urameters. The smple temperatures wern selected according

to the gWidein!_s of Sect!o., .1 All materials were tested at 1256C and 75'C. Six materiils

were also tested at 25*C, while a seventh was tested at 100 0C. The remaining matcrials

were not tested at a third temperature in the interests of making the best usc of available

funds.

6.1.5 Data Acquisition

Table 6-2 lists the data measured for each combination of material and temperature.

6.1.6 Data Reduction and Presentation

Table 6-2 lists data that have been reduced to date. All of the QCM collection data

have been reduced to obtain total outgassing rates and deposition data and are presented in

the database. GC/MS data for the materials are also presented in the database. No mass

spectrom-ter data are included. Because of the acknowledged level of difficulty involved

in analyzing the mass spectrometer data, the statement of work for the Phase II Extension

did not require it to be reduced and presented. This level of difficulty is well demonstrated

for the example of R-2560 at 125 0C given in Section 5. Also, because of funding

limitations, the deposition data for the 150 K, 220 K, and 298 K QCMs were not reduced

to the same level of detail described in Section 5 for the example of R-2560 at 125*C.

The contents of the database is described in more detail in Section 6.2.

6.2 DATABASE CONTENTS

Section 6.2.1 lists the data presented in the database. Section 6.2.2 gives commeins

on particular items of data.

6.2.1 Data Categories

The database contains, for each combination of rmuterial type and test temperature, the

following cat':gories of data:

• Test Information Summaa Sheet

* Isotherma• Outgassing Test:

. Total mass loss (FML) as a function of time.

. Total outgassing rate per unit exposed surface area a.; a function of time.

. Volatile Condensable Material (VCM) deposited on the 150 K, 220 K, and

298 K QCMs as functions of time.

Fraction of !otal outgassing products remaining on the 90 K collector QCM
as a funcdon of QCNI temperature during QTA.
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- Rate of evaporation from the 90 K collector QCMM as a function of QCM
temperature during QTA.

- Identification of the species evolved in the 125"C and 200*C GC/MS tests.
- Fracdon of material remrnining in the GC/MS column verus scan time for the

1253C and 200'C GC/MS tests.
6.2.2 Comments on Data Categories
6.2.2.1 Test Information Summary Sheet

Thc data for each material are preceded by a data sheet which summarizes the tcst
condiions and sample specifications. The computcza file numbers in which the raw data are
recorded are given. The sample surface area, the initial sample weight, test duration, and
the ex situ total mass loss calculated from the pre. and post-test laboratory balance
weighings are included in this section.

Comments on the conduct of the test arm included where appropriate. Comments
include the sample description. source, geometry ard any test variations from the standard
procedure. If the comment is lengthy or applies to several material tests, there is a
reference to a numbered note in Section A. 1.4.
6.2.2.2 Isothermal Outgassing Test Data

The TML and VCM data presented include all recorded data points, with no
omissions or smoothing. Some of the data show periodic frequenc," shifts which are
functions of the apparatus data acquisition and/or temperature contro, syst-m. This is
particularly apparent for tests in which the amount accumu'lafed was very small. It is
approprite for the user to smooth these data graphically, since thc.; periodic variations do
not reflect real changes in either outgasing or deposition kinetics.

Because outgassing rates arm calculaited by direct differencing of the QCM frequency
data, the effect of random and systematic fluctuations in frequency are amplified. As
discussed in Section 5.1. this source of scatter can be reduced by averaging over longet
data intervals. The outgassing rate data presen:ed in the database have all been smoothed
by differentiating the frequency data over time intervals appropriate for reducing the noise
and defining the character of the curve. These dme intervals and the repetition of the
smoothing technique varied between matcrials. In general, as the test method m.,turcd and
apparatus modificatio.s were made to reduce the appiratus indiced noise, the qullity of the
outgassing rate curves also improved. Thus, less smoothing or overigirg was reqtuired to
firmly define the curves. This was also the case for the hilhi outgassing materials which
had large deposiion rates on the Q"Ms and, therefore, large signal to noise ratios.

As discussed in Section 5.2. the VCM data can be further reduced to obtain
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deposition and evaporation rate data. I his wdditional data reduction has rot been perfomwed
for the main body of data because of insufficient funding. Howevr. the user should be
able to perform an analysis similar to that of Section 5.1 using the VCM data provided.

No isothermal outgassing test mass spectrometer data have been included because the

magnitude of the necessary data analysis and presentation task was outside the funding
capacity of this contract.

6.2.2.3 QTA Test Data
Only the QTGA data for the 90 K QCM have been included, because, us shown in

Section 5.2. the QTGA plots for the 150 K. 220 K. Pnd 298 K QC1s do not contain any

additional useful data.

The linear-linear plot of evaporatior. rate versus QCM temperature is included since it

clearly defines the evaporation rate regimes of the dif..rent species. The evaporation rate

data have been calculated by differentiating the frequency data over time intervals

appropriate for resolving the different evaporating species. See bection 5.2 for an analysis

of the effect of interval size on smoothness and definition.
No QTA/MS data have been included in the database because the magnitude of the

task of analyzing and presen.ing them as described in Section 5.2 would be outs tide the
funding capacity of this contract. However, the data will be retained on computer disk and

tape files by Lockheed for future retrieval and dissemination.
6.2.2.4 GC/MS Tes. Data

The GC(MS data include a species summary of the nocormal data output from this type

of test. The mass fragmentation patterns of the various evolved species are not supplied

due to space limitations. The GC/MS mass fragmentation pattern data would be required if

an analysis of the QTA/MS data in the manner described in Section 5.2 were to be made.

Since the QTA/MS are not included in the the current database there is no reason to include

the GClMS data on this account. The GC"IMS data would also be useful if the user wished

to verify the chemical identification of the evolved species made by the Lockheed Analytical

Chemistry Group. It was believed that the number of users who would wish to make this

verification on a routine basis would be too small to justify the manpower and space
required for inclusion of this immense amount of data. These data. however, will be

retained on file by Lockheed, to be consulted upon request.
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.4e<1Ion 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Section 7.1 presents the conclusiors that were reached about the perftrmance and

utility of the test rmthod. Section 7.2 presents recommendations for improving the test

method, implementing the data, and extending its scope.

7.1 CONCLUSIONS

The tet method has bee., demonktratcd to be capable of mcasuring dctailk-d da'a on

the kinetics of outgassing and deposition with, nigh dcgree of hccuracy and repeatability.

The apparatus is sufficiently robust for the ricthod to be used for routine testing Uith

minimum down time.

The capability for measuring the outgassing and deposition rates of each individual

outgassed species was established as an objective at the beginning of tfe progtam. It %as

fecognizeJ at the time that this was a very ambitious objective that could not be reached

without developing what amounted to a new analytical chemistry tool. The new toul was

an in situ chromatography technique referred to as QTA.IMS, which combines QCM

thermal analysis with mass spectromctry. QTA/MS has not yet been developed to the point

at which it can be used to support the ambitious failly-computerized data reduction

procedures for determining individual species outgassing rates originally proposed as a

program objective. Iloweve,, Section 5 presents a manual method for determining the
individual species outgassing rates which demonstrates that this objective has been reached

in rrinciple. The manual data reduction technique is very labor intensive, and funds were
insufficient to analyze all of the experimental data obtained in the database measurement

pmgram in tht. ..ianner. It is believed that the ultimate objective of a fully computeiied

method to dctermine individual spccits behavior is reachable if we make the minor

apparatus modifications di.cus.sd bIlow.

The major overall issue to emerge from the program is that of cost efTectiveness and

utility. The nrotivation for corduoting the prog.ram v'.j, to generate the detailed kinetic dita

necled Ut support systeni mklchng:. Tic contaminnation mtdeling cot.mn'unily tiaditionally

likes to obtain as mn. :0 kinetic datm .I% -;.. i itle to sIpport their tiidels in ordcr to niaxiniiie

realism. I lowever, kigetic.q data arc much more costly to obtain per rinateaal than tWe

ASTM 1' 595 type screening test dalta, amnd cost effcctiveness cvrunderalions %ill place A
limit to the arm'unt of data detail that can be profitably ,srd to supluom ,yten. de'i,.n

analy•,es. It is ehal ved that the new tct inclil l c tin cmricrily pnrvide a iii,,re dct.i'!"d ':vel
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a( azfial outgassing/depoution kinetics characterizatlon than is necessary for most

program applications Some input is now ncgdo from the user c•mimity to help idenufy

the most cost effective fo'rmat for the test mncthod and databav:.

The following sections discuss specific aspects of the test method apparatus and
procedur.

7.1.1 Basic Test Approach

The QCM collection technique has proven to be a very covenient and accurate
mnethod for mneasuring total mass loss and total outgassing raw. The major potential

systematic weakness of the collection method is its inability to detect specis which do noto

condense at the collector tempe.rature. However, the pecentage of these species in the

outgassing pr-ducts of polymers is usually negligibly small, and the inclusion of a mass
specrometer in the apparatus reduces the possibility that these species will not be detected.

Measuremet of deposition rates using a QCM to simulate a surface is a very accurate

procedure and Las been used to perform basic researth on surface deposition kinetics.

Deposition kinetics will. in general. be surface dependent, so sricdy speaking, the data

presented here apply only to the surface of the paticular QCM crystal used. However, it is
Impractical to perform deposition tests for mce- than one type of QCM surface because of

the cost. Also. most conitamination deposition modcls currently used by industry do not
acc.,unt for differerces in the deposition characteristics of different types of surface.

Mass spectrometry Is the most practical way to identify gaseous species in vacuum in

real time. The mass spectrometer was Integrated into the test method with minimal impact,

and proved to be very itliable and easy to use.

The QTA/MS technique, which combines mass spectrometry with the QTA test to

separate th different outgassed species and determine their man fragmentation patterns, is

a new forma of gS chromatography. Development of a new chromatography technique

citvially requires considerable dedicated research an development effort. The pimsent

program attempted to crate, develop; aid routirely implement the QTA/MS technique as a
subtask of the overall test method development and datahase measurement program. Not

surprisingly. evaluation of the QTA/MS technlque took a laIjre prdtion of the program

effort, and the description of this evaluation in Section 5.2.2 created the largest single

section of this report. It Is shown in Section 5.2.2 that the QTA/MS technique has been

demonstrated to a point at which its separation capability is adequate for suppCrting a
manuaJ determination of the mass fragmentation patterni and chemical identity of the

vutgassed species. It Is believeA' that QTAJ.MS can be- tk.velopcd Into a Mutine test with

fully computerized data reduction if the minor hardware charges listed in Section 7.1.2 aem
imade. aied If the appropiate sig iihms and data Intcrfaces referred to In Section 7.1.5 are
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The test p!An .allej for ulec* miifll-o of the out jwasing atc.te of caL h tnidIvIL~uji

ou'pg i'e.d %PC( IC% t%). iC 1 ~dd 4  f~)ItiOf 111C MiAN% f' .4ZfiI Fnt A~iOn prvtrn

t11dJuLredsdat ea h rwiwt In tit ei in thI icr I "w nI ICmw ou I j 'I J:fl tre 1 k' I ng Till A ft ;I :I gcri I n i

~'ater drAfo i~eini~i~..I .p~.esd diedtt nl heQ1'Ai\A1tjte Alik 0yi li1%a

iva~ible tin pfink i ple. it rrquitcd nitirty I^ toti sut h as as i i trorn%%pe .Iltel r g~wiln.iifiaiifl

colistnts. irnlisiidual Spci ic% frAgTniniation pAtterns. ec . to remain somktifli (IS 1 :he

dut.)tion of a tcst In ordCr for mieatningful quiantitatiiv resultt to tic ohtained. Also. it

1equiiC l te I11.I'5 ipcktrowi' l.? o kiue a 1!1-11Oii t1n1un1 r~iq in orile r to I, t k the Ic is

aRhiid.1itt %Ik I. is 1 lic'. jiiiiiC pA ihirri uitc ruipli intr cftis. tt), I I flitt lie m~rt t,) th~e

tcurrTnt flIj's%pect'C( fltek0tr 'ystICrf. 'AI' Vi , h is w: u-.ed In I Itt.IiIIly quJuhaIit'live nuxle. W lena
even if QTAA2,.S had Ivec able to Inoikiwc t lan fr~igtticritation patter ti data. quantitative

pcrformar! e h imut~tionf% or6 mass lipcuta lonictry %ould have preventied the g-al of

dectennining individual spec'es oiitgAs' mg raw;s using fuilly uccinputcrurd data rcdu tion

from txing reciihcd. H owever. it'e current limiations are not t'jszc to niass spctroinerry.

uind coriversatiton% with the mia,,- \peuctnimeter hardisare and %oftsare ýsupplicr% itdill tC that

many iflproverivnfts5 can be fliwde using c Sitini) trltinology to improve the quantitative

perfomrtuance of the S%tctiv. This i% discussed furthecr in Section 7.1.2.

It has proven to hoc a g~xi idea to int ludc (W/MS test in the test inwlutxi. Althouigh

the species evolved and decated in CK(YMS are not cxactly the samei as those evolved in ithe

vacuum outgawsng test hecausc of t11C (Ihifertrit pressures temperaturms and test diiiation%.

they are sufficictitly sinil~tt for the (VINS -PCISp idCslentifLcAtion and relatiuse rropoitton

da:a to he a vcry useful additioni to the test. GONIS will thus he rctained in *he tcst nietluIKK

for the tuirewseable fuittirt.
7.1.2 7eto Apparalus

The basic design of the apparatus wai very %sarisfa( tory. Thie app 'ratus was rasy to

use arul was aide it) funi ion aiutotinvinat'y for long petiiods with a high degree of reliability.

Three years fiperntiotial exp-wricne with the appatraaus has %hown that Iihe rlin icst faire

*rwides are external nxechanisms% su-h A% buildling electric al poss'r or cootling water foilure.

11e app~irafui measnrrcmtit A cuijiacy %4.% -as stis! tot uly (Ictflur~iitd ituan 11as I The few

iniwifi, atii,ns thui tcxri doo'tr.0de In the lq:111 of C pciwni C "1iC 4!1't 11sCA in t11C fu'114IN ItII)-

huer ituiq cratrc utotollf-r% oriiin~ill)' -wCiCt it 4i!l(5'1 wd 01 II th" vtorjr,.ii ermplo)

min off Cv(un1t(i f t11e 1I It) fiu s vdir Io' imx~uLj11i t josr to the Q( 'Ni. A~iA thr .ii.

hoildi. I Iir.4 w;tturtlrr V.Cic .rl( irl Ix 4 iu.%1 of thrir * ~ -r pt!' C AIA. h. :11:%C 111Cý I'Mi

j bren ise'1 sik i i ukr iiy N fline at I (K. I fired. l I s 1,\ci r, in ilir I'fCV 1)',I sl ' all~t Oi'th
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QCMs had beens mounted in holders with subazaitiaJ thoem-al rmss vtucb eu&avd the hea
flow triinsients citp(rwnqed by, the QCMi crystals during poiaer cycbm&g ta the prmwni
apparatus, the QCTIs ame heated direily to the cryttals experience a larget heat fli~x

tranmient awk] show tugnitiicert power n'ik~ulat ion induced rf.tiSC. nhit notite iwxtr can b
eliminated by using mite expensive di: vvtage mik!ulatbiun to Cu~trkl Power. Thig

imliafkat"' is al ready ir pirtgress.2

The heat leek into the liquid nittogen reservoirs. "n hence the liqusid nivogn
ermsuamptiom rate. criuld be reduted c~wiskdrably by hetter use of multila),e'r insulafoon aril
shield%. and by using %tnwi:tinial supfxxit and %mrice voires arid tubirl with smialler cross
srctioni, lor get iength%. and d iff cro-rt matenals Reeicing the liqid flitTgefl ofl~ufilxiWii

rate would lower tik co,.t per test. and would also rcduve the fill frequency ard hence the
impmct of till transient no-ise in the data. It would also ri-duce the probability of test failure
owing 'o Catblems with the liquid nitrogen supply control sv-stem end tanks.

11he apparatus could. in principle, be kept cold u~inS a mechanical ritfrigerator, and a

cost analysis might show that this appritach would he less expensive. Ilk(wevie. a
mnehmnical refrigerator would Ne '*5s reliable and could ;nmrruuce additional noise to the
data. Use of& amechanical refrterstitwi sylstem is. therefore. nett recowmlnlendeti

Because the entire QCM housing had to Ne heated in ('rdcr to heat the sensing crysta.

an excessive amount of power was required to raise a QCM to 4Ml K. The excessive
power increased liquid nitrogen consumption and caused unnevessiary thermal transienhs in
Witis components. It should be piossible to eliminate this problem entirely by using a

newer design QCMl such as the QCM Research M-trk 16 in witich only the measuring

crystial is heated. This modification is in prcigr.ss.
The ns Ajo prxblem encountered In the QTA/MS test *as that the mais srw'euorietse

detected qpeies evaporrating from the QCM% holder as well as the nwasuring crystal. This
problem could be elimiunated by using a QCM design hit whiih the crytal can be heated
indepenacrntly of the housing. suish as the QCM Ritsiarth Mark 16. As nosed In the

previouis paragraph, this mtndifu.cation is already in ptogress.
The mass spectrometer used represented more or less the state o( se art in smill

computer contiolled systems and was equipped with more software Options fot data
"nnipulatiori than cimld uw.fully he exploited by the irst uiiethod. fowever, the urable

dynamic range of the mitts slie toimeter was liniated hy cosuparivin with the QCNIs. The
dynanist f'frr~n'if Ow' nu-,q % rt imwter at a tomant inr rI& tr''imitr raitse and muiiili~cir gain

sellitsisg AIt hUt fo'l o"ir It,(i s 'f ;n~ tn rtitle. li1P dynaifiltc r~fil-4 ('f VIC (.('Sl% is alw lit five 4W

six orders of rtimignoifW. 'linre *as a lhifcrence of *tw'~ut four onlcir5 of1 mi~itguttle

twtwrcn the iouij'Aing talItr it'.rasud foi highi oui~riing mateisrials at the tirglnning (if a
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species in the total isotherma! outgassing flux, and to the NBS fragmentation pattern library

for species identification.
There is no incentive to use the GCUMS data in a quantitative mannr because th•, mix

o0 species evolved in the GC/MS test is not the same as that evolved in the vacuum

outgassing test. Hence the GC,/MS test presented no problem in data reduction, analysis,
or presentation because the standard data provided by the CC/MS system were quite
adequate. Indeed, if the test procedure and software described in the previous paragraph
were successfully developed, there wouid b:. no need tc include GC/MS in the test method
since species identification would be performed using QTA/MS data and the built-in NBS

library. Since development of this technology is not likely to occur in the near future it is
planned to keep GC/MS in the test method, because it provides useful supporting

information at minimal COSL

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations for future work address refinement and extension of

the test method capability, extension "r the database, and implementation of the data at the

program level.
7.2.1 Test Method Refinement

7.2.1.1 Hardware Modifications

The 90 K QCM sh0uld be replaced by a QCM whose design permits the crystal to be
heated without heating the housing. The other three QCMs should also be replaced if

funding is available, but this modification is not as critical.
The current temperature controllers should be replaced by voltage modula!c~d dc

supplies.
The thermal design of the apparatus should be refined so as to minimize heat transfer

from the ambient surroundings to the colder components. Reduction of heat leaks will
reduce liquid nitrogen consumption arid thermal cross talk between QCMs and structural
components during QTA.

The mass spectrometer system controller software should be modified so that the
electrometer sensitivity can be changed during a test so that the system does not saturate
when measuring the more abundlant peaks but is still able to monitor minor peaks. -Also,

the data acquisition software should be modified so that data measurement sensitivity
changes are automatically adjustcd for in the data rediction and presentation procedures.

To a practical extent, thc test chamber should be modified to permit the test sample

and the surfaces of the collector QCMs to be exposed to ultraviolet radiation, protons,
electrons, and atomic oxygen to determine the effect of the total space environment on
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outgassing and deposition kinetics.
7.2.1.2 Data Reduction and Presentation

A more sophisticated data filtering and smoothing subroutine should be added to the

QCM data reduction algorithm. A curve fitting capability should also be added so that the

data can be presented in a forma mote directly usable by the modeling communty.
The QCM data acquisition and reduction algorithms should be comoined so that

reduced data can be viewed during a test, and test data can be made available Immediately

following a test.

The QCM and mass spectrometer data acquisition and reduction software should be

integrated to permit single computer control aund closure of the complete dam reducdor, k..p

without the need for manual intervention.

7.2.1.3 QTA/MS Development

When the recommended changes to the QCM, temperature control power supplies,

and mass spectrometer dynamic range art implemented, the QTA/MS test should be

revaluated to determine the degree of improvement that they make to the species separation

capability of QTA/M.
The development of the QTA/MS test as an arialytlcal chcmistry tool should be further

investigatal, independently of it. use in the outgassing/deposition Iet.

7.2.1.4 Individual Species Outgassing Rates
If the recommended development of QTAYMS successfully provides adequste mass

fragmentation pattern data for the Individual species, an algorithm should be developed for

deconvoluting the isotherm•a outgassing test mass spectometr data so as to resolve the

outgassing rates of the individual species. Commercially available deconvolution

algorithms may possibly be used for this purpose, either directly or with minor

medifications.

7.2.2 Database Extension

7.2.2.1 Consolidation of Existing Data

The exitlng database should be consolidated by reducing the data tha were measured

under the present program but which could not be reduced because of funding limitations.

This includes the following tasks:

(I) Further process the 150 K. 220 K, and 298 K deposition rate data to express

them In an opparstus geometry-independent form, such as Instantaneous

evaporatioi. rate as described in Section 5.1.2.2.2.

(it) Reduce and present the QTA/MS data for all mawterial and tests in a manner

similar to that performed for R-2560 and described in Section 5.2.

(iii) Reduce and present the individual species outgassing rate data for all materials
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and test temperatures in a manner similar to that performed for R-2560 at 1250C
and described in Section 5.3.

7.2.2.2 Extension of Database Parameters

An exploratory program should be established to assess the effects of the space
radiation, particle, and atomic oxygen environments on material outgassing and deposition
kinetics. The objective of the exploratory program would be to dctermine whether the

magnitude of these effects is sufficient to make it advisable to establish an extended data

measurement program to characterize them, and to help define a logical, practical
measurement program. The exploratory program should be coordinated with other
programs currently addressing this general area, such as the Aerospace Corporation
progrwm to study photolytic effects.

If the exploratory program indicates that space environmental effects on outgassing
and/or deposition are significant enough to make formal characterization necessary, an
appropriate systematic measurement program should be established.
7.2.3 Technology Insertion

The outgassing/dcposition database supports a systematic approach to contamination
control. A typical example of the systematic approach was described in Section 1.2 and
Fig. I- I. Incorporation of the database into a systematic approach should be perfonned e.
pan of a comprehensive effort to complete and consolidate all of the technology needed to
establish such a methodology. The following actions are recommended for insertion of the

database into a comprehensive systematic contamination control methodology, and for
establishing the methodology.
7.2.3.1 Industry Workshop

An industry workshop should be held on modeling the generation, transport,
deposition, and optical effects of outgassing products; its purpose would be to present the

results of this and other Air Force programs to :he conu, ndnation modeling community and
to give guidance on how best to present and extend the database. The workshop should be
scheduled soon after the completion of this report.

7.2.3.2 Consolidation of Prediction Technology
The Air Force should establish a program to correlate and, where possible,

consolidate all existing on orbit molecular cor.tamir•,ation prediction technology. This effort

should be undertaken jointly with NASA. The scope would cover characterization of
material outgassing, plume, and liquid dump sources; transport modeling codes for plume
flow, free molecular flow, molecular backscateer, etc.; impinging flux depositiun models

ar.d data; and optical effects of contaminants, including reflectance, transmittance, ard

Ycatte', at all relevant wavelengths and at ambient and cryogenic temperatures. Such an
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effort would identify deficiencies In the technology, prevent duplication, and help identify a

future unified coue of action to complete the nocdcJ technology develcpment. One of the

recommended courses of action should be to establish the program described in the

following paragraph.

7.2.3.3 Standard Model Development and Verification

The molecular transport models used by the industry arem in general, proprietary and

are not standardized. Hence, different organizations will predict aifferent rates of

contamination accumulation for the same system even though they use input data fron the

same database. It is highly desirable that these models either be standardized, or, as a

minimum, be compared with each other. One possible way to compare models is via a type

of round robin prediction test. A typical set of spacecraft specifications could be prepared

and organizations could be invited to predict ac-.umulation on various surfaces. If the

differences between the various predictions are serious, then the need to develop a single

standard model would be dcmonmtauted.

The major deficiency in prediction technology is the almost complete absence of

comparisons betwcen predicted and actual on-orbit contaminaton levels. A program

should be established to systematically compafe prediction with meaurement. The first

phase of the program would perform meAsusements on a mockup satellite in a vacuum

chamber. After model verification on the ground, a second phase would measure on orbit

accumulation rates. On orbit rates are, currently measured on some spaceraft, but the

number of sensors used is invariably small, and no comparisons am made with prflight

predictions.
7.2.3.4 Insertion Into Programs

The Air Force should require analyses of system contamination sensitivity,

predictions of contamination levels anticipated from all sources, and contamination control

developed to a level of detail TBD to be provided aa a CDRL item at PDR and/or CDR.

The CDRL requirement could call for use of specific computer models and databases. The

currently imposed requirement that materials must have TML and VCM values less thun 1.0

and 0.1 percent, respectively, establishes the precedent for placing contamination control

requhremats in a contract stattmnent of work.
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Appendix

MATERIAL DATABASE

This Appendix contains outgassing/deposition data for the 20 sample materials tested

during the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories contractual program

F33615-82-C-5025, entitled "Characterization of Cortamination Generation Characteristcs

of Satellite Materials". Section A. I describes the contents and presentation of the database.

Section A.2 contains the database itself. The database is preceded by an index describing
where the test data for these materials ate located in the Appendix. The Appendix and the

material test matrix are discussed in more detail in Section 6 of the final report text.

A.1 DATABASE PRESENTATION AND CONTENTS

A.1.1 Materials Tested

Table A-I describes the materials tested and their manufacturer or other soure.

A.1.2 Test Summary

With minor exceptions as noted in context the following measurements were

conducted on each material as pan of the outgassing/deposiidon test.

(i) Material samples were weighed ex situ on a laboratory balance before and after

the isothenmal outgassing test.

(ii) The outgassing rate and mass loss of an isothermal sample were measured as a
function of time by collecting outgassing products on a liquid-nitrogen-cooled

QCM. All samples were tested at 125*C and 75*C, while sonie materials were

also tested at a third temperatre of either 25*C or 100*C

(iii) The outgassing flux was monitored by mass specuometer during the isothermal

outgassing/deposidion test.

(iv) The deposition rates of outgassing products from the isothermal sample on

surfaces at 150 K, 220 K, and 298 K were measured by simulating these

surfaces with QCMs.
(v) Following the ikothermal test. QCM :hermal analyses (QTA) were consecutively

made on the outgassed products condcned on each of the QCMs.
(vi) The flux evaporating from the QCMs during QTA was nxmnitorcd by a mass

spectmrneter (QTA/MS).

(vii) Ex situ gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) analyses of the

materials were performed for sample temperatures of 125*C and 2000C.
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A.I.3 Test Data
The test data for each material consist of a Test Information Sheet followed by a set of

graphical and tabular data.

A.1.3.1 Test Information Sheet
The Test Information Sheet (TIS) contains the following informaricn pcrtinent to tle

testing of a particular material.

Material Tested: The material tested is Identified by its commonly used name. A
mom detailed description of the material is given in Table A- I. Additional material

information is provided in the Comments section of the TIS.

Date Test Started: 'lhe date on which the test was started is provided for Nistcrical
and traceability pu; poses.
GCUMS Data Files: The codes identifying the computer files on which the

GCIMS data are permanently stored are given.
* Material Sample Data: The test sample surface area. the pre-test sample weight,

and the ex situ total mass loss determined from the ditference between pe- and

post-test weighings arm given.
* Isothermal Test Data: The duration of the isothermal outgassing and deposition

portion of the test, and the codes identifying the computer files in which the QCM
mass accumulation and mass spectrometer ion count data anm stored am given. Where
the test duration given is less than five days the outgassing rate reached a virtually
constant or negligible value by the time indicated.

* QCM Thermal Analysis Data: The cndes are given which identify the computer
files in which the QCM thermogravimeuic analysis (QTGA) and mass spectroneter
ion count data obtained during QCM thermal analysis (QTA/MS) Are stored.

Comments: This section contains additional data and comments unique to the
specific material tested, the test sample, or the conduct nf the test. If the required
comment is lengthy or if a comment is cotmmon to more thar. one material test, this
section will refer the reader to a numbered comment in Sction A.1.4. In the absence

of an industry standard numbering system, the Lockheed Engineering Purchase
Specification (EPS) number is given for the test material when available in order to

estab!ish material source traceability. The EPS number is part of the Lockheed Raw
Material Convenience Number System, which idcntifies a materiod by a ieven-d~git

number des'mribing its peculiar characteristics (type, class, dimension, supplier. etc.).
Lockheed EPS numbers exist for most materials in current use in the aerospace
industry, but are no: assigned to developmental materials.
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A.1.3.2 Graphical and Tabular Data
The following test data arm presented in grapnical or tab ilar form for each material.

Mass Ltoss/)cposition Data: The following QCM measured outgassing and
deposition kinetics data are pmsnted for each sample temperettur
* Total Mass Loss as a function of test time during she iothernAl outgassing test

as detenmi.ed by the toui nass accumulation on the 90 K QCM.
. To•tal Outgas-,ng Rate as a function of test time dunng the isothermal

outgas.sing tct as dctemeined b;' tJ" ra'e of accumulautn on the 90 K QCNi.
- Volatile Condensable Matci ial as a function of test tirme during the isothermal

outgassing test as determi d by the ma&s accumulaoion on the 150 K QCM.
- Volatile Condensable IV ,.rial as a function of test tinme during the isothermal

outgassing test as detern ed by the mass accumulation on the 220 K QCM.
- Volatile Condensable Material as a function of test time duting the isothermal

outgassing test as determined by the mass accumulation -a the 298 K QCM.
* Mass Rem.ining on the 90 K QCM (Fractional Condensable Matefial) as a

function of QCM temperature during the QCM thcmnogravirnemc analysis.
- Evaporation Rate from the 90 K QCM as a function of QCM t-tmpcrature during

the QCM dernnogravimeaic. analysis.

GCIMS Data: The following GC/MS data are presented for sample temperatures
of 125°C ad 2000C:
* Quantitation Report Including the percentcge of each :.pecics found in the

GC/MS, the scan time at which tae species was detected, and the chemical
Identity of the species when po)ssible.

* Plot of the ,mount of Collected Volati,.., P.maining in the GC/MS Colum.i as
a function of scan time.
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A.I.4 Test Information Sheet Annotations
The following notes are referred to in the Comments section of the TIS.

hW" The initial and final ex sit', vights nf the Krytox 143 AD oil samrple were

not neasued &I the time of testi,.g. In the early stages of the mesuwnent program it

was felt that. since the rate of mass loss of liquids depended upou free surface arma

rather than mass. reporing of percent mass loss would not be rcl-van for these

materials. Later in the program it was decided that pencc-it mass lo"s data should be

presented for all materials in the interest of data consistency. At this later time the

absolute weight loss for Krytox 143AD could be determined from the QCM

accumulation data, but the initidl weight had to be estimated since the origin,I sample

had been disposed of by that time. An estimated weight was dewtemined based on the

density of the material and the volume of the holder, and was checked by refilling the

sample holders with Krytox oil and weighing. The accuracy of this weight esumate

is believed to be about : IC percent.

Ng" The DC Q9-6313, Aremco 569 and LWSC 1170 thermal control coatings

were supplied by Lockheed Space .,ystems Division (SSD) Materials and rocesses

Engineenng. The coatings were suppied already sprayed on aluminum substrates,

whose weights were unit. ,wn. In ordcr to measure ae substrate weights, and hence

detennine the initial wei~ht of the coating alone, d'e substrates were cleaned by

chemically and mechanically removing the ,ahtngs afk-r the outgassing tests had been

performed. Because of the destructive mam..w.r of coating removal there are

uncertainties in the original substrate Weights deme mined in this muainer, which

decrease the certainty In the initial coating weights to ±lO percent.

* .Not 1Accurate cx situ mass loss data are not available for sorrme oils or greases

bec'use of spillage from the sanipie holders. This promlem was eliminated in later

tests by using more stable sample holders. The test was not repeated because the tx

si r mans loss wr. not considered to he a Ltitical data item fo0 oils. (See also Note I)

Note J, Film ,oicrial absorb water vapor ve!ry rapidly upon post test exposure to

the atmosphere. !:iailihration (of these films to the ambient humidity After rem(oval

from thc vatuum chanih:r prcventcd ,neaninttlI post.test weights (0im h.:'ing

obtained.
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Ng 5- GCAIS test results are not available for Brayco 815Z oil. Braycote 600
grease. DC Q,) 6113 t'~rnial control coatiifg, Areinco 5 69 thermal controi coatir.s.

and [.MSC 1170 ,hermal control to.ir.g. GUIMS tests ve-' pcirformcd on these

samples between July 1986 and July 1987 concurrvn:ly with the outgaing tests. At

that time the manner in which the G'.7\MS test data would be nincoprated in the te,.t

method had not been fir.ally estabhlihed so the data were stored in the G(,..S

computer for later retreval. By tne im1e the utility of the ( ;CA IS dta had been better

defincs .some lata had been inadvertently diwarkd during the (henmitry d.parmncnt

annual -•omptiter stirrage hotisekeejing. Since rcprescntati.e samnpics of thesec

matenals 'ised were no longer avail.ible the tests could not be repeated. The data

from the original GC-C/S test on Krytox 141AD )was also lost in this manner. but a

sufficient quantity of the uriginal sample of this material was still a nailable for rrtest.

* I 0., This program was the first field application of the newly-decloped

Teknivent soflwar, for controlling th,: Bla t .- rs mass specctromrter with an I.M I C
computer, and so .onme developmental prolblems were encountered. Bccauw of I "%C

proble.as the mass spectrameter was inoperative at the lime that Brayco 8IS.'.
R.asycote 600 and Krytox 143AD were scheduled to be tested. GC/IS analy .i% (f
these mAterials prior to the outgassing test had shown that tneir outgassed ptod,.ts

cunsisted of fluorocarlxin (CFy) species with a wide and essentially continuous

range of molecular weights, with no uniquely idcntifiable species. Because of the
absence of clearly identifiable species it was felt that minimal additional useful data

would be gained by delaying the test schedule until the mass sprcmmfnetes system was

fully operatirval, and so these materials were tested without the rmass spectrometer.

Y I)'DC Q9y6313. Aremco 569 and LMSC 1170 themial contiol coatings were

tested during the early part of the test propram while familiarity -A iih capabilities of

the mass sp.ctrometer and its software was still being gained. As a result, the system

sensitivity was not fully utilitcd during these three material tests. (See also Note 6)

S utC.& A ftnmal QCM thermnogravinietric analysis (QTGA) was not performed on
all of the higher teriperatuie QCMS (i e. 150 K. 220 K. and 29)X K) if there wrs
minnmal (U' no (frp,+,t on them at tie, end of the isoh•frrnal r,',j:,assng legS. I howvec+r,

all (ONIS were alw.ysl healted to I .'."Cn It;t end If a trft to etIie that thure rns no

coilitaft11n;flii re"idue on thm l(f,mr %tailzi,', tlie ne't t-,.

A-6



Note 9 Malfunctions In the automatic coritrllers used to maintain liquld nitrogen

levels in the reservoirs and failures in the liquid nitrogen supply dewars have been

been rtspon'ible for o:ca'ional test interription or truncation. These events have

been rnoted in the T-rt Information Sheets under the generic descriptim of 'iqux4

nitrwgen failure'.

Note IQ- In early July 1987, a bearing failure caused the internal desmuhtton of the

turhrinoleculaj pump used for evacuating the effu1ion cell Inteirlock chamber. A

replacerne•it for this pump was not availhble until October 1997. Dunng the interim

the intcr1(•k chamber was evacuated uirig only the mechanical punmp. The materials

tested dunng this pen(A including [.NISC 1170 thermal control coating, DC (Q) .631.

thermal control coating. VacKote MLD 73-91 oil. RTV 566 adhesive and DC 93.10

adhesive.

A. 7
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H SW4 A.'

H 91V 5(di t'.lcIw A 1')

Lx' I- 11M1 lidleuie A 14)

MiIni and ShMt Kapumr Min (I mDi) A.- 49

wMaterials: Mylar Mitt, (5 niI) A- '

Ii P T: Aisn Win~ 0I nii) A 6.9

ONg and Greown: firsyro AI VZ oil A - 79
Ilrsycote (AX) girras A -
Kryw"% 143 AD oil A .-
Vat Ktte MID! 7.191 (71I A.- IIR

roints and 1 hernial S/I K16.0 V 10paint A - 131
Contrnl Cnatlng.%: ('Irrrglarc / 106, paint A l141

DC' (q) 611.1 ItfelliaI t. wi'vi' 'i oaling A I "I
Atenico Vos) thirrviml town -I ceia'ing A 104

I.MSC 117Otlw~mdj t iwinil~ coating A - 177

( artnm Iriantiorced AS4,11 I K 0~ Rili'i ritv-t 'lfifiiie'L,thi-o rr,.i , A Im
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Table A-2

GCIMS Data for R-2S60 at 12.5"C

Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIME DE7ECTED SPECIES SPECIES IDENflFICATION

(900

73 1.14 C02 artifact
.75 2.20 CF2C12
79 0.2 n-butam

11144.40 n-propanol & bez~gnc
?220.21 to1wrien

269 0.74 tiexamethyl cyclovisiloxane
306 0.31 xylene isomer
410 1.07 octamehyl cycloteuaslox~an
577 4.71 decasnetyl cyckICVrnasiloxAfc
622 14-Ad Ccumnc acid A dodocarnedhyl cyclohcecasiloxam
730 GA.4 dibutyt dipropyl silicate
758 1.61 waakcameuhyl cyckohepwsiloxane
821 18.82 docaiack x
848 1.77 hemdecamethyl cyclooctaxijoxan
862 0.28 siiar s dodwxano ac id
897 0.39 uiloxam .
913 0.$4 unspeiried siliconc(aicylsilicate7)
933 0.60 ocadctzncshyl cyclononasilowie
964 1.56 utm~ified silicone (alkyl ov aryI ~icate 7)

1006 0.30 suilxne
1030 2.61 aommethyI cyckideAsilonanc
1076 0.17
1102 1.27 dommnabyI cycwotdcasiloxuie
1182 0.21 rawaronethyl cyclodoSccasiklawe

A -16



Table A-3

GCIMS Data for P-I.S60 at 200*C
Quantita~iin Report

AMOUNT OP
SCAN TIIME DETIECTED SPECIES SPECIE IDENWImCA11O

6)0.28 C02 anitac*
75 2.13 aiuwie

104 24.77 DVMPu~i
143 2M.04n
389 0.71 ocurwhyl cyckvave um~a
So0 2.39 downehyl cyclopavowik~um
521 0.35 910"zm
550 5.01 t -Wwk Km
596 30.25 slki si1km 7
657 1.05ckad
716 0.93 ewv~cdwwncyl cyr1olwvixuidomm
768 10A6 dowm* "ci
S(' 0.37 hex~dcmiethyl qcbmmsiodloum
870 2.33 rn26AcmOk mcid
919 2.5U daeayl methyl filozaw

9Z0.72 om adbtyt cycldcdsciloamm
980 3.29 Phenyl methyl SHlOtMi

1025 0.27 doccmnahyl I ~wiea Ioz
lot5 0.27 Penyl methyl ShioJImi
1049 1.36 phonyl methyl Isjoxa
1086 0.30 Msxaunwdiylcycwuuilozaw
1127 1.01 PheWA methyl SilOza
1159 037 hezaxuethyl cydok 0, riloxmt
1226 1.10 Phenyl mefth. alloSWU
1253 OAO Ocuvmc~metyrl rP csw kcssiswim
1354 0.79 Phrlyl methyl slici1aw
1382 0.6 WfflAMCeathyl CYV~C'mfIMu 3 JOMa
1434 2.65 MW 456 womadc sell
1535 0.311 unkzww
1565 0GM wtkno
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MATERIAL TESTED: RTV 5M6 ahesive

DATE TEST STARTED: Sertcmher 15, 1987

G;C/MS DATA FILES:

1250C Test: JG27AUG87B
21VOC Test: JG27AUG87C

Test Temcpenture (*)
i.o..oo...o.............eo..m.*eoe..-...... . .......

125 75
t• oo... .. .. .. .. ......o ..o ..o.. ..... •o ~. -o. . . .......

MATERIAL SAMPILE DATA:
Area (cml) 8.55 8.55
Weight. pretest (g) 15.90798 15.672FO
Tog mass loss (M) 0.26 0.11

ISOTIIERMAL TE&T DATA:
Test dutiofn (h) SI 41
QCNVeenvrture Data File 00915 030923
Masi Sr,.xr.motcr Data File"

QCM TIIERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QC0,V/Teperai e Data File 00918Q 00925Q
Mass Spectrometer Data File

COMMENTS:
• m.tenal is a low.temperature, controlled-volatility silicomw compound produced by

(eneral Electric Co.
* LMSC EPS 0 40-203-0050161
Ssmples supplied by C.C. Chappehl. LMSC Material & Process Laboratories (0/48-92)
Ssample holders were aluminum tubes 1.0 inch long by 0.375 inch I.D.

* atmple configuration (0IZC lest): 6 Al tubes rIlled with sample
s sample configiiranmi (75"C test): 6 Al tubes filled with sample

" Interlock chamber evicuated with 0echanical p.inp (Note 10. Sec. A.1.4)
"• mass spectrcmcr r scanrning 'rVe 10 to 400
. no QTA perforned on 299 K QCM after 125eC Isothermal Test (Note 8. Sec. A.1.4)

no q'rA performed on 298 K QCM after 75*C I.fihernal Test (Note 8. Sec. A. 1.4)
* 125°C Isothermal test temainated when chamber was accidentally veated 0o atmosphere

effusion cell was removed and samples were wcighed
chaniber remained in low vaiuuni condition with QCMs at cirrmt temperatures for 4 hrs
high vacuum was then restored and chamber was allowed to equilbirate for 13 hrs
oultrsin g c(,ntsminants fnxn iwotiermal test were still or Q(Ms

00 fit of €ontaminant (probably water) accumulated on 0CM 01 during do'wntine
essentislly no change in frequency for the other thrre QChls dicing duwn.tanx
QCM thermolravimetric analysis proceeded &A tworal

A. 19
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Table A-4

GC/MS Data for RTV 566 at 1250C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OP
SCAN7TIME DEMCIED SPECIES SPECIES ID~ENTIFICAT1ON

93 4.91 C02 AUfwt
10 .13.73 eahaol
136 1A2 butmno
62u 74.96 uiknwn

1199 4.78 Wfifea
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Table A-$

GU/MS Data for RTV S66 at 200C
Qumntitagmk Report

AMOUNTOF
SCAN TIME DETECTED SPECIES SPECIES IDENTIFICATION

138 0.78 buwol
179 1.09 I.butanol
295 0.58 hexawnhyl cyc'k •isom
405 0.26
510 0.58
523 0.65
569 0.90 ociwoic acid
648 0.24
693 12.05 demo acid
815 56.14 dokoc suwd
825 AS uzkmnosn
830 0.17
913 1.00
919 4.52 waidhcuoocacid

1030 0.86
1200 0.50
1214 0.24
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ITST INORMATION"

MATERIAL TESTED: DC 93-500 adhesive

DATE TEST STARTED: September 28, 1987

GC/MS DATA FILES:

125*CTest: KN28SEPq7B
200 Tesa: KN28SEP87D

Test Temperatume

125 75

MATERIAL, AMPLE DATA:
Area (cmJ) 8.55 8.55
Weight, pretest (g) 11.40281 11.,4696
Total mass loss (%) 0.08 0.07

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA
Test duration (h) 48 49
QCO,/Tempeture Data File 0928 01001
Mass Spectromete Data File

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QCWrcnmiermnu Dama File G0930Q 01003Q
Ma Spectrometer Data Fde

COMMENTS:
. material is a two-camponent, contvlled volatlity, room temperature vulcanizing (RTV)

silicone adhesive produced by Dow Coming Corp.
. LMSC EPS # 40-188-0010245
. samples supplied by C.C. OCappell. LMSC Material & Proces Laboratories (0/48-92)
- sample holders were aluminum tubes 1.0 inch long by, 0.375 inch L.D.
- sample configuration (I1250C test): 6 Al tubes filled with sample
. sample configuration (75SC test): 6 Al tubes filied with sample
- interlock chamber evacuated with mechanical pump (Note 10, Sec. A.1.4)
. no QTA performed on the 298 K QCM after 125*C Isothermal Test

(Note 8, Sec. A. 1.4)
- no QTA performed on 150 K. 220 K, and 298 K QCMs after 750C Isothermal Test

(Note 8, Sec. A. 1.4)
- mass spectroneter scanning Wne * 10 to 500

A-29
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Tsble AA

CCIMNS this~ for V)C 9:%-500 of 125'C

AMOUN-t OF
$CAN T1'.E tCUtPsr¶.C!S SPMC1ES 1t1*:NTPIfCATION

585co mor,~al

177292 hauiiwchyldwktm
237 1D
253 0.35

)1? 0.37
327 9.97 lm
3m6 0.15
ms5 0.37
372 0.29
311 0.21

390 0.57
"S ~0.32

414 4.22
423 055
432 0.26
440 7.23 shsm
445 1.16
460 1.1)3ytrr

466 1~12.24 du
475 0.34 bixh
412 045 vmat
491 046 by+vr win in
501 054 kai

2.w

S~l 4.76 uiume
536 40 &tl
wd 022 srih?.w

AN) 254 pIhuINW
670 797 sklo
691 1 49

S22 *i,-.

IXII~~ I' 31wtf



Table A.7

GC/MSD thit f tX9 1-500at 200
Quaintitatin Report

A%?O( T OF
S.cAN rmu., VVlIU (11 ",!i 11 CIS $M(11% (IL L)JTTICATV*I

U794 rifWvt1hyI 463's
91 1.49 erirmoned- -,I 41suur

I,,( I Ki tptrnwihyl jzilaf%

oil

2w0 0.15
293 1.6' ,u

2"401 a'm
3W 49 uahsw

371.96 ahitasm
396 oil wvmraylbew

404 055
414 ;,.(Is s'
411 031
41141 2.11 *an
441 594 flings"e
445 0.&1 *0I-Sitm
4(40 1.01
462 043
466 £91 ik
475 043 vkwwv
491 049 Ynb
503 1 76

$16 ho
$26 130 gI~n
SM9 0. W

561 ~~3 13siu
537 Sk mki66

611 0%6 *'~
640 0(41
670 527
692 4511uku
744 044

* ?ft 799D
*It% I ~92 iae

7 m
!5C 1? eba

A 7() ()%9 6I

V7 7 01~7 hun
9)1~I 092
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MATERIAL TESTED: DC 6-1104 Adhesive

DATE TEST STARTED: February 11, 1988

GC/MS DATA FILES:

O125C Test: JOSAPR88C
200*C Test: JO6APR88C

Test Te,.intre(

125 75

MATERIALIAMPLE DATA:
Asta (cmz) 8.55 8.55
Weihbt, pretest (g) 11.43941 11.36444
Tom! num loss (%) 0.58 0.29

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Test duration (h) 48 29
QC~hrempmme Dam File G0211 00214
Mm Spectromaer Daa File

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QCWrcmperanzr Dama File 00213Q no data
MassSpecawomeer Daita Fde no datz

COMMENTS:
Smaterial is a controlled-volazillty, silicone scalant ptoduced by Dow Comnng Corp.
- LMSC EPS# 40-191-0050169
. samples suppld by C.C. ChsppelU, LMSC MawWl & Pmcess Laboratories (0/48-92)
- sample holders were aluminum tubes 1.0 inch long by. 0.375 inch LD.
- sample confguration (125*C st): 6 Al tubes filled with sample
- sample configuration 157C teat): 6 Al tubes filled with sample
- 7JC Isothmnal Test terminated after 29 hours due to liquid"nltzog- failure

(Note 9. See. A. 1.4)
- no QTA performed after 75'C Isothermal Test due to liquid nitrogen failure

(Note 9. Sec. A. 1.4)
- specamotei scan'Mingn /e - 10 to 5W0
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No Data AMailable -QCM Thermal Analysis Not Performed

Fig. A-27 QTGA Data for Outgasing Products Collected on the 90K QCM (Am
a DC 6-1104 Sample At 7YIC. Mais of Collected Ouigaissing Products
Remaining on the QCM and Evaporition Rate (mom the QCM as Functions
of Tenipoature.
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GCIMS Mis for DC 6-1104 of1251C
Quar.r1tallon fleporl,

AMOMWF O
SCAN TIME D21IC1D SPEIs SPECIE ID214'TFCA11ON

64 0,63 cZiflwiw
92 025

105 2.36 hup. Ron

111 2.27
323 0194 wilbyI Almol
175 62.S4 .buww.
240 0.74 W..UV

273 009

403 02S
406 0111
426 0.7

453 0617

463 1A
473 us5
464 0.20
Sid 0.33
543 0.23
545 0.20

632 0.2
629 0.36
663 0.12
6716 0.7S
730 0.36
722 0,12
"S3 0.79
734 0AS

132 0US
$40 Us3

921 0,17



Table A-9

GC/MS Data for DC 6-1140 at 2OVC
Qatibdoe Reowl

AMOUNT OP
SCAN TIME DETECTED SPECU:S SPECIES IDENTMFC47ION

53 4.69 C02aNdac

103 3.00 aopiropuowl
120 0.73

122 3.14 Utrmethyl sitafKd
172 58.86 I.buWw,
154 0.73

274 0.43
291 3.92 heaamwftI cr~imizWel
42S 0.36
458 9.46 24ftyl*.hoeawo
562 0.76
680 0.46
736 0.75
'66 0.79
134 0.61
U42 9a0 aiifut no in bW* fun
m8 0,4

923 C.33
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T INFORMATON

MATERIAL TESTED: Kaptn frdm (1 mail)

DATE TEST STARTED: February 19.1988

GC/MS DATA FILES:

* .5*CTest: JGSAPRRRF
200* Test: JG6APR88G

Test Tempen•etu (%O

125 73

MATERIAL AMPLE DATA:
Area (cm-) 20M.32 2090.32
Weight. pretest (g) 3.758 3.770
Tota mass (I ) no data nodata

ISOTHErNMAL TEST DATA:
Test( 0ation (1) 24 24
QW• engeratum Dat File 00219 00221
Mass Spccuumcer Data File

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QC/renVem=f Daut File G2 O0222Q
Mane Spwutcer Data FiJe

COMMENTS:
- material Is a polylmide plastic film (u.00I inch by 18 inch roll) produced by

E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.. Inc.
• LMSC EPS# 22-527-000(X=0
o samples supplied by JJ. Spaulding. LMSC Materials & Processes Ftnpg (0/62-92)

s uazpi.confiuration(125 C etet): 2sheeects-each900inchby9.00muichby I mil
sample conflgtuaL.. •'"C test): 2 shr•ue - euah 9.00 inch by 9.0 inch by mui
I fl-al sample weirhts va) -0,'ble - unable to confiri (Note 4, Sec. A. 1.4)
,Abo QTA pItfcgrm on the 298 P ," afte 75"C isohamAl Test
(Note 8. Sec. A. 1.4)

- mas specMwnewr scann ig ,•e - 10 to 300

A. 59
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Table A-1O

GC/MS Data for Kipton at IWC
QuantLution Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN 1ME DETECTED SPECIES SPECIES IDENIlTICATION

(is:) (amem)

NO CONTAMINANT SPECIES FOUND IN THIS SAMPLE AT THIS TEMPERATURE

A-56
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Table A-11

GC/M4S Data for Kaptoa, ut 200C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OF
SCANITIME DETECFED SPECIES SPECIES IDN74TIFCAT1ON

84 36.65 C02 sdffsd
90 1.11 Fropu

98 1.16
104 6.19 memm onesvrwo1o
106 0.61
111 0.87
121 2.24 C6 114
127 0*5
134 2.27
148 1.0
161 14.69 meir id
167 2.46 beftae atifwt
170 1 .22 aipltice hydffcafboa Wfifad
184 2A8
231 0.80
244 3.29 ~aecMfc
405 0.81
422 8.16

$42 1.71 fact sme in blank run
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NO CONTAMINANT SPECIES FOUND IN THE 12.VC SAMPLE

100
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Fi. A-35 Amount of Collocted Volatilej Remaining in OC/MS
Column from Knpwn st I25C and 2.C
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M INFORMATION

MATERIAL TESTED: ?Ayai film (5 ndi)

DATE TEST STARTED: Febriiay 27, 1988

GC/MS DATA FILES:

12SCTest: JG8APR88D
200*CTes: JG6APR98D

Test Temperawt ('C)

125 75

MATERIAL AMPLE DATA:
Area (cm ' .22.58 522.56
Weight, pretes, (g) 4.58020 4.64210
Total mass loss (%) no data nodus

ISOTHERMAL TEUT DATA:
Test duration (h) 24 24
QC/Tegiperature Data Fde G0227 00229
Mass Spectometer Data Fde

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QCMTemperatune Data File G02Q 00301Q
Mass Spccuomter Data Flde

COMMENTS:
- material Is a polyethylene terephthalate film (0.005 inch by 48 inch roll) pmd~aed

by E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
- LMSC EPS# 22-501-0005694
. samples supplied by J1. Sraulding, LMSC Materials & Processes EngrS (0/62-92)
. smpleconfiguradon (115 C test): 1 shecet - 9.00 inch by 4.50 Inch by 5 zr.U
- sample configuration (730C test): I sheet - 9.00 inch by 4.50 inch by5 roil
* final sample weights very unstable - unable to confirm (Note 4, Sec. A.1.4)
* mass spectrometer scanning m/e = 10 to 500
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Table A-U

.GCIMS Data for Mylar at 12SWC
Quantitation Report

AMOUNTOF
SCAN TOM& DETECTED SPECIES SPECIES IDENTICATION

(•) (~mv)

82 7.16 C02 Nifmz
88 29.50

159 35.47 2-me#hyl-2-1prpcno1 & unknown
404 0.77
791 3.57
"840 13.28 srlba

1030 2.08 he wa
1183 4.62
1247 3.56

A.6



Table A-13

GC/MS Data for Mylar at 200*C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIME DETECTED SPECIES SPECIES IDENTI]ICATION

87 40.94 Co2 a•tift
95 5.66 popaw

105• 1.60 2-methyl butane
111 1.17
130 1.95 C6H14
170 41.08 2-mcthyl-1, 3-dioxolane
179 0.82
193 3.38 alipMaLic hydmron ar •a
238 0.91
251 1.36 twuae airifct
408 1.12 tWifat

A -67
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TM INFORMATION

MATERIAL TESTED: FEP Teflon film (0 rmil)

DATE TEST STARTED: February 23, 1988

GUC/MS DATA FILES:

125C Test: JG8APR88E
200*C Test: JG6APR88E

Test Tempertw (0C)

125 75

MATERIALAAMPLE DATA:
Area (cmz) 2090.32 2090.32
Weight, pretest (g) 5.6330 5.60420
Total mass loss (%) no data no data

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Test duration (h) 24 24
QCM/Tenperxture Data File G0223 G0225
Man Spectrometer Daw. File

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QCM/Temperatur Data File G0224Q G0226Q
Mass Spectrometer Data File

COMMENTS:
- material is a fluorinaw4 ethylene propylene plastic film (0.001 inch by 48 inch roll)

produced by E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.. Inc.
- LMSC rPS# 22-304-0000000
- samples supplied by J.J. Spaulding, LMSC Materials & Processes EnVB (0/62-92)
- sample configuration (125 C test): 2 sheects - each 9.00 inch by 9.00 inch by I mitl

sample configuration (75TC test): 2 sheets - each 9.00 inch by 9.00 inch by I ralm-rmal sample weights veq unstable - unable to confirm (Note 4, Sec. A.'.4)
-reter scanning n/e -0 to 500
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TaMb A.14

GC/MS Data for FEP Teflon at IZS*C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNTOF
SCAN TIME DE SPIECIESC SPECIES IDBN'TIFJCATION

NO CONTAMINANT SPECIES FOUND IN THIS SAMPLE AT ThIS TEMPERATURE

A -76



Table A-15

GC/MS Data for FEPiflon at Z2uJ0CK
QuamtitAtIon Reprt

AMOVNThTOF
SCAN TTME DETECTD SPECIES SPECIES IDEN17MCA71ON

8352.98NO
98 2.07 Aliphaic~ hydkowtxms

103 1.93 Aliphatic bye ibs
121 4.40 aliphatic hydaKxabom j
148 1.02 a cu khydrocbmns
184 3.54 ai~phati hydrocwbo wamfact
2AS 2.10
405 7.22 aliphaw~ hydavcai' mteci
416 3.05 ardagi
453 2.90 onwfaa
463 1.84 sfc
$41 16.94 "Factmm ein blan~kfun
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NO CONTAMINANT SPELIES FOUND IN TilE IIC SAMPLE

100 • - , - , - , - , - , - , ,

iICA ____I& ( -)

Me. A.49 Amo.i,• of Collectd Volauln Rcmnia~anini hC C"/M5
Co.lun fni 511•' Tetlw• at 125"C a.,. 2gfrC
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MATERIAL T STED Brayco 815Z oil

DATE TEST S fARTiEI: AIgvst '0. 1986

GC.CMS DATA FIl.LES:

125'C Test: data nru available
200tC Test: data no avalable

Tcst Tcm~rw':r'C"

S............ 
o............................ 

......... .]

125 75 1

MATERIAL SAMPLE DA' A:

Ares (tm2) 8.3 15.07 13 71
Weight, prntest (g) 3 028824 2.6Q 1542 2 (A41292
Total mass kss CA-) no data no data 3 (1

ISOTIIERMAL TFEST DATA:

Test duration (h) 119 11Q 119Qk,,,kjlqenrp;rtuir Data File f."S210 X) RZIRA { i(Y;.06

Mass Spc•.-txmter Data File no data no dats v 1a

QCM TIHFERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
(,K.N/Teniprnture Data File G0825 G0002 GYI I
Miui Speiurmeter DaFilsie no dta no dAta no &,:t

COMMENTS:
* mntrial ik a low-w,latili ty. Irfluorinaned roilvethcr % *,cad by Pray Oil Co.

I.MSC 1F.'SO 34.464-(O)12,6
samplei rsupplied by flurmah-sa'timl Inc.. l1riy Pr,',ducia i,' i-.on
*stmple hokler were ittairnIci ste(l t ups 0 9 inch ID )ty " I ;Itch .'ep-;

. sample confisguratiso J 23'C teit): 2 SS cupi full (i oil

. sample configuraion (7C test): 3 SS cvp I13 /Ifll of mo

. sample crnfi•uratin ( (X)"C Iest): 3." SS 1/t3l. l till of fil

. no final sample weight% avaul~blc for 121'3C ind 75^C cvst (, ie 1. Sec. A 1 4)
O QCM shutters were aperturird dunng I,,otherinalI ests and (till open dunng QITA te'a.

S(C/MS data no available fir this niateinal (Note 5, Sec. A 1.4)
rmias ipmtrnmmer nct in 'pcfition dirnng this material test (Note 6, Sec. A. 1.4)
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Table A-16

GCUMS Data for Brayco 91Z at 125*C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TDAE DETECT.D SPECIES SPECIES DENTFICATION

GUJMS DATA NOT AVAILABLE

A -89



Table A-17

GCUMS Data for Brayco 815Z at 2000C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIME DETECTED SPECIES SPECIES IDENTIFICATION

GC/MS DATA NOT AVAILABLE

A-90



NO GC/NIS DATA AVAILA1BLE

FOR ThUS SAMPLE AT IWSC

NO GCUM DATA AVAILABLE

FOR THIS SAMPLE AT 200C

Fig. A.59 Amount '1t Coliected Volatiles Reniaifing L- GCCMS
Column f(xon Ptrayco 815Z at 125 0C and 20(0C
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TIES ORMAfIN

MATERIAL TESTED: Braycoxe 600 grease

DATE TEST STARTED : July 25, 1986

GC/MS DATA FILES:

125*C Test: data not available
2000C Test: data not available

Test Tempernture (0)

125 75 25

MATERIAL SAMPLE DATA:

SA (;2) 7.18 7.18 7.18
Weight. pretest (g) 3.95355 3.6,R9283 3.74549
Total mass loss (%) no data 0.26 0.04

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Test duration (h) 120 120 120
QCWM emperature Data File 00811 G0728 G0804
Mass Spectrmeter Data File no data no data no data

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QfM eperbtur Data File G0816Q G0802Q G0809Q
Mas Spectrmeter Data File no data no data no data

COMMENTS:
- material is a low-volatility, perfluorinated polyether grease produced by Bray Oil Co.
- LMSC EPS# 34-465-0000677
- samples supplied by Burmah-Castul Inc., Bray Products Division
- sample holders were aluminum cups 0.6 inch I.D. by 0.2 inch high
- sample configuation (125C test): 4 Al cups half-full of grease
- sample configuration (750C test): 4 Al cups half-full of grease
- sample configuration (250C test): 4 Al cups half-full of grease
- Al cups are armnged inside effusion cell not directly below the orifice
* no finrJ sample weights available for 12.5C test (Note 3, Sec. A.1.4)
- 3hutters were apertured during Isothermal Tests and full open during QTA Tests
- no QTA performed on 298 K QCM after 250C Isothermal Test (Note 8, Sec. A.1.4)
. GC/MS data not available for this material (Note 5, Sec. A. 1.4)
. mass spectrometer not in operation during this material test (Note 6, Sec. A. 1.4)
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Fig. A-67 Volatile Condensable Material on Collector QCMs at 150 K, 220 K,
and 298 K as a Function of Time for a Braycc'¢ 600 Sample at 25TC.
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Table A-18

GCIMS Data for Braycote 600 at 125'C
Quantitation Report

F#.MC4tW4T OF
SCAN TIME DETECTRD SPECIES SPECIES IDENTIFICATION

(Sac) )

GCCMS!DATA NOT AVAILABLE

A.-102



Table A.19

GC/MS Data for Braycote 600 at 2000C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIMN DETECTED SPECIES SPECIES IDENT(FiCATION

(N) O)

GCUMS DATA NOT AVAILABLE

A - 103



NO GCCMS DATA AVAILABLE
FOR THIS SAMPLE AT LWC

NO GOC DATA AVAILABLE

FOR THIS SAMPLE AT 200C

Fig. A-69 Amount of Collected Vnlabile Remaining in =C/AS
Column from Braycou: 600 at 125*C and 200T
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TEST REORMATION

MATERIAL TESTED: KIytox 143AD

DATE TEST STARTE1I: February 20,1987

GC/MS DATA FILES:

125*C Test : JG23MAY88E
2000C Test: JG23MAYC8C

Test Temperature (-)

125 7S 25

MATE RIAL AMPLE DATA:
Area (cm 10.09 10.09 10.09
Weight, pretest (Q) 4.0 4.0 4.0
Total mass less (%) no data nodata nodata

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Test duration (h) 63 45 96
QC( 'Nemperatur Data File 00220 G0225 G0305
Mass Spectromer Dam File no data no data no data

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QCN/rempemtr Data File C-0223Q 00227Q 00309Q
Mass Spectrometer Data File no data no data no data

COMMENTS:
- mawe"ial is a perfluoroalkylpolyether oil produced by E.I. DuPont DeNernours Co.
- LMSC EPS# 34-402-0000000
- saimples supplied by E.I. du Pont de Nemours, Chemicals and Pigments Department

sample holders were stainless steel cups 0.9 inch I.D. by 0.1inch deep
Ssarmle configuration (125*C test): 2 SS cups ful vi oil
sample configuration (75 0C test): 2 SS cups full of oil
.u .mple configuration (25*C test): 2 SS cups full of oil
initial sam pI weights are estimatedto + 10% (Note 1, Sec. A.1.4)
final sample weights are unknown

- QCM shutters were aperatred during lsotherrmal Tests and full open du.qig QTA tests
no QTA performed on 298 K QCM after 25°C Isothermal Test (Note 8, Sec. A. 1.4)

- mass spectrometer not in operation during this material test (Note 6, Se.. A. 1.4)
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Table A.20

GC/MS Data for Krytox 143 AD at 12S'C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNTOF
SCAN TIME DETECTED SPECIES SPECIES IDENTICATION

(scc) (paso

192 1.39 umknown fluamo•bon
271 5.52 unknown fluomcabon
300 2.10 unknown fluscowonu
314 1.33 unknown fluurcarbon
344 1' h unknown fluoavcauon
373 ý.86 unknown fluoocarbon
423 20.44 unknown fluorcarbon
449 234 unknown fluorocabon
492 22 62 unknown fluoro',mabon
542 14.04 unknown fluomroton
600 3.93 unknown fluorocarbon
639 3.51 artifac
673 1.66 unknown fluorocarbon
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Table A.21

GC/MS Data for Krytox 143 AD at 2000C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIME DETECTED SPECI.S SPECIES IDENTIFICATION

NON

265 0.69 unknown fluorobon
342 2.44 wtawnl 1uomcwbon
369 0.62 unknown fluoocubon
380 0.47 unknown fluozocabon
415 533 unknown fluorocarbon
440 1.06 unknown fluorocarbon
502 8.21 unknown fluorocarbon
524 1.51 unmknown fluorocarbon
569 8.37 ukdmown fluorocarbon
588 0.70 unknown fluorocw:bon
621 5.19 unknown fluorocarbon
640 1.59 unknown flt: mcarbon
640 0.36 artifact seen in bLk nL,
654 0.78 artifact seen in blank nm
686 6.90 artifAct seen in btsutk run
697 0.42 unknown fluorocarbon
738 9.40 unknown fluorourbon
753 1.51 artifact seevn in blank rum
766 1.21 unkw" fluorocarbon
797 12.33 arifact seen in blank rum
843 8.32 unknown fluorocartxn
882 6.34 unknown fluorocarbon
917 4.36 unknown fluorocarbon
946 3.76 unknown fluorocarbon
974 2.72 unknown fluomcarbon
"995 2.67 unknown fluorcarbon

1017 1.79 unknown fluorocarbon
1030 0.78 unknown fluomcarbon
1045 0.18 unknown fluorocarb• n
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S~.t

TFST INFORMATIION

MATERIAL TESTED: VacKote MID 73-91 oil

DATE TEST STARTED: August 17, 1987

GCIMS DATA FILES:

1250C Test: KNIIAUG87E
200C Test: KNI IAUG87C

Test Tempeature (6')

125 75 25

MATERIALAMPLE DATA:
Ares (cm) 15.14 15.14 15.14
Weigt, pretest (g) 3.34692 3.26316 3.10824
Tot msloss (%) no data 0.40 nodam

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Test duration (h) 26 24 24
QCMfremperaure Data File G0817 G0027 G0830
Mass Spectrometer Dam File "

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QCWrempermnnr Dam File 00818Q G0828Q G0831Q
Man Spectrometer Data File

COW M :
- mateial is a paralinic hydrocarbon oil pn.iucM by Ball Aerospace. Systems Divisicn
- samples supplied by LL. P.M. Falco, LJSA:-/AFWAL/MLBT
. sample holders were stainless steel cups 0.9 Inch I.D. by 0.1 inch demp
. sample configuration (125*C test): 3 SS cutrs full of oil

sample configurmion (750C test): 3 SS cups full of oil
sample configuration (250C test): 3 ýS cups fill of oi!
C o final sample weights available for 1250C and 250C tests (Note 3, Sec. A.1.4)
interlock chamber evacuated with mechsnica' pump (No.e 10, Sec. A. 1.4)

- only first 5 hours of mass spactioracer data stored ',or 250C Isothermal Test
no QTA performed on 220 K and 298 K QCMs after 250^. Isothermal Test
(Note 8, Sec. A. 1.4)

Smass spectrometerscanning rPWe - 10 to 400
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Table A.22

GCUMS Data for VacKote MLD 73-91 at 125°C
Quaautation Report

/-

AMOUNMOF
SCAN Ma. DElICTED SPECES SPECE I•D•IEW1CAMTON

(we) (Ow")

120 14.65 rom IF
206 6.12 Ims
213 11.55 3.3dimehyl-2.4wuion.
409 23.36 fxt am in bWu rm
457 9.62 iufa am in blnk rw
467 6.25
716. SAI C•g15 cyclic amine?
931 6k2
973 .13A3
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Table A-23

GC•MS Data for VacKote MLD 73-91 at 00C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OF
SCANTEME DETECMD SPECES SPECS IDENTW ATION

(=€)

205 0.87 hqmt
212 1.35 3.3 dimetyl butwone
408 0.96 Mifa nseo in blank run
456 0A7 am usee in blank nm
466 0.19 's en in blank rua
635 2.31 bkydhatn
690 2M08
702 0.65
713 0.47
717 z.8
724 0.91
749 0.38
805 OA9
837 1.18
858 0.70 "
879 0.54
883 0.76
931 0.65*

973 1.09
1019 2.80 "
1053 1.06
1062 4.31 •
1109 1.21
1128 344
1141 1.23
1161 0.90
1170 2.60
1172 0.93
1182 1.81
1187 2.05
1192 1.22
1239 2.79
1247 2.89 W

1284 5.18 "
1294 12.01 "
1326 2.33 "
1346 4.G2 "
1386 1.89
1389 1.19 "
1392 1.10
1421 3A9
1451 2.16 "
1453 2.59
1549 13.88
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TEST INFORMATION

MATERIAL TESTED: S/13G/LO-VIO paint

DATE TEbT STARTED: March 25.1988

GCUMS DATA FILES:

1250C Tstt: JG7APR88G
200"C Test: JG7APR88C

Test Temperature (0C)

125 75

MATERIAL.AAMPLE DATA:
Area (cm1) 26.74 26.74
Weight, pretest (g) 1.46489 1.40055
Tog mass loss(%) 1.00 0.45

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Test duration (h) 24 24
QaW/emperatur Data File G0325 G0327
Mass Spectrometer Data File

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QCM/Trewcratue Data File G0326Q G0328Q
Mass Spectrometer Data File

COMMENTS:
- material is a low-outgassing, white, thermal control paint with SWS Silicone Corp. VIO

silicone binder and zinc oxide pigment
- material is produced by Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute
- LMSC EPS# 37-489-0000000
- sanples supplied by Cliff Cerbus, University of Dayton Research Institute
- sample substrates were aluminum discs 0.945 inch diameter by 0.043 inch thick
- sample configuration ( 25°C lest): 5 Al discs sprayed on one side
- sample configuration (705C test): 5 Al discs sprayed on one side

initial sample weigur s and substrate weights measured at University of Dayton
i final sample weights measured at LMSC

- mass spectrometer scanning W/e = 10 to 500
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Table A-24

GCINS Data for S/I3GILO.V1O at W*C
Quantitation Report

AMOUWF OF
SCAN TIUM DMTECIED SPECIES SPECIES IDEI~rIFICAT'ON

(00

83 3.52 C02ardWc
104 0.56
405 4.05ma
455 1.89 uffuic
463 0.83
535 1.21 ic~
558 3.06 m5i ncoain82 blk no. 4-748
654 A2ifi M y~uo
7191 6.14 adpt~ec hydrombo
781 3.70 ak*& by~cubon
794 1.59
832 1.22
$ 40 4.36 Aidd by*umlbn
$43 1.89
855 14A86 oum kodd
869 2A9
896 SA mlw hy*amcain

2A4
g02 0.96
911 1.25
913 1.9
918 1.96
925 128
933 0.45
942 17.69 michdw
%49 3.50
"s5 2.00
961 4.5" lopaa~

1040 2.03 iefdew
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Table A.25

GC/MS Data for S/13GILOA¥ 10 wt 2W0C
Quanitatiou Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIME DETECTED SPECIES SPECIES IDENTIFICAOhN

(•) (Fm= )

83 1.95 a)2 wtnift
90 0.96 . butae
96 0.85 ethanol

104 0.79 2-propmno
117 0.29 silicone compoud
172 0.71 I-bhanl
292 1.57 ItmAzthyl cy slo ae
405 0.13 wifaa
433 0.11 s!dn
592 12.46 camnoic wid
6S4 0.20
719 13.23 dec ok iad
7R1 0.27
848 48.54 dcdemsna acidw
855 1.59
869 0.26
896 0.81
900 OAS
911 0.14
915 0.27
918 0.29
925 0.20
942 3.84 7as ?
949 0.96
955 0•66

962 1.39 w auic aid
1042 232 ma?
1048 0.26
1059 0.88
1093 0.21
1132 1.20 cr?
1138 0.79
1150 0.21 7'
1390 0.24
1227 0.50
1241 0.28
1249 0.20
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TEST INFORMATION

MATERIAL TESTED: Chemnglaze Z306 paint

DATE TEST STARTED: March 19,1988

GCUMS DATA FILES:

125C Test: JG7APR88E
2000C Test: JG7APR88D

Test Temperature (0•)

125 75

MATERIALAAMPLE DATA:
Area (cm') 39.15 39.15
Weight, pretest (g) 0.591.14 0.60470
Total mass loss (%) 2.52 2.40

ISOTIERMAL TEST DATA:
Test duration (h) 24 24
Q /empmrate Di,-ta FHle G0319 G0323
,Mars Spectrometer Data Fde H

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QCM/iemperatwe Data File G0320Q G0324Q
Mass Spectrometv Data Flde

COMMENTS:
- paterl is a one-component, flat-black coating with carbon black pigment and

polyurethine binder produced by Lord Corp.
. LtSC EPS# 37-494-0100134
* samples supplied by B.C. Petrie, LMSC Materials & Prtcesses Engineering (0/62-92)
- sample subsnrates were aluminum discs 1.0 inch diameter by 0. 13 inch thick
- sample configuration (125SC test): 5 Al discs sprayed on one side
- sample configuration (75 0C test): 5 Al discs sprayed on one side
- ma• spect-ometer scanning mWe a 10 to 500

mass spectrometer recalibrated between 1 250C and 75*C Isothermal Tests
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Table A.26

GC/MS Data tor Chemglaze Z306 at 125OC
Quanzitation Report

AMOUNT OP

SCAN TM DETECrED SPECIES SPECIES IDENTIFICATION
(8K) (par•c)

137 0.07
244 0.05
330 0A2

. 344 0.07
566 53.36 inoma of#S74, (C7H1603)ak"
574 13.75 1-(2-meiiaygepoxy)-2-1propaol
619 0.35 alboo
629 0.18
62 in slcohol
671 0,67 *Ooho

775 042 C14 HI802 cycic olefin ketone-
80 28.40 butylwed bydtoy tolnae (B.H.T.)
$42 0.73
880 0.34
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Table A-27

GC/MS Data for Chemgaze Z306 at 2000C
Quantitatiun Report

AMOUWF OF
SCAN TIPE DUZECThD SPECiES SPECIES IDEM171FIC.4UMt

83 2.95 C02 anfa
103 0.25
129 0.98 24mcdhyl-1-peiiww
138 1.00 4.mediyl-2-pemen
150 0.21
179 1.94 1-m6Vmoy.2.prc~snol
224 0.21 44mnehyl-2-paumnoe
240 0.73 4.niedyl.2-penmwni
245 0.11
275 0.12
297 0.06
330 0A2
344 0.40
388 2.23 2-(2-JrwthOxychoxy) ahuicd
433 0.18
437 0.68 1.a-cdhory-.1-cicyl cihomy)-21-pmfol,
554 0.67
566 40M0 lsomwo(U573. (CA M50) sicaolo
574 9.78 1-42-mclioxy~poW y)-2-jxqW,uoi
619 0.22 . alohol
629 0.15
662 0.72 alck"
673 0A3 alcohol
697 6.39 soIuen dliaoyana Cr.D..)
M2 0.31I.775 0.80 C14HHl8OZ cychicolrm kemw

800 23.50 butyluze hydroxy tofu=e (BILT.)
843 0.23

*1273 4.24 Iriphenyl phosphnie
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TEST INFORMATION

MATERIAL TESTED: DC Q9-6313 thermal control coating

DATE TEST STARTED: July 21, 1987

GCUMS DATA FILES:

125eC Test: daa not available
2000C Test: data not available

Test Temperture (0C)

125 75 25

MATERIALAAMPLE DATA:
Area (cmn 17.88 18.53 18.31
Weight, pretest (g) 0.69 0.43 0.54
Total mass loss (%) .39 .40 .19

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Test duration (h) 121 113 120
QCM/remperanue Data File G0721 G0729 00807
Mass Spectrometer Data Flle

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QCMfremperature D3ta File G0727Q 00803Q 00812Q
Mass Spectrometer Data File

COMMENTS:
. material is a thrmal contol coating with silver flakes and polysiloxane resin binder

manufactured by D.A. Vance, LPARL Thermal Sciences Laboratory (0/92-40)
- :he polysiloxane resin is produced by Dow Coming Corp.
- samples supplied by H.B. Gjerde, LMSC Materals & Processes Engineering (0/62-92)
- samp!e substrates were aluminum discs 1.0 in-h diameter by 0.1inch thick
- sample configuration (125*C test): 3 Al disc, sprayed on one side
. sample onfiguration (75*C ts): 3 Al discs sprp.yed on one side
- sample configuration (2-5C test): 3 Al discs sprayed on one side
- initial sample weights ame ± 10% (Note 2, Sec. A. 1.4)
- no QTA pedormed cm 220 K and 298 K QCMs after 125C lsothernal Test

(Note 5, Sec. A. 1.4)
. no QTA performed on 298 K QCM aftr 75*C Isothermal Test (Note 8, Sec. A. 1.4)
- no QTA performed on 298 K QCM after 25*C Isothermal Tes: (Note 8, Sec. A. 1.4)
- interlock chamber evacuated with mechanical pump (Note 10, Sec. A. 1.4)
- GCMS data not available for this material (Note 5, Sec. A.1.4)
. mass spectrometer scanning m/e = 10 to 600

mats spectrometer sensitivity very low (Note 7, Sec. A. 1.4)
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Table A-28

GC/MS Data for DC Q9-6313 at 1250C
Quanitntion Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIME DEItCTED SPECIES SPEC•ES IDENTIFICATION

GC/MS D.• NOT AVAILABLE
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Table A-29

GCUMS Data for DC Q9.6313 at 200C 'I.
Quantitation Report

SCNM. DE DSPECIE SFPL'WS IL'EN'I1PCATION

S..

CCMS DATA NOT AVAILABLE

A
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NO GCIMS DATA.4VAILABLE

FOR THIS SAM-PLE AT 12SOC

NO GCMUI DATA AVAILABLE

FOR THIS SAMPLE AT 2000C

lo

Fig. A.I13 Amowunof Coltaced Vok~ilos Rcmainuig inGC/MS
Column btor DC Q9-6313 at 1250C and 2W0C
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TEST INFRMATION

MATERIAL TESTED: Aremco 569 thetmal control coating

DATE TEST STARTED: June 29, 1987

GUMS DATA FILES:

125* Test: data not available
200*C Test: data not available

"Test Temperaumz (CC)

125 75 25

MATERIAL SAMPLE DATA:
Sample Aream(cm2) 17.88 18.53 18.31
Weight, pretest (g) 0.44 0.78 0.80
Total mass loss (%) 3.58 2.28 1.39

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Tebt duration (h) 25 24 24
Q(WremMpturw Data File 00629 G0701 G0706
Mass Spewoc= Data File

QCM THERMdAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QC rcVrempeaum Dutz File063Q072 7C7
Mas Specuuz'ew Daa File

COMMENTS:
- material is an inorganic, thermal contl co at ing with aluminnmn oxide pigment

and potassium silicate binder produced by Aremc Corp.
samples supplied by -LB. Gjerde, LMSC Materials & Processes Engineeaing (/62-92)

-" sample jubstrates were aluminum discs 1.0 inch diameter by 0.1 inch thick
sample configaratuon (125"C test)- 3 Al ,.iscs sprayed on one Fide
sample confiprafi)n (75°C test): 3 A; discs sprayed on one side
-s.imple coniguraon (26'C test): 3 Al discs sprayed on one side

. initial sample weights are t 10%, (Note 2, Sec A.1.4)

. no QTA perfomied on 150 K, 220 K, and 298 K QCMs after 1250.C Isothermal Test
(Note 8, Sec. A. 1.4)

- no QTA performeA on 150 K.,220 K, and 298 K QCMs after 75C Isothermal Test
(Note 8, Sec. A. 1.4)

- no QTA peaformd on 150 K,220 K, and 298 K QCMs after 25*C lshohem! Test
(Nom. 8, Sec. A. 1.4)

- GC/MS data not available for this rtaterial (Note 5, Sec. A. 1.4)
- mass specunmter wn•mi rr/e - 10 to 600
- mass specuroeter scnsidvty very low (Note 7, Sec. A.I.4)
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Table A.31

GCIMS Data for Aremco S69 at 200°C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIME CETECTED SPE.IES SPECIES .DEN'rfCAriON

GC/MS DATA NOT AVAILABLE

A- 175



NO GCUMS DATA AVAILABLE

FOR THIS SAMPLE AT LWC

NO GCUMS DATA AVAILABLE

FOR THIS SAMPLE AT 200C

Fig. A-123 Amount of Collcted Volatiks Rcmaining in GC/MS
Column from Arcmco 569 at 125SC and 200*C
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TF"T INFORMATION

MATERIAL TESTED: LMSC 1170 thtnal conturol coating

DATE lF.a" STARTED: July 9, '9,47

GC/MS DATA FILES:

125C Test: data not a',6,ble
200*C Test: data not avaiLklc

Test Temperatm'e (C)

125 75 25

MATERULLAMPLE DATA:
Area (cmn) 18.53 18.31 18.53
Weight. pretest (g) 0.29 0.41 0.35
Total mass loss (%) 2.89 1.88 0.86

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Test duration (h) 24 24 23
QCN•/Ternntre Data File G0709 00713 00715
Mass Spectrmeter Data File

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
Q'./Treperature Data File G0710Q 00714Q no data
Mass Spectometer Data File no data no data

COMMENTS:
. material is a transparent silicate thermal contnrl cfAtilig with aluminum oxide and

zinc oxide pigments and potassium silicate binder produced by LMSC
. samples supplied by H.B. Gjerde, LMSC Materials & Processes Engineering (0/62-92)
- sample substrates were aluminum discs 1.0 inch diameter by 0 linch thick
- sample configuration (125SC test): 3 Al discs sprayed on one side
* sample configuuadon (75*C test): 3 Al discs sprayed on one side
- sample wnfiguration (25°C test): 3 Al discs sprayed on one side

i initial sample weights are t 10% (Note 2, Sec. A.1.4)
* no 250C isothermal outgassing test data after 18 hrs due to liquid nitrogen failure

(Note 9, Sec. A. 1.4)
no QTA peformned on 150 K. 220 1, and 298 K QChls after 125*C Isothermal Test
(Note %, Sec. A. 1.4)

* no QTA pcrformed on 150 K, 220 K, and 298 K QCMs after 75C Isothermal Test
(Note 8. Sec. A. 1.4)

* no QTA performed on QCMs after 250C Isothermal Test due to liquid nitrogen failure
(Note 9. Sec. A. 1.4)
interlock chamber evacuated with mechanical pump (Note 10, Sec. A.1.4)

. OC/MS data no; avaitable for this material (Note 5, Sec. A. 1.4)
- mass spectrometer scznning m/e - 10 to 600
Srnas, spectrometer sensitiv-ty very low (Note 7, Sec. A.1.4)
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NO GCWM8 DATA AVAILABLE

FOR TWS SAMPLE AT 12M

NO GCAMS DATA AVAILABLEC

FOR TuB SAMPLE AT 2WC

PlI. A.133 Amount otCollectcd VoISUI4S RemaInIng in GC/MS
Columa fromi LMSC 1170jig 125*C &M 200C
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TFS"T NFO RMATION

MATERIAL TESTED: AS4/PEEK (carbon fiber/thczmoplatic resin) -

DATE TEST STARTED: April 1, 1988

GC/MS DATA FILES:

125C Test: JO18DEC87F
200oC Test: JG22r)EC87C

Tesa Tempernaue (C)

125 75

MATERIAL SAMPLE DATA:

Area (cm 2 ) 51.47 S1.23
Weight, pretest (g) 6.46845 6.43252
Total mass loss (%) 0.04 0.03

ISOTHERMAL TESI DATA:
Ter- duraton (th) 48 48
QCM/eTipemra Data File G0401 G0403
Mass Spectometer Data File i

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QCOW/eneamwr Data File G0403Q G0405Q
Mass Specizome Data Fde

"OMMENTS:
Smaeial is a composite using AS4 carbon fiber and a Vicux' polyethcretherketone

thennoplasuc mamx produced by Imrxia Chemcal Indusmies Ltd.
samples supplied by R.G. Rudness, Martin Marietta Energy Systems. Inc.
Umple configuration (1250C test): 4 squares, ea•h 1.0 inch by 1.0 inch by 0.060 inch

sample configuration (75*C test): 4 squares, each 1.0 inch by 1.0 inch by 0.060 inch
" sampl were cleaned with isoprpyl alcohol 24 hours before start of test
no QTA perfomied on50K, 220 K, and 29 K QCMs after 125*C Isohermal Test
(Note 8, Sec. A. 1.4)

. no QTA performed on 150 K, 220 K, and 298 K QCMs after 75C Isothermal Test
(Note 8, Slc. A.1.4)

Sma spectrometer scan ting nie - 10 :o 5
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Table A-34

GC/NIS Date for AS4IPEEK At 125*C
Quantaiap'.u' Repoli

AMOLNT OF
SCAN TIME. DOEhCTED SM-CIES SPECIES tDLNTMfCA11ON

*73 37.35 C02 Aslfact
75 9.23
90 12.64 w~rvoput

106 3.41 s.%apugoI
127 2.04 chbAlmm
225 4.47 IjlUeuw
693 2.44 Cj1411y1). MW198. hydrocarbo. wcakcnc7
754 3A5 C15H32,MW 212. hydmcbt% pameIwt~e7
312 1.65

81523.31 C1611300)4 dks
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Tabk A-33

GU/MS Data for AS4/1PEEK at 2000C
Quantitatiom Report

AMOVNT OF
SCAN TIMX DCTthCn7ID SPECILS spcEciEs rDENTflCATION

36 4.70 inoPM~Pmno
103 1.46 n PAW"rf
122 1.03 chlor~om
214 1.79 oluten
593 0.64
651 1.03 Ctl 4HA MW 198. hyd*tmwbon e.g. wkidzume
717 2.31 C16J132.MW 212. hydcarxutnme.g. pentodecane
"7S 14.66 CI6HiCoN dwae
951 59.93 1.1'st4Ionylybisbam.ww

1(m 120
1146 IA3 bis2%Iy3feayfrdip
1207 1.76
1243 2.7 09aodem. z 149 ban peA
1283 2log
1377 3.74
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TLU IEUQIMA~Ni

MATEI(IAL TI-STUW: AS4AITS (cartua fibttAh rxplatfic r'rian)

DATE T1SI STARTED: Noveinher 20, 19R7

GC/MS DATA FILUS:

1&2SC Test: J0.21011(9711

200"'C Ttss .1622DI.C871)

1L3 75

MAUhRIAL SAMPLF I)ATA:

AM~A (cVM2) 26.12 2612
W iht, pvmtext (g) 691730 A l4% 4U
T2w mats kmis') 0.06 003

ISOTHIIRMAI. TEST DATA:
Trit d~ivitwwi Wh 37 3
Q(Mf~cnvieratuimIat&Ialde 01120 01124
Man Spet-trvmi~riw Dots File

QCM T11FRMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
OCIne"letrarstw,1)AIX le (11122Q 0 1 26Q
Man Specursiwtei I~t& ia[le

COMMEWNT:
. mat-vial is acompoituie ulting A S4 carbon fiber and a Ryton ptlyphetiaykne sul'hidr

therfonplwauc mauini rnuduced by Phillips Ittmir'im
. samnpless Iuppied by R.O. R udnext, Mritnn Mai i is fVw"gy S fwrms, Inc.
. su~le cont'igu&Rsiarw0 25^Ctfeet): 4 squarrs, eakh 10 OiKh by 10 0in-hby 0CVd) fix h
. *anv'Ie moinifvsataiw (75*C test). 4 eq 'rsa. ec~h 1.0 inc.h by 1.0 1-wh by 9 0(&) in~h

ta t i~nrl ev cleaned wiih iui'pn pyl aks'hi 424 hipuri befinr start 4 tetS
no nuIA pefwrlsw(Ine tm 2R K (Xi'4 afirr I1SN'Civa(henra) Teti iN(Pe Xt. %cc. A 14)

*no QTA pnftwincd (m 294 K QC'M mrtes 71^C Iothermnal Test (Noic N. Set-. A. IA.)
t* s sfl pEfttrw1mtt kslnniSg nire w 10 to S(W
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Table A-36
CC/MS Data for AS41PPS at 1250C

Quentitation Report

AMOUNT OF
WCAN TINM DElECTD SPECIES SPSCMS IDRNIWFICAI1ON

* 70 21.40
72 3S.37 CF2C12 (dichlIudhfluwomdwm)
75' OM C02uasuw
$6 065 iwmopwiol samu"ns hy~mcam

to0,65 n-Fpuo
119 189 CHC13 chlowform)
135 0.76 2.menwflI. 3dWxobow
211 US1 IWluu
328 10.76 dwd*o2-fiwuwu
348 0.41
361 0.99"miy',,vou
314 0.39
317 0.553mhyhy.2wmw
390 0.42
393 OAS btmabyl bnumn
441 6.16 N-mssW buwandn
-747 1.54 CgSH240OPh"H,MWn0
757 0.36
774 9.54 CjGH3QO4.d"W
780 2.36 C14H220 Phmfic, M4W 206

A . 207



TAWl A-37

GCIMS Data for A84117 at 2WC
Quantitation Report

AMOUST Ov
SCANT111 DE72MTD SPEC1BS SPECIES DENTIFCATION

36 OASk*
122 03M cdwdata
339 3.70 2mnaiiyl. 1. 3.diowlwto
215 0.64 m
347 1444Aygtw~
352 0.82
338 0.83 2-msihyt.3, 3. 4..Wiucam
369 US3 snriwy,)*ap) w,4
387 4A3 mining
396 O0o o9
40S 1.33 2(1dyW~myocd
434 0.AS 3.mdAyi4.-pyrliftwom
us3 12.19 N-MMhId ybMMAMMO
461 0.87

550 ~~~~2.00 2~y~oyciz~ou~
546 33M

573 0.75
3923.6 244 yuhoyjeim
59 3AM 2-hcao.4.emdyI bazmwn-Wro

717 0il src & o icsP
72 13M*~ w 2-12.(2- xygedmyozyiehano
737 3.28 "IN s 212-(24Vwt~ydio y)tdmoykdwxA
750 3.30 C~jSHUg00wIlC, MW=O2
738 1.97 C17H2S wonaude mpound
776 4.76 C16304,~4dkwa
735 7.58 C14H220 P;WfOVIV,. MW 206

in4I2 3.p*mnYI.2,pYfdioww
871 3.13 usiik l -242 at~xch~y)ad~oy)cthwxA
900 2.71
915 2.77
929 3.10
999 047

1014 lop 14ft"iv.4.p oybuuwd
1020 I3.6
1043 IAS
3054 0.60
1307 2.23 8cooh~~ur4o
1165 0.98
1136 0.99 C20143404 P0IYcthoXYPWYh a le~ 7
1199 0.76
1312 04~9
1330 A3.6
1420 1.7s VhJu*3a dieste
1441 1.23

A.- 206
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Sr2foQMA'nON

14 TE#'•LTESTED: AS4v350Oi-6(Soumc A) (carbon r-berAheurmov- epoxv)

D4TE TEST STARTED: Deember 3, 1987

GC/MS DATA FILES:

1W23CTeus: JOISDEC97D p
200*C Test: JG22DEC87B

Test Tcmpc'ttue (C)

125 75

MATERIAL SAMPLE DATA:

Ar-a (cn 2) 26.22 26.2
Wo'iht. pretest (g) 5.91837 5.84784
"ad mass loss () 0.20 0.08

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Test duration (h) 50 48
Qr2wrenraitun Dat File 01203 01207
Mwss Specuometer Data File

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
QQcfrei1~era1w! Data File 0!205Q 01209Q
MLs Spectromee Dam FBe

COMMENTS:
- utaterial is a omiposite using AS4 carbon fiher and a DEGBA nsin (MY720) themnoset

epoxy matrix produced by Flercule./'iba Geigy
- sampoes ptepa-ed ad supplied by R.G. RAdness, Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
o sample configu"ntion (125°C test): 4 squams, eich 1.0 inch by 1.0 inch% by 0.060 irwh
- sample configuration (73*C test): 4 squares, each 1.0 inch by 1.0 inch by 0.060 inch
Ssamples were cleaned with isoprpyl alcohol 24 hours before start of te•t
- noQTiA performedon* lSK. 22K, K., and293KQCMsaftr7750 C, I hearnalTest

(Note 8, .cc. A. 1.4)
a m= specCuoneter scanning Wt; - 10 14 500

A-210
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Table A.38

GUMIS Data for AS4/3501.6 (Source A) at 12S°C
Quantilatlon Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIME DE'ECrED SPECIES SPECIES IDENTIFICATION(us) (pacew)

74 0.89 C02 Aftif a
90 1739 sopropmol

105 7A3 npropanof•ardct
381 1.02 arifact
625 2.13 wrifact
693 2.60 C14H 30. MW 198, hydrocarbon
754 13.37 CI5H32, MW 212, hydrocarbon
803 11.63 Dcmnic Actil MitfWr

812 16A9 C161434, MW 226. hydrocarbon
667 337 Cl7H36, MW 240, hydrocarbon

870 0.75
1003 1.03
1029 2.72 act
1077 2.03 polydimethyl siloxane arifact
1095 1.50
1102 4.91 Mifa
1142 165
1184 6.11 9064
1309 2.80 dioctyl plnhaiaw isomm

A-217



Table A-39

GCNIS Data for AS4/3S01.6 (Source A) at 2006C
Quantitation Report

AMOUNT OF
SCAN TIME DETECTED SPECIES SPECIES IDENTIFICATION(mva. t)m r

73 52.5 CO2wazact
75 0.59 CF2CI2
78 0.27
87 4.44 prvpaol

408 0.30
410 0AO 3-ch me-!-medmlm
489 0.90
505 6.85
509 0.34
520 0.51
544 7.59
591 0.74
597 0.30
659 0.38 emdeme
663 0-58
703 1.12 bo dmchalmd mn&omi711 1.28 pma

772 1A3 kcm
814 0.27 qdmhiwnebydt•o
824 0.38 q
845 0.48
933 0.88

943 5.39
954 068 Ahda.dicr

1005 0.55
1029 13.37
1040 7.19
1047 0.34
1050 0.19
1195 1A9 dl l phflazc lsoma
1254 35A4 diocyl i•thtim Iaomer

A- 218
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TEST INFORM&I=e

MATERIAL TESTED: AS4/3501-6 (Source B) (carbon flber/thaeMos epoxy)

DATE TEST STARTED: Februay 5, 1988

GU/MS DATA FILES:

125ICTest: JGSAPRSD
200OCTesa: JO7APR8$B

Tet'remimrue (C

125 75

MATERIALJAMPLE DATA:
Am (cm ) 39.51 37.51
Weight, pretest (j) 6,98689 6,5 1814
Toa mass (W) 0.24 0.13

ISOTHERMAL TEST DATA:
Test dintion (h) 48 41
QCWa enV auum Du PUo 00208
Mans Spectroeter Dam Fil

QCM THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA:
q3Wrenyw Dan Fis " m
MUm opecomDwr Dat Fi.le~

COMMENTS t
- m law is a cmposlte using AS4 cautmn fiber and it DEOBA rosin (MY720) dhemomse

"" oymiuix pmdw~ by Hercules/ibs 0011Y
* samples pr'piod by D.M. Caulin. USAF/A FBALO&UC
* samples supplied by LA. P.M. Pldco, USAF/AFWALMLBT

$ samiple onfigumdoo (1250C test): I squaue 1.765 Inch by 1.735 inch by 0.092 inch
* sample 0conmlgpaidon (5Cmit): I square .710linch by 1.700 inch by 0.090 Inch
Ssmnples wm clened with isop1 Alcohol 24 houw Wfoe stm aof lst
* mus specomseter scanning oae m 0 to 50

/
A. 2230
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Table A-40

GC/IMS Data for AS4/35OI .6 (Source B) at 1250C
Qiauantitation Report

A NOLJNITOF
SCAN TWNE r)UrtcrTD PUICS SPEI~CLS IDUMTFICAMlN

52 21.65 C02 antfact

100 24662-w~jva1 (acmkin)
110 8.614 CliI12tI
121 3.29 2.mC~hyl.2-ffr(VmI
243 2.72 "lUew woact~a
134 2.35 alophuc hycfrocutbcw
404 2.70 n
434 0.95 Nufatir
436 1.79 a m
454 L1- A
514 2.64

557 3.51)
599 14.19 uft~tifi&J adakkyde
791. 3.46 t~iiytatc hyirnxy olueinc (n.H T.)

A 7



Table A.41

GCtM1S Daga for AS4135Ot46 (Source 5) at 200*C
Quantlistitn Report

AMO(t)(7Or
SWAN TIME~ DTWTI'D SII:CIF.S SPIIMES U.)LNTUICA fUN

I00 55.77 2i1e~1(madem)
111 7.21 mtylemchWidk(012 0 2)
122 4.UI 2-melvyl 2.prapuwls
Its 0.4o

No 1.30

345 4Yj( katuti

314 1.21
401 3.60
40J MD~

65) 1,02 ~ I~I~ndy--vkmr1-nsxIbondrJ d
66) 0.9t

A - 2.1
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